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Chapter I
I. Introduction
A & C Properties has acquired a 1287-acre track of land adjacent to the south side
fence of Denver International Airport. What makes this track particularly
promising is not only its size but that it is also nearly contiguous to DIA's cargo
area and only two miles from the Jeppesen terminal.
The owners wish to determine the optional commercial use of this tract in
order to maximize their returns on investment while best serving DIA, Denver,
Aurora, Adams County and the entire Denver region. They have already
commenced this process by retaining leading land-use planners and architects, as
well as working closely with local government officials.
Given its propinquity to DIA's air cargo complex, the unique competitive
advantage of the tract (called herein DIA 1287) lies in logistics and air cargo. The
tract is of sufficient scale, however, that promising additional commercial uses
exist. These include, among others, hospitality, retail, office, medical, and
potential specialty uses such as a water park, golf course, outdoor fitness venues,
concert facilities, a minor league baseball park, or even a relocated National
Western Stock Show. To boost property value of these additional commercial
uses as well as better serve Denver, DIA, TSA, and the RTD, a FasTracks station
will be proposed at the northwest corner of DIA 1287.
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Another high value-adding outcome for DIA 1287 would be obtaining
through-the-fence access to DIA's cargo area. The airport has been steadily
losing ground since 2000 in air cargo processing. Properly designed and
developed with through-the-fence access, DIA 1287 could become a major asset
for DIA in reversing its air cargo declines and serve as a logistical magnet to
attract high-tech and other time-critical industries to DIA 1287, nearby areas, and
the greater Denver region.
To garner DIA, local governments, and nearby land-owners support for
this initiative will require an education process articulating the need for DIA
1287 development along the lines that will be proposed herein and specifying the
value that such development will bring to each respective stakeholder. Key to
this will be elucidating the critical importance of improved air logistics for DIA
and Denver's regional economic future, as well as offering both a strategy and
action plan to attract targeted clusters of industries and service activities via DIA
1287 multimodal logistics facilities and a FasTracks station on the site.
To this end, all relevant individuals and organizations must have a solid
understanding of the new drivers of 21st century business competitiveness, job
creation, and local economic development, especially the increasingly important
roles that air passenger service and air logistics play in business and industrial
location. Second, A&C Properties in cooperation with DIA, TSA, RTD, the DIA
Partnership, the cities of Aurora and Denver, Adams County, and Denver area
2

businesses must implement an integrated set of strategies, policies, and
programs to harness and leverage these new competitive drivers for the airport
and the entire region’s commercial advantage.

New Competitive Rules Shaping Airport Area Development
Apropos the above, it is already clear that an increasingly fast-paced, globally
networked economy is changing the rules of industrial competition and business
location. These rules are being altered by a catalytic convergence of
digitalization, globalization, aviation, and time-based competition. Speed, agility,
and connectivity have become the mantra of many of the world’s most successful
firms.
The combined importance of these factors is creating a new economic
geography with major commercial airports driving and shaping business
location and urban development in the 21st century as much as highways did the
20th century, railroads in the 19th and seaports in the 18th. Today, these airports
have become key nodes in time-critical manufacturing, distribution, and
commercial systems and engines of a local economic development, attracting air
commerce-linked businesses of all types to their environs. These include among
others, just-in-time manufacturing and distribution, e-commerce fulfillment and
third-party logistics firms; hotel, entertainment, tourist, medical, and exhibition
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complexes; and office buildings that house regional corporate headquarters and
air-travel intensive professionals such as researchers, consultants, auditors, and
high-tech industry executives.
As more and more aviation intensive businesses cluster near these airports
and along transportation corridors radiating from them, a new urban form is
emerging—the Aerotropolis—stretching 15–20 miles outward from the airports.
With the airport serving as a multimodal transportation and logistics nexus,
strings and clusters of hotel, business, and technology parks, industrial parks,
distribution centers, information and communications technology (ICT)
complexes, entertainment venues, and tourist attractions are forming around the
airports and along connecting surface transportation corridors.
Such development is occurring because of the connectivity and
accessibility advantages commercial airports (especially these that have
developed as multimodal air logistics hubs) provide to business and business
people in the new speed-driven, networked economy. Airport development and
local economic development are going hand-in-hand throughout the U.S. and
around the world.
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The Denver Airport Area Situation and DIA 1287
For well over a decade, Denver International Airport (DIA) has been counted
upon to attract business and drive economic development in the northeastern
quadrant of the Denver metropolitan area. In fact, immediately after the site for
DIA was announced, there was a speculative rush to obtain large tracts of land
around the airport property and along its planned connecting expressways.
Yet, to date, airport-linked commercial development has been relatively
slow to evolve with many large tracts acquired still remaining vacant and only a
handful of distinct DIA-connected business clusters can be identified, despite
DIA becoming the fifth busiest airport in the nation and tenth in the world. This
is all beginning to change, however, with new developments in the airport area
being announced regularly and the pace expected to accelerate in the decade
ahead.
Given these dynamics, this report will provide A&C Properties with the
vision, strategic guidelines, and action-specific recommendations for DIA 1287 to
become a magnet for business location and logistical catalyst for DIA and its
surrounding regions. Pivotal to the vision, strategy and actions, is positioning
DIA 1287 as a leading multimodal air logistics complex that will drive airportlinked commercial development on the tract and substantially beyond,
contributing to a DIA Airport City and greater Aerotropolis.
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To set the context for this vision and strategy for DIA 1287 development,
the remainder of this chapter will (1) discuss its underlying business rationale
and competitive logic, (2) provide concrete examples and describe key
components of air logistics hub/Aerotropolis success elsewhere (as well as note
some failures), and (3) discuss the credibility and viability of transforming DIA
1287 into a multimodal air logistics complex and successful airport-linked
commercial real estate development.
Following this introductory chapter covering the above issues, three
additional chapters offer, in order, the infrastructure, business plan, and
implementation plan guidelines to assist those who will design, develop, and
manage DIA 1287 to attract investors and commercial tenants and to generate the
greatest local and metropolitan-wide economic impact. Critical success factors
will be presented as well as target industries specified. Emphasis will be given to
the business and security rationale of having a FasTracks station on DIA 1287
(including route options), as well as obtaining through-the-fence access to DIA's
air cargo areas.
The report concludes with 20 recommendations and action steps to be
followed by A&C Properties, public sector agencies, and DIA to successfully
develop multimodal logistics complex at DIA 1287 to boost air cargo at DIA and
drive commercial development on the tract and throughout the airport region.
Those recommendations and action steps focus on required hard and soft
6

infrastructure as well as physical appearance and the business environment that
must be created for DIA 1287 success, including branding. The
recommendations also address infrastructure and facility phasing and marketing
strategies along with the public and private sector options for developing,
operating, and managing a multimodal air logistics complex and its other
commercial components on DIA 1287.

II. Business Rationale for Improving and Growing the
Air Logistics Complex at DIA
As noted, any strategic development plan for DIA 1287 must be based on an
understanding of the way 21st century businesses compete and select sites. This
provides the rationale for specific functions and activities on the tract. I begin
with the most macro perspective on the growing importance of fast-cycle
logistics, then drill down to airport sites.
With increased global competition and rapidly evolving markets,
substantial changes are occurring in the way business is being conducted around
the world. At the forefront is the emergence of a new commercial environment
where price and quality are necessary—but not sufficient—for competitive
success. Increasingly, customers in both national and international markets are
demanding fast and reliable delivery of products, often with distinctive,
customized features. An industrial advantage is being gained by firms that
7

respond flexibly and rapidly to their domestic and global customers, delivering
lower cost, higher-quality (often customized) products quickly and efficiently.
Staying on top of the industrial competition (especially in a number of
sectors deemed priority development clusters by the Metro Denver Economic
Development Corporation—aerospace equipment, pharmaceuticals and medical
devices, microelectronics, and information technology—also requires fast-cycle
logistics. High-tech manufacturers must be able to access national and global
networks of suppliers of materials, components and sub-assemblies in order to
obtain the best-quality components at the lowest possible price. At the same
time, increased flows of information worldwide are leading to rapid changes in
customer demands. Companies that can detect these changes, design and
produce the desired products, and deliver them more quickly than other
producers will capture market share. Since speed also reduces warehousing and
inventory costs, stock-outs and remaindered goods, the speed advantage
becomes a cost advantage as well.
Fast-cycle logistics as a competitive tool is being further validated by
marketing research which shows that, worldwide, consumer tastes and product
demands are changing much more swiftly today than was the case in prior
decades. Indications are that such shifts will accelerate even faster in the decades
ahead, resulting in situations where products that are “hot” one month may
become obsolete just a few months later. Such is already happening in the
8

fashion clothing and the computer software industry where delivery time to the
retail shelf (or now directly to the customer) frequently separates market winners
from losers.
The implications of these trends for new logistics strategies are already
evident. Adapting to growing market demands for flexibility and speed,
companies such as Dell Inc., General Electric, Honda, Nokia, and Siemens are
reengineering their sourcing and distribution systems to become much more
agile and customer responsive. They now compete not only on price and quality
but also on the basis of speedy, reliable delivery, and after-sales support
(including repair and return) of their products. They manage complex networks
that encompass the entire value chain of suppliers, distributors, and customers
often across national borders.
This is why they are rethinking the role that logistics plays in their
organizations and are reassessing their current strategies in light of the new
demands for efficient supply chain management and quick response. It is
becoming clear that new strategies to meet these challenges will require the
development of innovative multi-modal air logistics infrastructures which
synthesize information and multi-modal transportation to speed the delivery of
parts, components and finished goods from suppliers to manufacturers and from
manufacturers to customers around the nation and increasingly worldwide.
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Mandating such changes are rapid and relentless worldwide
technological, political, and economic transformations. Modern transportation,
telecommunications, and goods-producing technologies have spread throughout
the globe. Trade policies are being liberalized and new markets opened.
Communist/socialist and former socialist countries such as China, Russia,
Poland, and Vietnam have entered the capitalist marketplace with vigor. Huge
wage differences between advanced industrial and developing countries have
resulted in much wider geographic dispersion of component manufacturing
sites, places of assembly, and of final sale. With rising workforce skills and rapid
cross-border technology transfer, countries such as Brazil, China, and Malaysia
have achieved much greater levels of economic output and now produce highly
sophisticated products.
International customers have also become far more sophisticated and
demanding. They have available an unparalleled variety of products from all
over the world. They are able to assess and identify value, and are therefore
highly selective in purchasing. They expect quality, competitive pricing, and
reliable delivery. They also want customization of the products they buy, and
they want these customized products right away, not in two to six months. For
many purchases, not even two to six weeks is fast enough.
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E-Commerce and Fast-Cycle Logistics
The rise of e-commerce further heightened time-based competition and the
importance of airports. As late as 1995, sales through the Internet were
essentially zero. By 1999, U.S. Internet-based business-to-consumer (B2C) sales
alone had grown to nearly $7 billion, skyrocketing to over $70 billion in 2004, a
50 percent increase over 2002 compared to a 9 percent increase in total U.S. retail
sales (U.S. Department of Commerce, 2004). According to Forrester Research,
166 million packages were shipped in 1999 by Internet retailers (e-tailers), with
approximately 70 percent going by expedited delivery. By 2003, e-tailers were
shipping 1.1 billion packages annually. This has grown to nearly 2 billion
packages in 2006.
Despite the death of thousands of “dot coms” between 2001 and 2004, it is
near consensus among economic and business forecasters that e-commerce will
flourish in the future. Most of this explosive growth is expected to be businessto-business (B2B), supply-chain transactions where materials and components
will be ordered through the Internet and quickly shipped to next-stage
producers. Manufacturers already are able to electronically access an
international network of suppliers in order to acquire the best-quality materials
and parts at the lowest possible price. The introduction of e-marketplaces
(auctions, aggregators, bid systems, and exchanges) is greatly expanding B2B
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e-commerce: Forrester Research estimates that e-marketplaces currently account
for up to two-thirds of B2B supply-chain transactions, depending on the
industry, capturing 42 percent of online industrial trade and an average 28
percent of all business to business trade. Many suggest that with the widespread introduction of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), these e-commerce
figures will go much higher in the near future.
The expansion of the B2B e-commerce and direct-to-customer Internet
orders has placed a particular premium on speed and reliability in the delivery
process. To meet these new imperatives in order fulfillment, e-commerce
distribution centers are being built near air express hubs that have speedy,
reliable shipping networks. Air express hubs actually extend the business day
for e-commerce fulfillment by allowing shippers to take orders for expedited
national or global delivery as late as 11:00PM in some locations. Dozens of such
e-tailers have located their fulfillment centers near Memphis International
Airport to leverage FedEx's world-wide air express hub. The same trend holds
for Louisville International Airport and Indianapolis, where numerous
companies have also sited e-commerce fulfillment centers near these air express
hubs.
Complementing airport-linked e-commerce fulfillment centers are flowthrough facilities for perishables (either in the physical or economic sense), justin-time supply-chain and emergency parts provision centers, and reverse
12

logistics facilities for the repair and upgrade of high-tech products such as
notebook computers and mobile phones. The clustering of such time-critical
goods facilities near air-express airports is stimulating further expansion of air
cargo, less-than-load (LTL) trucking, freight forwarders, and third party logistics
providers (3PLs) along major highways with quick accessibility to these airports.
Speedy, reliable delivery of products over long distances has become so
critical to the new economy that air commerce is quickly becoming its logistical
backbone. According to the International Air Cargo Association, forty percent of
the value of world trade now goes by air, and the percentage is steadily rising.
Air logistics, which includes air cargo, air express, and their supporting logistics
services represented a $250 billion industry in 2006. It is expected to nearly triple
by 2025, while international air-express shipments are expected to increase at
least four-fold during this period (Boeing Company, 2006).
Already, air cargo and air express are the preferred modes of international
shipping of higher value to weight B2B transactions in microelectronics,
automobile electronic components, aircraft parts, mobile telephones, fashion
clothing, pharmaceuticals, optics and small precision manufacturing equipment,
as well as many perishables such as seafood and fresh cut flowers. (See the
global supply-chain model of Dell Computer's Texas facility in Exhibit 1.1.) Even
lower value to weight B2B product distribution such as fashion apparel and
seasonal toys are becoming time-sensitive and increasingly shipped by air.
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The growing importance of air commerce to the U.S. economy is
illustrated in Exhibit 1.2. It shows that by 2005, the value of U.S. exports by air
substantially exceeded the value of exports by vessel. When detailed industrial
sectors were broken out, new economy sectors such as microelectronics,
pharmaceuticals, and medical devices had more than 80 percent transported
globally by air. Such industries, as will be described later, are increasingly
gravitating to major airport areas.

III. Passenger-Driven Commercial Development
Synergies
Not only time-sensitive goods-processing and distribution facilities are being
drawn to locations near major airports. As the world’s service economy also
shifts into fast-forward, these airports are becoming magnets for regional
corporate headquarters, trade representative offices, and professional
associations that require executives and staff to undertake frequent long-distance
travel. Airport access is likewise a powerful attraction to information-intensive
industries such as consulting, advertising, legal, medical, and financial services,
data processing, accounting and auditing, which often send out professionals to
distant customers’ sites or bring in their clients by air. This has been particularly
the case at the largest commercial airports which offers greater choice of flights
and destinations, more frequent service, and more flexibility in rescheduling.
14

The accessibility commercial airports provide have become essential to
attracting business meetings and conventions, trade shows, exhibitions and
merchandise marts. Two U.S. mega-facilities—Infomart and Market Center, both
of which are located on the I-35 corridor to Dallas-Ft. Worth International
Airport—offer good examples of the latter attraction. Infomart is a huge, ultracontemporary merchandise display building for information and communication
technology (ICT) companies. Market Center—a cluster of six large buildings that
contain nearly seven million square feet of display space for fashion clothing and
home merchandise—is the world’s largest wholesale merchandise mart.
Hundreds of thousands of buyers and vendors fly into Dallas annually to
conduct business at Infomart and Market Center. In 2005, Market Center alone
attracted buyers and vendors from all 50 U.S. states and 84 countries, who
purchased 300,000 airline seats and filled 720,000 nearby hotel rooms while
conducting an estimated $7.5 billion in wholesale transactions.
High-tech industries and airports also increasingly reinforce each other.
With intellectual capital supplanting physical capital as the primary factor in 21st
Century wealth creation, time has taken on heightened importance for today’s
knowledge workers as has the mobility of these workers over long distances.
Research in the U.S. has shown that high-tech professional workers, for example,
travel by air at least 60 percent more frequently than most other professionals
(Erie, Kasarda, McKenzie, and Molloy, 1999).
15

Some observers have suggested that advances in Internet access,
videoconferencing, and other distributed communications technologies will
diminish the need for air travel. The evidence indicates that telecommunications
advances often promote additional air travel by substantially expanding longdistance business and personal networking that lead to future face-to-face
meetings.
Others have suggested that prolonged global economic downturns
exacerbated by catastrophic events such as 9/11 and the constant threat of
terrorism, as well as contagious disease outbreaks such as SARS will
permanently diminish air commerce, in general, and business travel by air, in
particular. This does not seem likely since the business imperatives giving rise to
the growth of air commerce and business travel (speed, mobility and global
access) are increasing in importance. From 2004 to 2006, air cargo and air
passenger travel rebounded strongly from their 2001 to 2003 cyclical dips and are
forecasted to rapidly grow in the decade ahead. (Why DIA's air cargo
plummeted in the face of a major national and global upswing from 2004 to 2006
is an issue to be addressed.)
The current 4.1 billion passengers traveling annually world-wide are
forecasted to grow to over 9 billion within 15 years, with air cargo projected to
grow at an even faster rate, nearly tripling. By 2015, the FAA forecasts that over
1 billion passengers will board commercial aircraft in the U.S. Simultaneously,
16

there is expected to be a dramatic growth in very light jets fostering air taxi
services and private and shared-jet transport that will likely have a greater
impact on other Denver area airports.

IV. Economic Impact and Job Creation at Selected
Airports
Nowhere is the impact of airports becoming greater than the centerpiece of the
new economy—high-tech. With this sector’s supply-chains and employees
increasingly geared to speed, connectivity, mobility, and global access, extensive
air service has become essential to the location of many information and
communications technology (ICT) firms and other high-tech facilities. Clusters of
ICT and high-tech companies are thus locating along major airport corridors,
such as those along the Washington, D.C. Dulles Airport access corridor in
Northern Virginia and the expressways leading into and out of Chicago’s O’Hare
International Airport. Dulles’s and O’Hare’s experiences are being replicated
across the U.S., and throughout the world with centrality in aviation networks
(i.e., serving as a major hub) becoming a primary predictor of an area’s high-tech
job growth.
Regarding overall economic development, numerous studies from the
U.S. and around the world document the remarkable impact of larger airports on
urban economies. To note just a sample:
17

• Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) is responsible for over 400,000
jobs in the five-country Los Angeles region; 80 percent of which are in
LA County, where one in 20 jobs was found to be tied to LAX. The
airport currently generates $61 billion in regional economic activity,
which translates to $7 million per hour.
• Dallas-Ft. Worth International Airport has become the primary driver of
Metroplex’s fast-growing economy. Major commercial development has
occurred around the airport's peripheries and outward. For example,
the number of companies located within the dynamic Las Colinas area,
just to the east of the airport, has expanded to more than 2,000 and
includes Abbott Laboratories, AT&T, Exxon-Mobil, GTE, HewlettPackard, and Microsoft.
• In the 26-mile commercial corridor linking Washington, D.C.’s two
major airports—Reagan National and Dulles International—
employment grew from 50,000 in 1970 to nearly 1 million by 2006.
Among the companies located along the airport corridor near Dulles are
America Online, Computer Associates, Nextel Communications, Cisco
Systems, and EDS. So substantial has development been around the
airport that the metropolitan Washington Airport Authority recently
purchased 400 acres outside the fence but adjacent to its 400 acre air
cargo complex for joint development with a private master developer.
• Memphis International Airport (world headquarters of FedEx) is
responsible for over 160,000 jobs in the metropolitan area. One of four
jobs in the Region is tied to the airport, which has an annual economic
impact of $22 billion. Air cargo and air express operations account for
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95 percent of the airport's economic impact and regional job generation.
I will return to Memphis later in this chapter.
• In the Philippines, Subic Bay Freeport is rapidly expanding around a
former U.S. naval air base that was converted to commercial use in 1995.
Since FedEx located its Asia/Pacific regional hub at Subic Bay in 1995,
over 200 firms—employing 54,000 workers—have located there,
generating almost $2.5 billion in investment. Between 1995 and 2005 the
annual value of exports from Subic Bay jumped from $24 million to $1.3
billion. Acer has opened its largest personal computer assembly facility
in the world at Subic Bay; the facility relies heavily on air freight for its
supply-chain management. Nearer to Manila, the former U.S. Clark Air
Base is attracting tens of thousands of information and communications
technology and other high-tech manufacturing jobs, as UPS is growing
its Southeast Asia regional air express hub there.
• In Penang, Malaysia air cargo has created a “Silicon Island”
contributing immensely to job creation near the airport. Inc.
manufactures 100% of its laptops in Malaysia. The company relies
heavily on air express in its Malaysian facility sourcing and exports,
having over 2,000 employees alone there, with $5 billion in its sales
originating from Penang. Its firm clustering impact has also been huge
as 70 Dell suppliers have either manufacturing centers or distribution
centers at Penang, providing parts and components.
• Viracopos Airport in Campinas, Brazil, is a cargo hub with a 10 percent
of all Brazilian air imports arrive through cargo facilities there.
Viracopos has greatly contributed to Campinas becoming the second
fastest growing high tech area in all of Latin and South America, with
19

investments in microelectronics and information and communications
technology (ICT) totaling $7 billion in the past 10 years. Fifty Fortune
500 companies have located high tech manufacturing facilities near
Viracopos airport, including IBM, Motorola, Lucent/Alcatel, Samsung,
and Texas Instruments.
The impact of airport-induced job growth on land use in the vicinity of
airports is likewise substantial. Recent research at UNC's Kenan Institute of
employment growth in the suburban rings of U.S. metropolitan areas showed
that areas within six miles of airports are adding jobs much faster than the
overall job-growth rate of the suburban ring within which the airport was
located. While most of the employment is concentrated near the airport or along
major connecting highways within 15 to 20 minutes of the airport, research at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s International Center for Air
Transportation documents that impacts occur up to 60 miles from airports with
air connections significantly facilitating a region’s access to suppliers, markets,
ideas and capital (EconSouth, 2003).

V. Airport-Generated Commercial Development (Inside
and Outside the Airport Property)
Emerging corridors, clusters, and spines of airport-linked businesses are giving
rise to a new urban form—the aerotropolis—stretching up to 20 miles from larger
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airports. The airports function as the multi-modal logistics hub and commercial
nexus of this diffuse airport-integrated urban complex, analogous to the function
central business districts (CBDs) play in the traditional metropolis (see
Exhibit 1.3 for a generic illustration). Indeed, under the rubric of Airport Cities,
some of these airports have assumed the very same roles of metropolitan CBDs
by becoming regional intermodal surface transportation nodes and significant
employment, shopping, meeting and entertainment destinations in their own
right.
An excellent example is Amsterdam’s Schiphol. Its grounds employ
58,000 people daily—more than the 50,000 resident criteria to attain metropolitan
central city status in the U.S. Two major expressways link the airport to
downtown Amsterdam and the broader urban area. A modern train station,
directly under the air terminal, efficiently connects travelers to the city center and
the rest of the Netherlands.
Schiphol’s passenger terminal, incorporating modern retail mall design
elements, contains expansive, well-appointed shopping and entertainment
arcades accessible both to travelers and the general public. By combining
terminal design with mall design, Schiphol has substantially increased revenues
through concession rents and passenger purchases. In fact, the airport often
attracts Amsterdam residents who come to shop and relax in its public section,
especially on Sundays when most city retail stores are closed.
21

Directly across from Schiphol’s passenger terminal is the World Trade
Center with meeting and commercial facilities and regional headquarters of such
firms as Thomson-CFS and Unilever. A Sheraton and a Hilton hotel adjoin this
complex. Surrounding Schiphol (near the airport fence are large tracts of land
being developed for office, leisure, industrial, and logistics purposes.
Providing further logistical advantage, the A4 and A9 high-speed
motorways are both within a mile and a half of the airport center. Radiating
from Schiphol along these motorways are strings and clusters of business parks,
logistics parks, high-tech industrial parks, distribution centers, information and
telecommunication complexes, and wholesale merchandise marts—all of which
are airport-intensive users. Exhibit 1.4 illustrates the synergies between
Schiphol's Airport City and its broader regional Aerotropolis.

VI. Aerotropolis Development and Planning Principles
Reflecting the new economy’s demands for connectivity, speed and reliability,
the Aerotropolis is optimized by corridor and cluster development, wide lanes,
and fast movements. In the next chapter, I shall discuss how DIA and DIA 1287
transportation access can be considerably improved with special emphasis on
new roadways, a FasTracks commuter rail station, and freight rail access.
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Although most aerotropolises have so far evolved largely spontaneously
—with insufficient transportation infrastructure or previous nearby development
often creating arterial bottlenecks—in the future many will be improved through
strategic infrastructure planning. For example, at full future development, (as
illustrated in Exhibit 1.3), dedicated expressway links (aerolanes) and commuter
rail (aerotrains) will efficiently connect airports to nearby and more distant
business and residential clusters. Special truck-only lanes should be added to
airport air cargo areas, airport expressways and nearby interstate highways, as
should be improved highway interchanges to reduce congestion. Seamlessly
connected multi-modal infrastructure will accelerate transfers of goods and
people, improving transport system effectiveness and further influencing land
values, business development, and resulting urban form. While such
infrastructure development at and around DIA is years away, the roadway and
rail planning process needs to commence immediately and appropriate land
reserved before on-going property development precludes such critical future
infrastructure.
The metric for determining future land value and particular business
locations will be time-cost access to the airport, and here is where DIA 1287 is
especially advantaged. Over time, firms of various types will bid against each
other for airport accessibility predicated on the utility each gives to the related
combination of time and cost of moving people and products to and from the
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airport and the extensiveness of the airport’s flight networks to regional and
global markets. Land values, lease rates, and commercial use will no longer be
measured by traditional bid-rent functions that decline linearly with spatial
distance from the primary node (here, the airport) but by the time and cost of
moving goods and people to and from the airport from alternative sites via
connecting highway and high-speed rail arteries.
To many, this new land use and structure will appear simply as additional
sprawl along main airport transportation corridors. Yet, the aerotropolis is
actually a highly reticulated system based on time-cost access gradients radiating
outward from the airport. In short, the three “A’s”(accessibility, accessibility,
accessibility) will replace the three “L’s” (location, location, location) as the most
important industrial and business location organizing principles. Of course,
accessibility and location are closely related as is the case with DIA 1287.
Airport-linked commercial clusters and spines are already taking on
distinct spatial form around major international gateway airports such as
Chicago O’Hare, Dallas-Ft. Worth, Miami, New York Kennedy, WashingtonDulles, Hong Kong International, Korea’s Incheon, London Heathrow, Paris
Charles de Gaulle, Amsterdam Schiphol, and Dubai International. In the United
States, even small and mid-size airports—such as Alliance Airport, near Ft.
Worth, Texas (FedEx), Ontario, California Airport, near LA (UPS)—are
generating mini-aerotropolises in the form of airport-linked business cluster and
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spine development. For example, Alliance Airport alone has attracted over $4
billion in commercial investments since 1994 to its 16,000-acre development area.
Similar development is beginning at Hahn Industrial Airport about 100 miles
west of Frankfurt, Germany. I will return to these smaller airports shortly.
Those in the air express and air cargo industry know that the battle for air freight
is won on the ground—not the air—with good highway connections key. This is
why most of the leading air express and air cargo airports also have excellent
expressway links and on-site or nearby truck cross-docking facilities. These
highway/air cargo synergies are often reinforced by excellent nearby intermodal
rail facilities such as at Ontario, California, Alliance Airport in Texas and at Hahn
in Germany. The following section elaborates the multi-modal air
logistics/Aerotropolis synergies utilizing specific cases of airport-driven
development in the U.S., Asia and Europe and the Middle-East.

VII. Emerging Air Logistics Hub/Aerotropolis Cases

Ontario, California
Commercial growth surrounding Southern California’s Ontario Airport—an
emerging air logistics hub that cornerstones a major urban complex 40 miles east
of Los Angeles—offers an excellent contemporary illustration of multi-modal
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synergies. The airport (recently renamed LA/Ontario International Airport) is at
the nexus of major east-west and north-south interstate highways I-10 and I-15,
with the Burlington Northern–Santa Fe intermodal rail yards nearby. The ports
of Los Angeles and Long Beach are connected by interstate highways and rail
lines. Between 2000 and 2006, over 60 million square feet of logistics,
distribution, and light industrial space were added adjacent to the airport and
along Interstates 10 and 15 radiating out from it, led by e-commerce fulfillment
and distribution facilities ranging up to 1 million square feet in floor space. With
commercial clusters rapidly developing around the airport and outward along I10 and I-15, Ontario is emerging into a full-fledged aerotropolis (see Exhibit 1.5).
Enhancing Ontario’s air logistics and aerotropolis development is the
growth of air express transportation services at and around Ontario Airport.
During 2005, UPS, whose west coast regional hub is at Ontario Airport, handled
nearly 700 million pounds of freight while FedEx carried over 100 million
pounds. This express service was boosted by another 100 million combined
pounds carried by BAX Global, Menlo Worldwide and Airborne (now
DHL/ABX) Express. Ontario’s development as a regional air express airport has
greatly contributed to making its broader “Inland Empire” area one of the fastest
growing employment regions in the United States, where tens of thousands of
jobs are being created annually.
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Alliance, Texas
Another regional air express airport/aerotropolis example is Fort Worth (Texas)
Alliance Industrial Airport, where 15,000 acres span two counties and include
portions of four cities. Promoted as the nation’s first industrial airport by Ross
Perot’s company, development began in 1988 with the objective of serving
business and commercial users rather than passengers. From the beginning,
multi-modality was emphasized, especially quick and efficient access to regional
and national markets via interstate highways and intermodal rail connections. A
major development driver was put in place in 1997 when FedEx opened its
southwest regional hub at Alliance. Since then, over 100 major companies (33
from the Global 500 largest) have located at and around Alliance; such as AT&T,
Nokia, BFGoodrich Aerospace, Bell Helicopters, Gulfstream, Zenith Electronics,
Nestle Distribution, and Dell Inc. Alliance offers a Foreign Trade Zone, an
enterprise zone with further city and state incentives, a world trade center, stateof-the-art fiber optics and telecommunications, and a special inventory tax
exemption, as well as efficient U.S. customs services.
As a result of its wide variety of present and expected future tenants and
users, such as time-sensitive manufacturers and distributors, third-party logistics
providers, retailers, international firms and aviation-related companies, Alliance
is partitioned into geographic sectors geared to different tenant needs and
requirements. These developments include:
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• Alliance Center, a 2,600-acre high-density business complex that encircles
the airport and is geared primarily towards aviation-related enterprises
that require direct taxiway access.
• Alliance Commerce Center, a 300-acre business park for manufacturing
and high-tech firms, which has served as a starting point for several
small and mid-sized companies that have expanded into larger facilities
throughout Alliance.
• Alliance Air Trade Center, a 52-acre air cargo development with direct
access to the Alliance Airport runway system, direct access to Interstate
35W, and nearly adjacent to the BNSF intermodal facility. It has over
250,000 square feet of warehouse space available for intermodal cargo
and international air freight companies.
• Alliance Gateway, a 2,400-acre distribution, manufacturing and office
sector which provides parcels of land for constructing large-scale
facilities such as warehouses and is designed to accommodate large
distribution and industrial firms. It also has convenient access to
Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport via State Highway 170.
• Alliance Advanced Technology Center, a 1,400-acre complex that is
becoming one of the nation’s premier technology hubs for major
companies from around the world.
• Heritage Reserve at Alliance, which is integrated into a woodlands
greenbelt and offers locations for research and development facilities in
a natural setting
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• Westport at Alliance, a 1,500-acre industrial and distribution sector
located directly adjacent to Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway’s
main north/south line and Intermodal Center. It caters to shippers
needing rail access and other multi-modal transportation options.
• Alliance Crossing, a 170-acre retail complex that is designed to
accommodate retailers, restaurants and other service-oriented firms
needed to service the areas increasing population base as well as
employees and visitors of Alliance.
Alliance’s commercial success has been attributed to its excellent multimodality, a variety of economic incentives it provides to tenants, its attracting a
substantial number of third-party logistics (3PL) providers who offer
manufacturers, distributors and retail shippers with value-added services
including packaging, labeling, inventory management, transportation and
transportation tracking as well as returns management. Alliance also provides
educational and technical training facilities for companies located at its complex,
including conference and teleconference facilities.
Of particular interest, all firm recruitment and real estate development is
managed by a private company, Hillwood Development. Of the $4.8 billion
invested in Alliance thus far, 97 percent has been from private sources.
According to the Alliance website, this translates into over 20,000 permanent jobs
at the complex and $150 million annually in local property taxes generated.
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Rickenbacker, Ohio
An excellent general air cargo airport case, centered at a mid-sized airport, is
Rickenbacker Airport in Columbus, Ohio. A former U.S. air force base,
Rickenbacker went into service as a commercial air cargo airport in 1980. Despite
being the 1980's hub for the air cargo firm, Flying Tigers (now part of FedEx),
Rickenbacker did not obtain success until the 1990s when a new public-private
management model was put in place and a new marketing strategy developed
based on the “Inland Port” concept.
Rickenbacker’s success thereafter rested largely with efficient and costeffective handling and distribution of supplies and finished goods, in contrast to
more costly, less efficient handling at alternative (often larger) airport complexes
that lacked multi-modality and as efficient logistics operations. The airport is
strategically located to serve national markets, and it has excellent access to
major interstate highways and intermodal rail facilities. Like Alliance,
Rickenbacker operates in a Foreign Trade Zone. It also has special state and
federal tax exemptions such as those on inventory, abatement on real estate taxes
for improvements to land and buildings as well as a subsidy of $3 million per
year from local governments. In addition, the State of Ohio has committed $65
million in revenue bonds for future facility improvements.
Economic development around Rickenbacker since the early 1990s has
been remarkable. The airport serves as the logistics hub of a 15,000-acre
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development zone (nearly identical to Alliance), called the Rickenbacker Area.
This area contains over 20 million square feet of state-of-the-art logistics and
distribution space, employing 15,000 workers. Despite the national and global
downturn in air cargo between 2001 and 2003, Rickenbacker continued to
experience robust air cargo growth.
Rickenbacker provides tenants and users with a 500,000-square-foot cargo
terminal (which is being continuously expanded), modern materials handling
equipment and logistics services, and direct airfield access to freight forwarders,
third-party logistics providers and time-sensitive manufacturers and distributors
who are advantaged by airside access. As one example, Excel Logistics, one of
the world’s largest supply chain management companies, operates a 230,000
square foot one-stop shop facility that includes customs brokerage, airfreight
forwarding, intermodal operations, value-adding logistics services, and
warehousing. Rickenbacker’s logistics and fulfillment firms are undergirded by
state-of-the-art fiber optic loops, high-speed data circuits, and teleconference
facilities.
To further spur commercial development, Rickenbacker formed a
partnership with Duke Realty in late 2005 to develop 1,200 acres of prime
industrial land in the airport area. The partnership will also help with the
development of Rickenbacker Global Logistics Park which will be near the new
Rickenbacker Intermodal Facility scheduled to open later in 2007.
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As mentioned above, Rickenbacker’s development success can be
attributed in large part to its management strategy implemented in 1991 with the
establishment of the Greater Columbus Inland Port Commission to promote
trade through developing and leveraging logistics services and intermodal
infrastructure. The Inland Port Commission is an exemplary public-private
partnership made up of city, county, state and federal representatives from the
public sector and the Greater Columbus Chamber of Commerce and individual
manufacturers, shippers, logistics providers, and others from the private sector.
Cost-benefit analyses have shown that for every U.S. dollar of public investment
in Rickenbacker, three dollars in private investment have resulted with twentyfive dollars in regional economic impact, estimated to be nearly $3 billion in 2006.

North Carolina Global TransPark
The North Carolina Global TransPark (GTP) was conceptualized as a multimodal industrial airport designed to support manufacturing, distribution,
agribusiness, and transportation-related companies. A comprehensive planning
effort was completed in 1994 with the objective of fully integrating air, rail, road,
and nearby sea transportation capabilities to serve the logistics requirements of
industrial and distribution tenants and users.
The GTP encompasses 5,000 acres in eastern North Carolina, 70 miles east
of the Research Triangle Park and 40 miles from the Atlantic coast. At full
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infrastructure build-out (forecasted to be around 2025), the project was planned
to have two long-range parallel runways, a state-of-the-art central cargo
processing area, an intermodal rail terminal, a dedicated system for transporting
cargo throughout the GTP, internal road networks, and upgraded connections to
regional road and rail systems. Two deepwater ports are located approximately
one hour away by rail and highway. Thousands of acres within the GTP are
currently available for private, industrial, manufacturing and distribution
facilities.
As of March 2007, less than 500 people are employed at the GTP which is
disappointing to many. Locational problems created severe constraints. As
noted, the North Carolina Authority selected a relatively isolated low-income
region of the state as the site of the GTP in part to spur job growth, income and
overall economic development of a declining region. This location has posed a
number of liabilities. First, the highway system and related transportation and
telecommunications infrastructure were not well developed to the site. The GTP
is over 40 miles from the nearest interstate highway and developing limited
access connectors to the interstate will take at least a decade. The lack of
interstate highway accessibility dissuaded a number of early targeted
manufacturing firms from locating at the GTP. In addition, the runway at the
Kinston Jetport (the GTP) was only 8,000 feet long, and therefore unable to
handle the take-offs and landings of large cargo aircraft.
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Securing the environmental approvals and federal and state financing to
extend the runway to 11,500 feet took four and a half years. These approvals and
financing came in late 1997 and 1998 and the runway extension was completed in
late 2002 which was the middle of a major air cargo downturn period. Without
federal environmental approvals (which, as noted previously, involved a full
EIS) and a sufficient runway length for fully loaded all cargo aircraft to land and
take-off, it was impossible to recruit major cargo airlines and therefore the firms
that would use them.
The lack of a nearby developed industrial base in the poorest part of the
state further discouraged a number of air cargo firms. The North Carolina GTP
found itself in a chicken and egg situation that is now only beginning to be
resolved through transfer of activities and responsibility to a major private sector
commercial real estate development firm (Duke Realty) and private sector
development consultants and logisticians (Longistics). DIA with its
modern airport infrastructure in place, nearby interstate highways within easy
reach and well-developed economic base faces none of the critical problems
which have delayed progress of the North Carolina GTP. DIA also possesses a
major passenger hub and air cargo network that the GTP lacks.
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Southern California Logistics Airport
Another effort to create an air cargo/industrial airport that has faced similar
difficulties is Southern California Logistics Airport (SCLA) located at the former
George Air Force Base in Victorville approximately 100 miles northeast of Los
Angeles. The developer of SCLA, Sterling Enterprise, has entitled 64 million
square feet for commercial and industrial development. Thus far, the firm has
leased out 1 million square feet to air cargo and logistics providers, as well as for
distribution facilities of major companies such as Boeing and General Electric.
The former air base, like the GTP, has faced a number of challenges. It is
considered too isolated for air express activity and its local industrial base is not
strong enough to provide sufficient origin and destination air cargo. There is
also intense competition from other nearby “Inland Empire” airports, including
Ontario, San Bernardino, and March Air Base. Los Angeles International and
Ontario have a solid grip on freight forwarders, who are reluctant to move to
SCLA, despite its cost advantages and major incentives provided. Since freight
forwarders account for the vast majority of traditional (non-express) air cargo,
this has proven to be a liability that SCLA has yet to overcome.
Again, DIA is in a much better position with an established aviation
network and large regional area economic base. The Denver metropolitan area is
the largest metropolitan area in the Rocky Mountain and great Plains regions
with two hubs (United Airlines and Frontier) while SCLA has no passenger
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service and faces intense competition from air cargo giant LAX and nearby
regional air express complexes at Ontario (UPS) and Riverside/March (DHL)
airports.

The Air Logistics Mother Ship: Memphis International Airport
In less than 30 years, FedEx has transformed Memphis from a sleepy mid-size
southern city into a global distribution center. It's Memphis hub is the largest,
fastest, and most connected air logistics complex in the world. In 2005, the
airport handled 3.6 million metric tons of cargo, 94% due to FedEx which
processed over 2 million packages per night on average. With 300 daily national
international non-stop flights, the hub covers the globe. This air connectivity is
further enhanced by superior interstate highway and rail access as well as by
excellent passenger service. Northwest Airlines offers 279 daily scheduled
departures to 89 U.S. cities and to Amsterdam.
As a result of the FedEx presence, the economic impact of Memphis International
Airport is immense. According to a 2005 study by the University of Memphis,
the airport had a $22 billion impact on the metropolitan economy, $19.5 billion
resulting from air cargo activities. A total of 166,000 jobs in the metro area are
tied to the airport (40,000 employed by FedEx alone) which constitutes over 1 in
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4 jobs in the Region. Almost half of the businesses in the Memphis area feel that
their economic future is linked to the airport.
Because of the high employment multiplier effects of air express and air
cargo activities (e.g., trucking, logistics, and distribution centers, time-sensitive
assembly, repair and testing, etc.). Memphis International Airport has an
economic impact greatly disproportionate to its passenger numbers and
population base (see Exhibit 1.6). For example, while Phoenix Sky Harbor
Airport has nearly four times the annual passengers and its metropolitan
population base is three times larger than Memphis, Memphis International has
an economic impact that is 50 percent larger than Phoenix Sky Harbor airport.
A substantial aerotropolis is evolving at and around Memphis
International Airport. In addition to logistics and distribution facilities, hotels,
office parks, retail and entertainment complexes are locating along airport
corridors. The FedEx hub has attracted major arterial clusters and strings of
logistics and distribution facilities (see Exhibits 1.7 and 1.8). These include:
• World's largest laptop computer repair depot—Solectron Repairs 5,000
laptops every night
• World's largest cornea bank—The National Eye Bank Center
• World's largest DVD distribution center—Thomson Technicolor ships
1.2 million DVDs per day (½ of DVDs purchased in the U.S.)
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• Largest overnight drug testing center in the U.S.—Advanced Toxicology
runs 5,000 lab tests per night for next day delivery.
Major national distribution facilities for Flextronics, Hewlett-Packard,
Sharp, Cingular, Jabil Global, Pfizer, Baxter, GlaxoSmithKline, Medtronic, and
many others have located in Memphis largely because of the FedEx hub. Some
of these such as Sears logistics services, Hewlett-Packard, Nike, WilliamsSonoma and Thomson Technicolor operate distribution facilities that exceed two
million square feet.

European Air Logistics Hub Experiences
I have already described the evolution of an Aerotropolis around Amsterdam’s
Schiphol Industrial Airport, with logistics being a primary driver. Considerable
airport-driven commercial development is also occurring around Paris’ Charles
de Gaulle Airport and London’s Heathrow, the latter exhibiting the most
expensive industrial space in the world around it.
There are also a number of smaller cargo-oriented airports using air
logistics to attract industry. These include Vatry Cargo Airport in the
Champagne Region of France, about 100 miles north of Paris. It has been trying
to position itself as a logistics hub and third airport of the greater Paris Region.
Vatry commenced operations in March 2000 following a seven million euro
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investment by local authorities and advertised itself as “the first multimodal
100% cargo center in Europe.” In 2002, Vatry handled 6,100 tons of freight and
had a total of 10,300 aircraft movements. It is near the center of major trucking in
Europe linked to the French motorway network (A26 and A4). Prologis, a major
U.S. real estate investment trust focusing on logistics and distribution centers is
building a substantial complex at Vatry. Overall, development at Vatry has been
slower than many anticipated with the primary reason given as its distance from
Paris and paucity of freight forwarders and 3PLs in the vicinity.
A primary cargo airport in Germany at Hahn, about 100 miles from
Frankfurt, is likewise positioning itself as an industrial airport. This former U.S.
airbase has consistently raised its freight tonnage from just 5,500 tons in 1997
when it opened to over 130,000 tons in 2004. Frankfurt AG (now known as
FraPort) has taken a major equity stake (73%) in Hahn and the airport has been
renamed Frankfurt-Hahn.
A number of 3 PLs are active at Frankfurt-Hahn. The airport features a
five-lane road feeder system with integrated truck cross-docking facilities along
with complete logistics services including all documentation and processing of
special cargo. The airport also features 24/7 operation and is the German base of
a number of air cargo charter companies, including the Western European hub of
Volga-Dnepr Heavy Lift. It likewise serves as the European hub for Antonov
(Russia) and as the German base for low-cost passenger carrier Ryanair.
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Frankfurt-Hahn received a major boost in September 2004 when British
Airways commenced weekly B747F flights to Johannesburg, Africa and Hong
Kong. In November 2005, it added two more weekly flights to Hong Kong.
Russia’s Aeroflot has also made Hahn its European cargo hub with four DC10Fs
stationed there currently offering 12 weekly fights to Moscow, Beijing, Shanghai,
and Tokyo. Scheduled cargo flights are also now offered by Egypt Air, Air
Armenia, Iran Air, Turkey’s MNG Airlines, and Royal Jordanian.
Hahn’s success in attracting air cargo companies, which is driving nearby
airport-linked industrial development, is due to its fast and efficient cargo
handling and lower costs compared to Frankfurt International Airport and other
large European airports. Hahn also has the advantage of being located within
four to six hours trucking time of major European markets.
Once Hahn’s air cargo traffic began to boost airport-related industrial
development, additional air passenger demand was created. Annual passenger
traffic expanded from just 29,000 in 1998 to 1.5 million in 2002, to 2.8 million
passengers in 2004, and on up to 3.7 million passengers in 2006. Although much
of this passenger growth resulted from Irish low-cost carrier RyanAir
establishing Hahn as its German hub, a number of other new European carriers
have started passenger service at Hahn, as well, over the past three years.
With both cargo and passenger demand at Hahn soaring, in 2004 the state
of Hesse took a 17.5 percent stake in the airport (leaving Fraport with a 65
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percent majority share) with the other 17.5 percent share held by the state of
Rhineland-Palatinate. These three shareholds have committed themselves to
investing 42 million Euros (about 80 million dollars) from 2005 to 2009 to
improve airport infrastructure and further expand cargo and passenger capacity.

Asia’s Air Logistics Hubs and Aerotropolies

Hong Kong International Airport
Hong Kong International Airport (HKIA) is one of the world’s exemplary air
logistics hub and aerotropolis in evolution. Its 1,258 hectare (2,700 acre) site was
created in the mid-1990s by leveling two small islands and reclaiming land from
the sea. The airport opened in July 1998 with a total project cost of US$20 billion,
including a 26 miles multi-lane expressway and modern express train to both
Kowloon and Hong Kong Island.
Three commercial districts adjacent to or near HKIA’s terminal and
runways are well along in development. The 70 acre South Commercial District
is composed of logistics facilities, including (1) Tradeport Hong Kong Ltd.,
constructed and operated by an international consortium of Asia and European
Partners, (2) HACTL’s Super Terminal 1 (the world’s largest stand-alone air-
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cargo and air-express facility with a gross area of 2.7 million sq. ft), (3) Asia Air
Freight Terminal, and (4) a 1.4 million sq. ft. mixed-use freight-forwarding
warehousing and office complex. DHL has just opened its Asia air express hub in
this zone, as well (see Exhibit 1.6).
The 52 acre East Commercial District is being developed as an office park.
It will have gross floor area of 3 million sq. ft. targeted to regional corporate
offices and air travel-intensive professionals. The 125 acre North Commercial
District is the Airport City’s signature development zone, known as SkyCity. The
10 million sq. ft commercial development is adjacent to the passenger terminal
and served by the airport express train. SkyCity’s master planner, Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill designed it as a commercial destination for working, shopping,
meeting and trading.
SkyCity’s first phase opened in late 2006 and contains SkyPlaza, a
multipurpose commercial complex connected to the passenger terminal and the
airport express train station. The lower floors of SkyPlaza provide a 300,000 sq. ft
retail center, including an IMAX 3D theater. Above this podium is class A office
space with a total gross floor area of another 300,000 sq. ft. SkyCity’s first phase
development also includes a 2 million sq. ft international exhibition center with
full-time trade rep offices, a China cross-boundary ferry terminal, a 600-room
hotel, and a 9-hole golf course that will go commercial in future phases. These
future phases will consist of a business park, hotels, and leisure and
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entertainment facilities. Another 500-room hotel has opened last year as part of
the passenger terminal.
SkyCity will be the multimodal Central Business District of a far reaching
Hong Kong Aerotropolis. In addition to its Hong Kong Island and Kowloon
connections, it will be linked by the express train and highway to the nearby
Disney Theme Park that also opened on the airport’s island in 2006, about 10
minutes from the SkyCity. The airport express train connects as well within 5
minutes to Tung Chung, a massive new town housing 45,000 airport workers
and their families, complete with suburbs, churches, shopping and medical
facilities.
SkyCity will also be seamlessly connected to southern coastal China
through high-speed turbo jet ferries to the economically booming Pearl River
Delta. These high-speed ferries will shuttle passengers, shoppers, workers, and
tourists back and forth between SkyCity and key Delta locations in 30 to 40
minutes, bypassing airport customs and immigration. Such connectivity to the
mainland already exists from the South Commercial District where logistics
ferries connect the district to the Delta’s main manufacturing centers, shuttling
parts and finished goods back and forth between the airport and the mainland.
Further integrating HKIA with both Hong Kong and the Delta will be a
new expressway and rail bridge and tunnel linking Hong Kong to Macau and
Zhuhai on the mainland. This combination express/rail bridge is planned to
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connect through the airport island (Lantau). It will not only enhance SkyCity’s
role as a destination for shoppers, tourists, traders and other business people
from these catchment areas but also solidify HKIA’s role as the multimodal
center of a highly expansive and growing Hong Kong aerotropolis.

Incheon: Korea’s Air City
Perhaps the most ambitious effort to develop a multimodal air logistics
hub/Aerotropolis is taking place at and around South Korea’s new Incheon
International Airport. At its core is Air City, a set of multimodal commercial
complexes being developed with all the features of a modern metropolitan
center: retail areas, office buildings, logistics and manufacturing facilities, ICT
functions and leisure activities, a conference and exhibition center, as well as a
mixed-use new town. Elaborate expressway, bridge and under construction rail
infrastructure connects the airport to Seoul (42 miles to the North) and to nearby
islands, the latter forming an integrated commercial and residential complex.
The airport property (15,000 acres) is considerably larger than most in
Asia. Opened in March 2001, Incheon was immediately among Asia’s major
airports in passengers and cargo. Its current master plan (with a 15-year horizon)
has commercial and residential development evolving through three phases,
creating an ever broadening and deepening urban expanse. The first phase
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(already complete) is an Airport Support Community consisting of airportrelated industries (primarily logistics), commercial services, and housing for
airport area employees and their families, which total 100,000. The second phase
(in process) involves expanding (both spatially and functionally) the Airport
Support Community while transforming it into an International Business City.
Around the airport, a 360 acre international business center composed of four
office complexes, a shopping mall, convention and exhibition facility and two
five-star hotels is scheduled to be opened earlier this year.
An additional 220 acre commercial project under development is the
Airport Free Zone. This international logistics and manufacturing zone became
fully operational in 2006. Both the international business center and Airport Free
Zone are planned to double in space in the ensuing five years with the
population of Air City doubling, as well, to 200,000.
The third and most ambitious stage (The International Free Trade City) is
a full-blown aerotropolis tied together by an extended international free
enterprise zone (IFEZ). The IFEZ will encompass three islands, connected by
expressway bridges (man-made Songdo and Cheongra, along with Yeongjong
where the airport is located). A pivotal component in the Republic of Korea’s
plan to transform the country into the commercial and trading center of
Northeast Asia, IFEZ is being promoted as “Pentaport”—a combined airport,
business port, seaport, teleport, and leisure port.
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The greater Incheon Aerotropolis has dual urban growth poles. The first,
Yeongjong Island, is its Air City, with development around the airport focusing
on aviation-oriented office functions, hotel, trade and exhibition facilities,
logistics, and tourism and leisure activities. Two of the largest are a 384-acre
water park and a 250-acre fashion island immediately south of the airport. The
latter, being developed at a cost of $1 billion, is planned to be the fashion mecca
of Asia with state-of-the-art luxury outlets, hotels, and exhibition space.
Songdo Island will host the aerotropolis’ second urban growth pole, New
Songdo City, being created from scratch entirely on reclaimed land by Gale
International of New York City and Posco (South Korea's largest steel producer)
in partnership with the Korean Government with financing through Morgan
Stanley, World Bank, ABN Amro and Kookmin Bank. This 1,500-acre, $20+
billion project is the largest private development project currently underway in
the world. At full build-out in 2016, New Songdo City will have over 15 million
square feet of office and commercial space, more than 9,000 residences (mostly
condominium and town houses), a convention center, a cultural center, a central
park greenway, an 18-hole golf course designed by Jack Nicklaus, a state-of-theart medical facility, and an international school for children of expatriate
workers.
Phase I of this mega-project commenced in 2005 and will include a 1
million sq. ft. retail complex, a 1,000 room hotel, a 65-story trade center, and 2,360
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homes by the end of 2008. As an incentive to its developers, the Korean
government has agreed to construct a six-mile, six-lane bridge from New Songdo
City directly to Incheon International Airport and provide all utilities.
From the start of Air City along the airport property line to the
development of New Songdo City six miles away, the Korean government is
actively soliciting private-sector participation and foreign investment. Tax
holidays and other generous financial incentives along with the provision of
extensive infrastructure throughout the greater Incheon airport region are likely
to catalyze considerably more private-sector development throughout this
emerging Korean Aerotropolis.

Singapore Changi International Airport
Since commencing operation in 1981, Singapore Changi, 16 miles from
downtown Singapore, has been considered among the most efficient and
aesthetically pleasing airports in the world. The opening of its swank Terminal 2
in 1991 positioned Changi as an Asian leader in infusing passenger facilities with
modern commercial, business, and leisure functions. The Civil Aviation
Authority of Singapore (CAAS) has invested continuously to upgrade its two
terminals and establish them as commercial and leisure nodes of a relatively
compact Changi Airport City. A third terminal, costing $1.8 billion is scheduled
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to open in 2008, promising to have an even more extensive array of commercial
and leisure services.
Branding Singapore and providing a memorable experience to airport
users are key objectives to the ongoing modernization of the passenger terminals.
More than 100 retail outlets, many with Singapore or S.E. Asia themes, line
Changi’s concourses in a free-flow manner. Artwork and waterfalls exhibit a
sense of local history and natural beauty. Coffee shops and food outlets also
provide a local flavor, modeled after the facades of 1960s Chinatown, while
restaurants have open kitchens where passengers can observe cooks preparing
Singaporean dishes along with a variety of other international cuisines.
At the same time, Changi’s passenger terminals are state-of-the-art
technologically and in service amenities. They were among the world’s first to
offer Wi-Fi access to passengers with laptops and high-quality surround sound
lounge seats with plasma and liquid crystal video equipment. Small group movie
theaters, sports and news viewing lounges, in-transit passenger sleeping,
massage and shower facilities, along with health and fitness clubs round-out
terminal commercial amenities. Passengers with a 5-hour layover can even take a
2 ½-hour off-airport tour, including the downtown financial district and a bum
boat ride on the Singapore River. More than 60 percent of the airport’s revenues
come from non-aeronautical activities.
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The limited amount of land surrounding Changi’s 2,600 acre airport
property has constrained landside commercial development. Connectivity to
downtown Singapore has therefore been enhanced by a newly opened subway
line that transfers travelers to the airport in about 20 minutes and a beautified
tropical expressway with excellent taxi service between the airport and the
downtown.
As one of Asia’s leading tradeports, logistics is big business in Singapore,
accounting for 7 percent of the nation’s GDP. In 2001, CAAS along with
Singapore’s Economic Development Board and the local government authority
created a 60 acre Free Trade Zone at the airport. Known as Airport Logistics Park
of Singapore (ALPS), the zone is being developed to house value-adding thirdparty logistics providers, firms involved in assembling high-tech products, and
e-commerce fulfillment. With direct airfield access, a considerable number of the
world’s top logistics firms already have located in the zone, most in multi-story
facilities, given the airport’s limited developable land.
The airport is minutes away from large wafer fabrication and disk-drive
manufacturing facilities that rely on Changi’s sophisticated and rapid
international air cargo handling. Reclaimed open land lies to the east of the
airport and to the west is an industrial park with an aeronautical focus.
Aggressive highway development ensures that all of Singapore’s
industrial, office, hotel and exhibition space is in quick and easy access to the
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airport. The most distant industrial estate, for example, is still within 40 minutes
of Changi. Because of the great importance of international air passengers and
cargo for Singapore’s economy, Changi has become the pivotal transportation
node in what is essentially an island-wide aerotropolis.

Subic Bay, Philippines
In the prior section, I noted how establishing the FedEx regional hub at Subic Bay
accelerated the development of the area around it. Within months of the opening
of the regional hub in 1995 with only 15 daily flights, substantial investment in
time-sensitive industries began flowing into industrial parks at and around the
air express hub. As the FedEx hub expanded, many more firms were attracted to
the airport region. These included, among numerous others, South Korea's
Anam Group, one of the world's largest producers of computer chips. Anam
invested US $400 million in its Subic Bay plant that now turns out 50 million
chips per month, equivalent to nearly half the production of South Korea. Also
from South Korea, Poongsan constructed a $100 million facility to make
components for chip boards. Taiwan's Wistron (Acer's manufacturing
subsidiary/spin-off) was attracted to Subic Bay's fast-cycle logistics and rapid
response distribution time, investing $120 million in its computer assembly
facility there. Other major microelectronics firms, such as Taiwan's TEMIC
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Semiconductor, Japan's Omran, and U.S.A.'s Sanjo Allow, were attracted to Subic
Bay for the same reason.
Between 1995 and 2000, 150 firms located around the airport, constituting
US $2.5 billion in commercial investments. During the same period, as stated
previously, exports increased from US $24 million annually to over US $1 billion
annually. By 2005 , exports exceeded $1.3 billion with airport-linked
employment estimated to be 56,400. The UPS regional air hub at the former
Clark Air Base (now known as the Clark Aerotropolis) is having a similar impact,
drawing time-sensitive manufacturing and fulfillment centers from throughout
Asia.

Dubai : United Arab Emirates
The leaders of Dubai have been visionary in their use of air commerce to foster
investment and development in the emirate. Recognizing that the emirate’s
position halfway between Asia and Europe could make it an important transit
point for passenger and cargo traffic, a decision was made in the mid-1980s to
fully liberalize its air cargo and passenger access for development purposes.
This put air cargo at Dubai International Airport on a rapid trajectory. By
1998, the airport was handling 300,000 tons annually in its Cargo Village, with
another 120,000 tons flowing through temporary areas. Dubai’s air cargo has
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continued its rapid trajectory in recent years to 1.5 million tons in 2006, up from
940,000 tons in 2003. With cargo growth at the airport continuing at a breakneck
pace, new facilities have followed suit. The first phase of a Mega Cargo Terminal
with annual capacity in 2018 expected to be 5 million tons has been completed
along with a state-of-the-art fresh flower facility.
Dubai’s airport is within a free trade zone, which makes it even more
attractive to companies looking to invest in the emirate. The Dubai Airport Free
Zone (DAFZ) has 1.2 million square meters of space for offices, warehouses and
distribution centers and manufacturing plants. Its benefits, including 100 percent
foreign ownership of companies in the Zone, tax-free status for up to 30 years
and no personal income tax, are designed to attract those companies producing
high value-to-weight goods and shipping them by air. There are over 330
companies in the DAFZ, including Bang & Olufsen, Boeing, Chanel, Diageo,
Johnson & Johnson, LVMH, Mitsubishi, Caterpillar, Porsche, Rolls Royce and
Wyeth Pharmaceuticals.
So successful has development been at and around Dubai International
Airport, that the emirate’s leaders are currently constructing a second massive
airport complex 10 years earlier than planned. The new Dubai World Central
Airport (JXB), expected to open in 2008, will be an example of the Airport City
model. It will include planned clusters of industries in logistics, high technology,
financial services and tourism whose needs are served by aviation. The entire
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Airport City complex, when fully built out, will cover 140 square kilometers (54
square miles), including an airport operating area composed of six parallel
runways and three passengers terminals with extensive shopping and
entertainment arcades. The first commercial zone will be Dubai Logistics City,
located adjacent to the airport operating area and next to the Jebel Ali Free Zone.
A fully-integrated multimodal platform covering nearly 10 square miles,
Dubai Logistics City (DLC) is designed to eventually support an annual air cargo
capacity of 1.2 million tons annually—over three times that of the current world
leader, Memphis (3.7 million tons in 2006). DLC will also operate as a free trade
zone and offer the complete complement of logistics, transportation and supply
chain management services. An express light rail system and dedicated road
network will link DLC to Dubai International Airport 40 kilometer away via a
special customs-bonded highway and railway.
Dubai Logistics City tenants will include light manufacturers and
assemblers, importers, exporters, freight forwarders, third-party logistics
providers and other companies requiring air cargo services and complex supplychain management. By mid-2006, more than 80 regional and international
operators have reserved in excess of 26 million square feet of DLC land,
including such logistics heavyweights and Kuehne & Nagle, Danzas, and
Panalpina.
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In DCL, logistics service providers can operate (1) within flexible shared
facilities, such as DLC shared forwarder warehouses and offices, (2) within selfbuilt or turnkey multi-client facilities on a DLC long-term lease, providing largescale multimodal and logistics services, (3)within facilities dedicated to contract
logistics services defined by key customers, or (4) a combination of the above
scenarios.
DLC tenants will also benefit from a custom-designed, dedicated road
system that separates professional cargo flows from public traffic, exclusive
access to terminal facilities and the freedom to choose whether to break and
build air pallets in-house or to outsource handling to third-party service
providers.
DCL is thus designed as a highly efficient location for logistics service
providers to meet their local and regional business needs. Air cargo from the
existing Dubai International Airport will be linked to DLC via a bonded and
professionally operated shuttle service. This scheduled resource will operate
round-the-clock, several times an hour, delivering cargo directly to the heart of
the DLC business community.
In addition to logistics and distribution service providers, Dubai Logistics
City is targeting manufacturers and supplies of high-tech and electronics,
pharmaceuticals, health care and life sciences, consumer goods and fashion,
spare parts and after-sales services, and disaster relief aid facilities.
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Tenants can build their own customized facilities on DLC land under
long-term lease and establish dedicated operations, such as distribution centers
and regional head offices to manage their core business. Alternatively, tenants
can establish themselves in advanced business units provided by DLC such as
distribution centers, light industrial units and offices. Operations can also be
outsourced to contract logistics companies and even manufacturers.
Along with Dubai Logistics City, other airport city components of Dubai
World Central will include (1) Commercial City which will Dubai World
Central's business and financial hub with more than 85 towers ranging from six
to seventy-five stories in height and expected to employ around 130,000 people,
along with up to twenty-five hotels, ranging from three-star to five-star deluxe,
(2) Enterprise Park targeting advanced materials manufacturing and the home of
research institutions, conference venues, pavilions, and a medium-size science
park with its own specialized university, and (3) Residential City to house up to
250,000 people in a mix of two-story villas and luxury apartments in blocks
reaching up to twenty-four stories in height. Residential City will also include
three hotels, an international school, medical facilities, and a large shopping mall.
Exhibit 1.9 is a rendering of Dubai World Central International Airport
and its adjacent airport cities. Scheduled build-out is 2017; exceptionally fast by
world standards, but not by Dubai's construction and implementation standards.
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DIA 1287 Commercial Development and Air Logistics
Complex Potential — its credibility and viability,
including transferability of lessons from elsewhere.
When I first learned about what is now called DIA 1287, my sense was that this is
a special property. As will be elaborated in the following chapters, the property
has multiple high-value commercial uses that will be raised even further if
certain infrastructure improvements are made. Yet, as stated initially and to be
stressed in the following three chapters, its comparative advantage over nearby
competitor properties is that DIA 1287 is essentially adjacent to DIA's cargo area
and proposed future cargo-oriented runway, making air logistics its unique
value proposition.
The fact that DIA is the sixth busiest airport in the U.S. in terms of
passenger flows and 11th busiest world-wide makes commercial development at
DIA 1287 along the lines described at Amsterdam Schiphol, Dallas-Ft. Worth,
Hong Kong, Incheon, and even Dubai highly credible and viable. This makes
hotels and entertainment venues, shopping facilities, trade and exhibition
complexes, office buildings, medical facilities, and even possibly a golf course
feasible. With passenger origin and destination percentages rising, there will
also be growing needs for parking and car rental facilities, as well as a range of
business services for travelers.
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When DIA was planned, it was thought it would be primarily a transfer
hub with nearly two-thirds of the passengers never existing the terminal. By
year 2000, the proportion of connecting passengers was only 45 percent,
dropping to 41 percent in 2006. My hunch is that this will likely fall to below 40
percent in the future. Moreover, DIA is projecting a 31 percent increase in its
47.5 million passengers between 2006 and 2015.
It is estimated that nearly 85,000 cars go to and from the airport daily,
carrying 145,000 air passengers and employees. This number will no doubt
increase considerably in the years ahead making airport-linked commercial
activities all the more viable and profitable on DIA 1287. Should a FasTracks
station be located on the property (to be discussed in the following chapter), its
potential will be greatly enhanced for the range of commercial functions that
have profitably developed at other major airports around the world.
Especially strong long-term commercial potential exists for air cargo and
air logistics functions in the northern portion of DIA 1287. Despite recent
declines in air cargo at DIA, the airport and region have all the ingredients to
propel air cargo substantially upward in the future with DIA 1287 playing a
pivotal role.
Denver is strategically located only 346 miles from the geographic center
of the United States. DIA's 30 commercial carriers offering nearly 1,700 daily
flights can reach two-thirds of the nation within two hours and the entire nation
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within four hours. From an international trade standpoint, DIA is located NorthSouth midway between Canada and Mexico and East-West midway between
Tokyo and Frankfurt. Currently, over 135 domestic and international
destinations are served non-stop by DIA carriers.
The battle for air cargo, as will be discussed later, is won not in the air but
on the ground. In this regard, Denver also possesses strong assets. The airport
region has an excellent multimodal transportation system, including interstate
highways I-70, I-76, I-270 and the E-470 tollway along the western perimeter of
DIA, which together with Hwy 85 and Peña Boulevard, connect the airport and
the broader airport district to the rest of the Denver Metropolitan area and the
nation. In addition, two freight rail lines (Union Pacific and Burlington
Northern) serve the airport district. By 2014, it is expected that the east corridor
FasTracks commuter line between downtown Denver and the airport will
complement excellent highway connectivity.
I will also stress in the following two chapters the importance of state-ofthe-art telecommunications services to trace, track, and control air cargo
shipments. Here, Denver and its airport area excel. Denver is a national center
of telecommunications, hosting such carriers as Quest Communications,
Alcatel/Lucent, MCI WorldCom, Sprint, and Level 3 Communications. These
companies provide the Denver area with one of the nation's most extensive fiber
optics and satellite networks, allowing highly efficient and cost-effective audio,
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data, and information transmission. DIA's fiber-optic communications network
alone is 5,300 miles, if laid end to end. All of this provides the airport and airport
region with robust Internet, satellite, and cable communications systems for
electronic data interchange pivotal to enhancing the air cargo and corporate
enterprise process.
Denver is further endowed with one of the nation's most highly educated
and skilled work-forces, especially in high-tech sectors that dominate today's air
cargo supply chains. Logistics training can also be found at a number of the 7
universities and colleges serving metropolitan Denver.
The key to air cargo development, though, is demand. Research that I
have conducted on Denver's and greater Colorado's economic bases and export
markets reveals that air cargo demand is there and growing, but it is not being
captured by DIA. This problem is really an opportunity for the airport and DIA
1287, if effective steps are taken, to capture the high-tech cargo market and limit
Denver's air cargo "leakage" to other airports such as DFW, LAX, and O'Hare.
Let me briefly discuss this potential.
In 2006, Colorado exported $7.96 billion in products. High tech exports,
whose supply-chains were previously described to be air cargo dependent,
accounted for fully 55 percent of the state's exports. Semiconductors, which go
almost exclusively by air, made up $1.3 billion of Colorado's exports in 2006 (up
nearly 70 percent from $763 million in 2005); computers and peripherals come in
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second at $937 million exported, while electronic office machine components
were third at $657 million. A recent study commissioned by DIA shows that half
of the state's air cargo exports never go through DIA. I wouldn't be surprised if
the actual leakage figure isn't much higher.
Moreover, the area's hundreds of biotech and pharmaceutical companies
along with the $4.7 billion Fitzsimmons BioScience campus are producing timesensitive services and products such as contract drug testing and medical
instruments and devices. In short, the Denver area has an economic base ideally
suited for air cargo shipments. This economic base will no doubt expand
considerably over the coming decade.
When one puts all the above factors together, air cargo development at
DIA should be very bright. To realize a significantly growing air cargo future,
however, there will require new air logistics infrastructure and facilities that DIA
1287 can offer.
The following three chapters will provide the infrastructure and facilities
plan guidelines, business plan guidelines, and implementation plan guidelines
for successful development of DIA 1287, in general, and its air logistics complex,
in particular. I will conclude with 20 specific commercial recommendations to
realize the full potential of DIA 1287.
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Exhibit 1.1
GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN—DELL COMPUTER TEXAS FACILITIES

Dell Manufacturing Plant
Austin, Texas

Mexico
Keyboard

France
Soundcard

Japan
DRAM Chips
CD-ROM

China
Power Supply

Taiwan
Network Card
Monitor
Cooling Fan

Malaysia
Floppy Drive

Singapore
SCSI Card
Disk Devices

Hong Kong
Video Card
Microprocessors

Source: Abbey, Twist and Koonmen. 2001
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Exhibit 1.2
UNITED STATES TOTAL AIR AND VESSEL EXPORTS FOR
1990, 1997 AND 2005, BY VALUE (IN MILLIONS OF US$)

1990

1997

2005

TOTAL VALUE

$260,927

$444,127

$554,489

AIR VALUE

$110,321

$219,751

$292,970

VESSEL VALUE

$150,605

$224,376

$261,519

GROWTH

90–97

97–05

90–05

TOTAL VALUE

70.2%

24.8%

112.5%

AIR VALUE

99.2%

33.3%

165.6%

VESSEL VALUE

49.0%

16.6%

73.6%

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce
Merchandise Trade Files.
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Exhibit 1.3
AEROTROPOLIS SCHEMATIC
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Exhibit 1.4
AMSTERDAM–SCHIPHOL AIRPORT CITY–
AEROTROPOLIS SYNERGIES
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Exhibit 1.5
BUSINESS AND INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
AROUND LA/ONTARIO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, 2004
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Exhibit 1.6
COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF AIRPORTS

Airport/City

2004
Passengers

Metro Population

Economic Impact

Memphis

10,883,759

1,250,293

$21 Billion

Denver

42,393,766

2,330,146

$17 Billion

Phoenix

39,504,898

3,715,360

$14 Billion

Minneapolis

36,713,173

3,116,206

$11 Billion

Source: Memphis-Shelby County Airport Authority, 2005.
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Exhibit 1.7
MEMPHIS DISTRIBUTION FACILITIES NEAR AIRPORT, 2005
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Exhibit 1.8
MEMPHIS AEROTROPOLIS
LOGISTICS AND DISTRIBUTION CLUSTERS, 2005
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Exhibit 1.9
DUBAI WORLD CENTRAL INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AND
ITS ADJACENT AIRPORT CITIES
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Chapter II
Infrastructure and Facilities Plan guidelines
With infrastructure and facility improvements, DIA could become the core of a
world-class air logistics hub and aerotropolis, leveraged considerably by
appropriate development of DIA 1287. This chapter will present in some detail
the current situation at and around DIA as well as lay out the rationale and
arguments for improved accessibility of DIA and DIA 1287 as well as the types of
infrastructure and facility improvements and additions that will be necessary.
Special emphasis herein will be to roadway and rail access, especially rerouting
of FasTracks with a station on DIA 1287and through-the-fence access from DIA's
cargo area to the northern portion of DIA 1287. Building on this access,
multimodal air logistics infrastructure and facilities will be proposed for
DIA 1287 as well as commercial development on other parts of the property. To
set the context for DIA and airport-area assessment,Exhibit 2.1 provides an aerial
overview of DIA while Exhibit 2.2 illustrates current and planned development
in the DIA airport area.
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Denver International Airport — An Airport for the 21st
Century
The Denver International Airport (DIA) is the third largest airport in the world in
terms of land area and the fifth busiest passenger airport in the U.S. and the tenth
in the world.1 It serves as a major regional hub for passenger service and the
largest air cargo distribution center in Colorado. It has four north-south runways
and two east-west runways, each with a maximum weight limit of 850,000 lbs. A
total of 12 runways are planned at maximum buildout. No runway crosses
another, minimizing the chance of aircraft traffic jams or collisions.
Each runway approach is equipped with Instrument Landing Systems.
The southern approaches to the four parallel runways are rated Category III-b,
allowing auto-landing in the lowest visibility conditions. Three of the four
parallel runways are at least 4,300 feet apart, the minimum required by the
Federal Aviation Administration for simultaneous landings in instrument flight
conditions (bad weather). Dual or triple streams of aircraft can land
simultaneously at DIA in such conditions, reducing system delays.
Five of DIA’s runways are 12,000 feet (3,658 meters) long and 150 feet (46
meters) wide. The airport’s sixth and newest runway, 16R/34L, is 16,000 feet
(4,870 meters) long and 200 feet (60 meters) wide. The runways are nearly twice

1

This section relies upon reports form the Front Range Mobility Study, DIA and Wikipedia.
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as thick as an average road. DIA’s design specifications exceed FAA certification
requirements for runways.
The airfield is arranged in a pinwheel formation around the midfield
terminal and concourses. This layout allows independent flow of aircraft to and
from each runway without any queuing or overlap with other runways. To
avoid excessively long taxi distances, runways ending closest to the terminals are
used for landing while runways starting closest to the terminals are used for
takeoff. Exhibit 2.3 shows the basic layout of the airport itself.
Denver International Airport's Jeppesen Terminal is the land side of the
airport. Road traffic accesses the airport directly off of Peña Boulevard which in
turn is fed by Interstate 70 and E-470. Two parking garages are directly attached
to the terminal. The terminal is separated into west and east terminals for
passenger drop off and pickup. The central area of the airport houses two
security screening areas as well as a large fountain and exits from the
underground train system. The north side of the Jeppensen Terminal contains a
third security screening area and a segregated immigration and customs area.
Passengers are routed first to the ticket gates for checking in. Since all
gates at Denver are in the outlying concourses, Passengers must pass through
any one of the three separate security screening areas for admittance into the
secure air side of the airport.
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After leaving the main terminal via the train or pedestrian bridge,
passengers can access 138 Gates on 3 separate Concourses (A, B, & C). The
airport has three midfield concourses, spaced far apart. Concourse A is accessible
via a pedestrian bridge directly from the terminal building, as well as via the
underground train system that services all three concourses. For access to
Concourses B and C, passengers must utilize the underground train system.
Exhibit 2.4 shows the general layout of the passenger and cargo terminal area.
DIA has four cargo-handling buildings adjacent to 22 acres of cargo apron
for aircraft ramp parking and service. The cargo ramp has some common-use
areas for carrier contractors who ferry freight from all over the region. The
largest of the four buildings (at 110,244 square feet) is the Passenger Airlines
Cargo Facility, in which several commercial airlines process, store and ship air
freight. The facility is equipped to handle up to 20,000 tons of freight and mail
per month.
DIA's Cargo Buildings A, B and C have a combined area of 146,000 square
feet. Shippers include Federal Express, United Parcel Service, DHL Worldwide
Express and Air Transport International. United Airlines processes
approximately 500,000 pounds of freight through its own air cargo building with
an area of approximately 65,000 square feet daily. The U.S. Postal Service facility
is nearby.
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WorldPort at DIA offers two 50,000-square-foot buildings offer space for
freight forwarders, customs brokers, and other businesses that contribute to an
efficient air cargo operation in Denver. A portion of this area is a Foreign Trade
Zone. This facility could expand to 180,000 sq. ft. of building on 72 acres. There
are 50 freight forwarders and customs brokers within 20 miles of the airport.
Exhibit 2.5 shows the plans for the WorldPort on airport property.
In addition to refrigeration facilities and bonded areas, DIA has U.S.
Customs and U.S. Department of Agriculture clearance services. The airport has
a total of 423,000 sq. ft. of cargo space and shipped 845,000 tons of freight in 2000.
Exhibit 2.6 shows that Denver International Airport has perhaps the most
extensive catchment area of any major U.S. airport. DIA, therefore, faces
comparatively little competition among airports. Much of the catchment area is
comparatively sparsely populated, passenger growth is limited by the, quite
healthy, trends in Front Range population. The situation is potentially otherwise
with respect to cargo. Given the trend towards consolidation in air cargo, DIA
may be able to develop a nearly national cargo service area.

No Room in the South — DIA’s Stumbling Block
DIA was planned, as is now standard, with mid-field terminals located between
parallel runways. This arrangement allows the maximum possible flight
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operations while minimizing taxi times. Passenger access was planned to be
from the southwest via I-70 and Peña Boulevard while cargo access was planned
to be via the north. This design allows both passengers and cargo maximum airand ground-side access while cleanly separating ground traffic types to minimize
road congestion and improve ground traveler ease.
Unfortunately, because DIA is located comparatively distant from
Denver’s major population and activity centers, cargo operators have so far been
unwilling to incur the additional transportation and labor costs that the remote
northern location would entail. Looking across airports, such front and back
door access separations seem to be most effective where the travel penalty is
small. Cargo operators have located on the south side of the airport, creating the
potential for a less-than-desirable situation in the future.
The runways and terminals are arguably located too far towards the south
on airport property, in any case, leading to a potential space crunch on one of the
world’s most spacious airports. Denver International Airport, although by far
the newest major greenfield airport in the U.S. was designed before planners and
architects had begun to grasp the range of demands for passenger-related and
cargo services or, for that matter, the airport city and aerotropolis concepts. Even
without the cargo operators on the south side of the airport, there would be
insufficient space for the facilities required.
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Cargo operators have little room to expand. Given their aversion to the
more remote north, they could feel forced to re-locate to another airport in the
metropolitan area. Cargo activities oriented to the larger region may need to
base their activities in another metropolitan area. Despite the improvements
underway, a recent study found “some concern among air cargo carriers that
long term growth in passenger operations could cause cargo operations to
suffer.”2
The space crunch is exacerbated by the narrow airport access neck which
is neatly bisected by Peña Boulevard, the airport’s lone access route. Denver
International Airport may be the only major airport in the world with one
effective way in and one (the same) way out, making the airport especially
vulnerable to road delays and blockages. Peña Boulevard congestion has already
been recognized as a long-term problem.3 That space crunch and the degree of
vulnerability may increase should the proposed FasTracks rail link be built down
the constricted access corridor.
The proposed FasTracks rail link may necessitate a separate terminal and
transfer point either now or in the future. In the immediate future, airport
officials have expressed an interest in having electric train service directly to the
Jeppesen Terminal. Due to the escalating costs of system development, the

2 See the Colorado Department of Transportation report, “Eastern Colorado Mobility Survey”
page VI-6.
3 2030 Metro Vision Regional Transportation Plan, page 2-18.
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Regional Transportation District is now considering deploying diesel trains. For
safety reasons, these might not be allowed into the terminal area itself. Denver
might become the only airport in the world to be served with a diesel train and it
might require a separate terminal and people mover to do so.
In the more distant future, the Transportation Security Administration (or
a possible successor) might decide to favor remote security clearances to relieve
the stress on terminal buildings. Experience over the past several decades
indicates that it is difficult for airport authorities to keep up with the need for
new terminal space. An intermediate terminal might therefore be required in the
future, further exacerbating the south airport space crunch.
Given the location of the access routes, terminals, and other infrastructure,
a future runway, dedicated primarily to air cargo, will be essentially against the
south fence with very little buffer on either side. Sandwiched tightly between
the southern fence, the sole access road, and possibly a rail connection, the new
runway will leave little space for the expansion of either cargo or passenger
support activities. Cargo operations will be particularly squeezed.
Aside from cargo operations, additional passenger service facilities will
make further demands on south-side airport space. Airport operators and
regional economic development consultants are discovering that there is a real
demand for a certain amount of on-airport—or very near—retail, hotel,
conference, and office space in addition to the terminals. Filling those demands
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enhances regional business growth and economic competitiveness. As the
volume of air travel continues to grow, new travel-related needs may be
discovered and a threshold reached that allows them to be addressed.

Advantages of Creating Additional Space
Given the pressures on DIA’s available land in the south, it may make sense to
effectively expand the airport to the south by breaking through the fence to allow
landside or airside access (or both) to selective private properties adjacent to the
airport. Doing so would allow the traditional airport activities and access modes
additional room to expand.
Our preferred solution to DIA space needs (more below) would be to
create a multi-modal, multi-use activity center that would more closely integrate
airport and region while allowing air travelers and local residents crosssubsidize each other in the provision of urban services and public transportation,
including FasTracks.
Breaking through the fence, particularly when developing a landside
transit interchange, would allow for a landside urban gateway. Since many
travelers arrive and depart via the airport, landside gateways (like Sky City at
Hong Kong International Airport, discussed previously) fulfill a functional role
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while they create a symbol of the region. There are four main strategic
advantages of creating additional terminal area space.

Cargo Expansion Possibilities
First, breaking through the fence would allow cargo operations to expand. Since
cargo and passengers use runways at different times of the day, cargo operations
can provide significant economies by using expensive runway infrastructure
more efficiently. The additional space means that Denver International Airport
won’t lose the cargo operations once slated for the northern portion of the
airport. In practical terms, this means that the airport will be able to retain much
of the aviation revenues generated by the estimated 3,800 persons that once had
been expected to be working in the northern portion of the airport by 2030.4
Moreover, a south airport cargo area potentially allows the airport, with
the construction of a four-mile long spur, excellent access to the national rail
network. Exhibit 2.7 shows that Denver International Airport may have a unique
opportunity to link high-speed air cargo service with high-speed rail service as
is planned in Dubai (see prior discussion).
Historically, such connections have not been capitalized on for air cargo.
However, the southern side of Denver International Airport offers superb access
4 This estimate was generated by DRCOG as part of its long-term socio-economic estimates to
support the regional transportation plan.
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to both world class runways and air cargo infrastructure and to the proposed
Union Pacific Front Range Multi-modal Rail Yard (which, since it is only in the
planning stage, could be re-located directly south of DIA), as will be described
later.
Denver’s central location in the rail network, offering nearly unequaled
access through multiple routes to major population centers throughout the U.S.,
the proposed inter-modal hub, the growing number of inter-modal facilities
throughout the nation, and the yet-in-infancy but increasing ability of railroads
to ship quickly may work to Denver’s advantage as other major airports reach
capacity and roads around major population centers become congested. DIA has
the potential to become a major inter-modal air-rail-road hub with a near
national reach to its rail network.

Addressing Business Traveler Needs
Second, breaking through the fence would allow traveler needs to be better
served. Business travelers have a number of specific needs. These demands
often fill niche markets but afford measurable cost savings to particular business
consumer markets boosting the productivity of certain types of activities and
thereby potentially enhancing the competitiveness of the Denver area. On or
near-airport hotels, for example, reduce stress at check-in and check-out and
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often eliminate unnecessary ground trips, effectively lowering the costs of doing
business. On or near-airport conference centers increase the same-day catchment
area for meetings, conventions, and business consultation. On or near-airport
office space facilitates the operation of activities with wide geographic markets as
do airport-adjacent logistics facilities for the management of supply chains.
Retail eases the burden on those leaving or arriving at the extreme ends of the
day.
Breaking through the fence would allow space adjacent to the airport,
such as that on DIA 1287, to be used for such facilities. The productivity
advantage of each is in reducing ground travel time and minimizing or even
eliminating the need for automobile travel.

Place-making at the Airport
Third, breaking through the fence can create a more welcoming activity center.
Airports, despite the best intentions of designers, tend to be rather barren.
Frequent travelers often describe themselves as moving through featureless
tubes. Airports, their signature architecture notwithstanding, are termed, “nonplaces” because of their lack of distinguishing features. In order to increase
functionality and to create an identity, activity centers on or near airports are
becoming increasingly interwoven with regional development plans. As transit-
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oriented developments, they are part of the place-making process and they can
provide a spatial focus to what otherwise might be a formless suburban sprawl.
Airport activity centers, containing retail, entertainment, hotels, and business
facilities in a mixed-use walking environment can benefit both travelers, as
suggested above, and localities.
Several cities have discovered that airport-centered commercial
development can help achieve market service thresholds at earlier stages of
development. In effect, air travelers and local patrons subsidize each other
allowing a wider range of restaurants, retail shops, and services. If developed
just off-site with quick, secure access to the airport, an integrated development
providing a focus for local commercial activity would encourage use of the
proposed FasTracks service.

FasTracks Possibilities
Fourth, breaking through the fence to create activity centers supports public
transportation. The Regional Transportation District is now considering direct
train service to downtown with limited stops from directly under the proposed
new terminal. This is not necessarily the best option to serve either air travelers
or the region. In addition to the security and safety concerns outlined above, it is
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unlikely that the airport passenger load will support service at frequencies that
will make commuter rail the most attractive option for travel downtown.
The most successful airport rail links appear to be those that, as suggested
above, allow passengers and local customers to cross-subsidize each other by
fully integrating the rail link into a workable public transportation system.
Given that downtown Denver represents only about nine percent of
metropolitan employment, it is likely that sufficiently few passengers will travel
there to limit FasTracks service, particularly since the East Corridor route
completely bypasses population-rich Aurora.
Aurora is the third most populous city in the State of Colorado and is one
of the two principal cities (with a population exceeding half of its larger
neighbor) in the Denver-Aurora Metropolitan Statistical Area. The United States
Census Bureau estimates the population of the city was 297,235 in 2005 and is
growing rapidly. In many respects, Aurora is the gateway to the Front Range
Urban Corridor with a population of over four million and is more conveniently
located with respect to the airport than Denver itself.
Growth is coming to Aurora in any case, much of it fueled by the airport.
This growth can end up all along the E-470 corridor directly south of the airport
or, following aerotropolis principles, it could be focused into tight clusters that
mutually support the city and improved transit. Given that Aurora is expected
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to approximately double in size, a full range of additional services will be
needed.
Planners have emphasized the value of node development beginning with
1) hubs such as DIA which connect the region to the nation and the world,
2) specialty nodes which are destinations for specialty populations or specialty
events and thus likely transit stops and 3) regional nodes which are relatively
minor regional activity centers characterized by large-scale mixed-use
developments and also are thus potential transit stops. DIA 1297, adjacent to a
major hub has planned commercial development features of both a specialty
node and a regional node, and is therefore highly attractive as a transit station.
The bottom line is that creating a regional center and specialty node at
DIA 1287 with extensive parking and commercial services within people-mover
reach of the airport terminal, a passenger volume may be achieved sufficient to
make frequent service possible. The more frequent service would compensate
for a somewhat longer travel time by reducing waiting time and increasing the
feeling of service security.
The continuing salience of airport security suggests that airports need to
develop plans to deal with the intersection of increased passenger travel,
security, and services. The TSA and others are considering the possibility of
establishing concentric zones of increasing security around airports—with the
most secure environment being the airplane itself. In this model all airport
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visitors are pre-screened prior to approaching the terminal in order to guard
against terminal-centered risk. Approaching travelers are dispersed to reduce
the potential damage, should an event occur. One option for implementing this
strategy would be to create a “diffuse terminal” (explained below) which would
help disperse passenger congestion while creating a large zone of moderate
security around the tighter security zone including the concourses, and the most
secure zone, the airplanes themselves. Given the forecasted increase in
passenger volumes and the passenger anxiety about security checks, larger
amounts of space will need to be devoted to the security process.

Options
Most importantly, breaking through the fence would create options for dealing
with future contingencies that do not now exist—whether for capturing
additional economic benefit, increasing the operational resilience of landside
access, or enhancing security measures. Even a quick study of airport
development history reveals many instances of airports being outmoded soon
after they were built. Unforeseen contingencies such as 9/11, new technology or
new demand created a need for new, larger, or just different facilities. Adding to
the space in the increasingly crowded airport south area would add, at the very
least, “insurance” against unforeseen contingencies. That capability would
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ensure that Denver’s investment in air transport infrastructure continues to be
adequate for beyond the foreseeable future.

Alternatives to Expanding Space
There are several proposals addressing the expected lack of space in the airport
terminal area. These include relocating cargo operations to Front Range Airport,
using FasTracks to support downtown facilities, and mixed-use centers along
Peña Boulevard. Each may be partially viable but constitute suboptimal
solutions.

Cargo Relocation
One recommendation entails moving cargo operations at least partially to Front
Range Airport. This is unrealistic. Twenty-five percent of Denver’s air cargo
travels on passenger airlines. The combination of cargo and cargo-carrying
passenger airlines presents the potential to consolidate and to find space on a
variety of cargo and passenger aircraft. The ability to consolidate has become
perhaps the defining competitive advantage among cargo airports. Cargo
facilities have become large and inter-penetrating as freight forwarders ground
ship to and from selected airports. Given its extensive air network, Denver
International Airport has the potential to become a multi-modal air cargo center
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with a uniquely national reach, overcoming almost any distance disadvantage, if
it is complemented by a state-of-the-art mutli-modal logistics complex in the
northern part of DIA 1287. (This will be elaborated in some detail in the latter
half of this chapter.)
While nearby Front Range Airport aspires to be an inter-modal center, it
has neither the runways nor the air cargo volume necessary to consolidate
shipments for rapid shipment to diverse destinations. Separate cargo airports
have been successful only where a large freight integrator, such as DHL, FedEx
or UPS, decides to establish a hub. Yet these carriers almost always locate at
airports that also provide commercial airline service, precluded at Front Range.
Locating the proposed Union Pacific inter-modal facility closer to DIA (perhaps
on DIA 1287 or to its south as proposed later) would better leverage
infrastructure investments for regional growth, as it has done at Alliance Airport
in Texas. Cargo shipped via each of the modes would cross-subsidize each other
by increasing volume.
Unfortunately, as Exhibit 2.8 shows, the proposed inter-modal air-railroad facility is slated for a small airport with little hope of achieving the
economies of scale and scope that are increasingly necessary to operate a viable
air hub. The airports that offer the most extensive networks, the fastest
throughput times, with little dwell time absorbed by shipment consolidation, are
the most successful. These are the larger airports with multiple scheduled
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carriers and a well-developed route network. The net effect of the misplaced
investment may be to reduce or eliminate the synergies that could emerge from
closely coordinated infrastructure investments.

Using FasTracks to Support Downtown
While a FasTracks connection will improve the ease of reaching downtown
immensely, the trip is still expected to last approximately 30 minutes, station-tostation. Walking or taxi time from the downtown Union Station terminal to the
final downtown destination might add another 15 minutes or more. Waiting for
the train could add another 15 minutes or more depending upon service
frequency.5 That yields approximately two hours of local ground travel for a
one-day business visitor. Approximately ten percent of all U.S. business air
travel is for a single day.
For many one-day visitors, two hours of local ground travel (in addition
to the ground travel at the opposite end) may prove to be prohibitive. Taxis
provide a viable alternative as long as congestion is minimal; a rush-hour
traveler may be left with no attractive option. Business travelers therefore would
need to decide whether an overnight stay is warranted for the additional
business that could be generated. The alternative might be to decide that the
5 Service from Washington National Airport to the center city takes 15-30 minutes on the train.
The ride from Denver Airport to downtown is substantially farther.
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costs of doing business in Denver are too high. Establishing office facilities in the
DIA area, and DIA 1287 in particular, would make one-day business trips to the
Denver area more feasible.
Facilities that are on or adjacent to the airport, connected by people-mover
speeds and frequencies, add to the one-day travel catchment area of Denver,
boosting the value-added generated in the metropolitan region. Similar
considerations apply with respect to hotels, conference centers, and offices even
when longer stays are included. Expanded space near the terminals or directly
off-site would allow these services to be developed as needed.6 In this way, sites
such as DIA 1287 offer the possibility to add to the competitiveness of the entire
region.

Peña Boulevard Developments
Proposals to develop multi-use passenger service centers are beginning to
appear. These will need to be considered carefully. Any real estate development
near the airport will need to comply with Federal, state, and local noise
regulations. Urban growth and development in the areas surrounding DIA,
particularly noncompatible residential and other noise-sensitive land uses, is of
6 To some extent, these might detract from developments elsewhere but, on the whole, they
represent demands that could not be captured elsewhere and certainly not by downtown
Denver facilities. In Amsterdam, for example, where the major business center is located a
six-minute train ride from the airport with service up to eight times per hour during the day,
there is still a demand for on-airport office space at rent premiums that exceed the central city.
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utmost concern to the City and County of Denver.7 The Noise Office has
developed noise contours surrounding the airport, inside which certain types of
land uses are not recommended. The 65 Ldn noise contour (average decibel level
with a 10 decibel penalty applied to nighttime operations) is a line inside which,
under Federal guidelines, no residential development should occur. However,
for DIA, the 60 Ldn noise contour is used for compatible land use planning by
the surrounding jurisdictions, in accordance with guidelines promulgated by the
Denver Regional Council of Governments and the Denver/Adams County
Intergovernmental Agreement.
Exhibit 2.9 shows the 60 and 65 Ldn noise contours for 2006 for Denver
International Airport. Exhibit 2.10 shows the same contours at buildout. The
noise figures suggest that the nearest off-airport land along Peña Boulevard will
be subjected to elevated noise levels once the south runway has been built.8
Moreover, this area is sufficiently beyond the terminal area that the penalties for
traveling farther would be minimal. Expansion along Peña Boulevard will most
likely lead to sprawl with no single site dominating, thereby undermining the
effort to use rail transit to reduce auto usage.

7 DEN 2006 Annual Noise Report, January 2007.
8 Exhibit 2.11 shows that some residential development is already being proposed for the areas
in the flight path of the planned night time cargo runway.
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The Preferred Alternative
Our recommended course of action is to open up the land south of the airport to
coordinated development and transit service. The heart of this area, with respect
to the airport, is the DIA 1287 site described below. The DIA 1287 site should be
developed as an urban gateway with the development of the gateway spilling
over to the west. Development should be coordinated with the large-scale center
now being planned at the I-70/E-470 interchange. Roads and rail should be rerouted to approach the airport from the south.
FasTacks should give up trying to remain totally within Denver and in the
increasingly strained Peña Boulevard corridor and adapt to the realities of
regional population growth. It should connect the airport with present and
emerging employment and population centers. The possibilities for a cargo rail
spur between the airport and the trunk line to the south and an air-rail-road
inter-modal facility, located as near the I-70/E-470 interchange as practical,
should be investigated. Synergies between infrastructural investments, such as
those shown in Exhibit 2.12, should be sought. Development, of course, will
require close coordination among public authorities and the land owners from
the airport to south of I-70.
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The Site and Its Environs
Exhibit 2.13 shows the location of the DIA 1287 site and a conceptual land use
allocation model. This site is perhaps the ideally located for a multi-modal urban
gateway servicing both passengers and cargo operations. The site is close to
passenger and cargo terminals yet relatively shielded from excessive noise,
provides the potential for improved access to the airport, and can potentially
attract local residents to cross-subsidize transit and service infrastructure.
Through-the-fence air cargo logistics (to be elaborated later) would
occupy approximately 500 acres in the northern section of the property.
Specialty uses would be located in the east. Retail and hospitality uses could be
located in the northwest corner, connecting to Jackson Gap Road on the airport
property. Other retail, office, and medical facilities would be located in the
center and southwest of the property. Some of the passenger-related services
might spillover towards the west.
Given the trend towards fulfilling a growing array of traveler needs at or
near airports, the DIA 1287 site may be the most attractive site in the Denver
region. DIA will run short of passenger and cargo-processing space and will
need room to expand. The DIA 1287 site provides an excellent location for a
Denver area gateway.
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Portions of DIA 1287 could become part of a “diffuse” terminal held
together with frequent high-speed people mover service. This service might be a
cross between the service between concourses, the Dallas-Fort Worth people
mover, and JFK’s AirTrain. Diffuse terminals will need to become more widely
used as air passenger traffic overwhelms the capacity of the largest single
building terminals to process the large volume of travelers and attend to their
needs. Parking, trains, hotels, retail, offices, check-in and other facilities need to
be tied together in a seamless web.
Large airports everywhere are grappling with linking multiple, sometimes
distant terminals. Many contemporary airports have become too large to be
effective walking environments. While no single solution has yet emerged, one
possibility might be to extend the trains connecting the concourses outward
towards the passenger facility area.
Exhibit 2.14 shows the major parcels on the south side of the airport. The
DIA 1287 site is cross hatched. The numbers on the map correspond to the
following owners.
2.

LC Fulenwider Co. Long term holders.

3.

LNR Corporation (High Point).

4.

Painted Prairie. Almost all residential, being purchased by a partner.
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5.

Windler Homestead. Owned by Pulte. Started construction on a
residential and commercial development last year and then stopped.
This piece is rumored to be for sale.

6.

Sun Empire. Israel Sonnenreich. He's a long time Denver land
speculator and has owned this property for awhile.

7.

Klapka. Owned by two widows. They could sell.

8.

McVey Farms. Plans unknown.

9.

Hilltop Farm. Plans unknown.

10. Green Valley Ranch. Primarily residential.
11. Green Valley Ranch East. Also primarily residential.
12. Owned by a San Diegan. Will probably sell rather than develop.
Beyond the parcels shown on the map, the southwest corner of the I70/E-470 interchange was recently purchased by Lend-Lease out of Australia. It
will be a mixed use development known as Horizon City Center. The northwest
corner is Eastgate, a large, primarily commercial development owned by
Prologis. Prologis also owns the southeast corner. The southeast corner is
owned by an old Denver family. Close coordination of land uses will be needed
with these property owners at least.
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FasTracks Access to the Airport
Exhibit 2.15 shows the general planned route for rail connections in the central
Regional Transit District zone with the route to Denver International Airport
highlighted. The proposed route partially follows an established right of way
and stays within Denver County. The route does not necessarily provide the
most direct access nor is it necessarily coordinated with regional land use plans
to maximize the impact of the transit options. The planned route skirts the City
of Aurora where much of the airport-related commercial and residential growth
is to be expected. The entire FasTracks system is noticeably central city-centric.
We will review several of the prominent alternatives for FasTracks access before
critiquing the logic behind the access routes and offering an alternative which,
although providing a somewhat longer route to downtown, may actually speed
service because the likelihood of being able to support frequent service would
increase.

Options Considered
Exhibit 2.16 shows some of the options considered by the Regional Transit
District for the FasTracks routing. The 68th Street alignment could potentially be
extended further eastward before turning north to the Jeppesen Terminal to
relive crowding on airport south land and reduce the number of turns required.
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Exhibit 2.17 illustrates the present and current planned FasTracks and
road access to the airport and to the vicinity of the site, rendered by Felsburg,
Holt, and Ullevig. As noted, road access from Denver is via I-70 to Peña
Boulevard or I-70 to E-470 to Peña Boulevard. The current planned FasTracks
route would follow the rail right of way until near Peña Boulevard at which
point it would snake around some commercial property before paralleling Peña
Boulevard into the airport proper and dead end directly in front of the Jeppesen
Terminal under a planned future terminal, as shown in Exhibit 2.18.
Exhibit 2.19 shows that the currently planned route would cross over I-70
near the beginning of its route and over Peña Boulevard near the point at which
Peña Boulevard turns to the east and cross over part of Peña Boulevard near the
terminal. As the planned route follows Peña Boulevard, it will hug the airport
property boundary for much of the distance, crossing over most of the ponds
along the route.
Exhibit 2.20 shows the northward portion current planned FasTracks
along Peña Boulevard. The route is sufficiently distant from current population
and commercial centers to make passenger access difficult. There are plans to
widen Peña Boulevard and re-engineer all access points along this portion of the
route.
Exhibit 2.21 shows that part of the route would be between 78th and 79th
Streets, near several of the cargo-related facilities and distant from the airports
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Park and Ride lots. This area is rapidly becoming congested and conflicts among
land use plans are increasingly likely. The plan calls for cargo and passenger
traffic to occupy very proximate space.
Exhibit 2.17 also shows some options for re-developed I-70 interchanges at
and on either side of the I-70/E-470 interchange. These will be discussed below.
Exhibit 2.22 (Option 1) shows two possible options for linkages to a
remote terminal on the DIA 1287 property. These options, routed to the east and
west sides of the row of existing cargo terminals, adapt the currently existing
planned FasTracks route to the possibility of a shortage of terminal space. From
the point of view of smooth passenger processing and allowing for multiple
options this may be one of the less than desirable options. Although it would
afford access for an important fraction of DIA travelers, the plan creates an ad
hoc land use and movement pattern from the beginning. Interpretability are
increasingly important as terminal areas increase in size and complexity.
Exhibit 2.23 (Option 2) shows how the current planned FasTracks route
can be adapted to the need for a new terminal and reduce construction costs by
skirting the developed portion of the southern portion of the airport. The traffic
pattern is smoother and the DIA 1287 terminal overflow is integrated more
effectively into overall traffic patterns, allowing for a multi-use activity center
with a park and ride facility to be placed one stop away from the central
terminal.
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Exhibit 2.24 (Option 3) shows how the current FasTracks route could be
modified for a remote end station terminal (Jackson Gap Station). The primary
motivation for such an option might be the decision on the part of RTD to use
diesel-powered trains and the reluctance of airport officials to allow a dieselpowered train into the terminal area. Should this option be considered further,
the need for a FasTracks rail yard on the DIA 1287 site would need to be
considered.
Exhibit 2.25 (Option 4) shows a combination of the routes in Options 1 and
3, adding access routes. If this option is chosen, the possibilities for connecting
further into the DIA 1287 site to connect with hotels, additional parking lots, and
other facilities might be considered.
Exhibit 2.26 (Option 5) shows one of the possibilities for speeding train
service by eliminating the need for a time-consuming turnaround by following
the route of the terminal access roads. This route allows for a stop at a remote
terminal on the inbound direction. Passenger ease in accessing the facilities on
the DIA 1287 site in both directions of travel needs to be further considered.
Exhibit 2.27 (Possible Ultimate Configuration) shows a build-out option
with two FasTracks access routes, an internal circulator, expanded parking on
the airport site and on the DIA1287 property, and a new commercial area
towards the west of the airport south area. Exhibit 2.28 enlarges this central
zone. While progress has been made towards establishing this commercial
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center recently, it is unclear how a commercial center at that site would fit into
passenger routines. The advantage of a multi-modal, multi-use activity center on
the DIA 1287 property is that a passenger could check into a hotel and then walk
to shops and restaurants or take care of errands and then take transport or drive
home without an extra, out-of-the-way stop.

An Empirical Note on FasTracks Ridership
In 2006, Denver International Airport processed 46,122,944 passengers
(enplaning and deplaning). Approximately 54 percent of these, 24,906,390, were
either originating or ending their flights in Denver. The average daily origin and
destination traffic was then approximately 68,237. Of these, approximately
13,647 were business travelers coming to Denver and about 8,530 were
vacationers coming to the Denver area. (The rest were either coming to visit
family and friends or were Denver area residents traveling outward.) Americans
have their highest propensity to use public transportation (here intra-regional
buses and trains) when they are air travelers in their destination city.
Downtown Denver contains roughly nine percent of the region’s
employment but likely a higher share of the businesses that attract out-of-town
visitors. If half the business travelers and one-fourth of the vacationers
(plausible but arbitrary proportions) go downtown, that means that 8,956 air
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visitors are traveling from the airport to downtown on an average day. If 30
percent used FasTracks (an unrealistically high capture rate compared to airport
rail links in the rest of the U.S. but equal to Denver LRT’s peak hour capture in
the main direction of traffic on some routes), that would mean 2,687 visitors
using FasTracks to get between the airport and downtown daily. If we assume
that those visiting friends and families are picked up and dropped off by their
families and that FasTracks captures ten percent of resident business and
vacation travelers, there would be almost 6,100 passengers daily using the air rail
link, 3,050 in each direction.
The Regional Transit District hopes to provide service every 15 minutes on
and off peak between DIA and downtown. Assuming trains comprised of two
100-seat cars, means a capacity of 14,400 seats per day in each direction. (The
RTD forecasts a ridership of 30,400-35,600 per day on the East Line.) Under these
assumptions, air travelers would fill approximately 42 seats on each two-car train
and comprise one-fifth of the expected ridership.
Of course, as air travel increases, passenger volume would also. Using
forecasts derived from FAA APO Terminal Area Forecast projections, we
calculate an estimated 5,126 daily air passengers between DIA and downtown
that would be captured by FasTracks in 2030. Under these assumptions, air
travelers would fill approximately 81 seats on each two-car train and comprise
two-fifths of the expected ridership.
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These assumptions may be questionable, however. The use of commuter
and light rail decreases sharply as the walk to the station approaches 1,000 feet.
Those traveling with luggage can be expected to walk less far. This will place
most downtown destinations out-of-reach for FasTracks users unless they add a
taxi and the requisite waiting time to their trip. Given the distance between the
downtown Union Station terminal and most downtown hotels, offices, and
leisure destinations, the time and transfers involved may discourage almost all
travelers from using FasTracks.
The Regional Transit District estimates that a substantial number of
airport employees will travel by FasTracks. The basis for such estimates is
unclear. Given that the proposed rail line, passing through mainly industrial
areas, avoids all residential areas between downtown and the immediate airport
area, all airport employees will need to also use a feeder service in order to access
FasTracks. The additional waiting and travel time may make commuter use
prohibitive. As now envisioned, the airport rail line does not approach the
residential areas of Aurora that may be the most important labor shed of the
airport area.
An additional consideration is the frequency of service. Many travelers
and commuters may find 15-minute service too infrequent. Successful air rail
links provide service much more frequently. Kennedy Airport’s AirTrain
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departs once every four to eight minutes, for example. San Francisco’s BART
and Washington’s metro depart almost as frequently.
Without service every 7 to 10 minutes (an estimate of the minimum
necessary to satisfy urban travelers), FasTracks may not be able to attract airport
passengers. At the same time, without attracting significantly more passengers,
FasTracks may not be able to offer frequent service. Increasing the number of
stops along the route may increase passengers (although, as mentioned, there are
few residential areas along that route) but at the cost of lengthening trip times to
prohibitive levels. Unfortunately, the chosen route avoids several growing
population and employment centers in order to remain within Denver County
limits. Moreover, as noted above, many visitors may find the trip too long and
opt for a speedier mode of transit such as taxis, if their travel time is quicker, or
induce businesses to choose locations more convenient to the airport, such as
Aurora or DIA 1287.

Linking Transit and Development
A possible solution to the number of riders may be to link the airport to a nearby
activity center which attracts local traffic on its own. One possibility would be a
large mixed use center which served as a park and ride interchange along with a
multi-use retail and service center. Such a multi-use center would need to offer
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travelers sufficient service to attract both. Air travelers and commuters could
then cross-subsidize each other.
The East Corridor line between downtown Denver and DIA has been
especially hard hit by recent cost escalations and may need to be converted to
diesel power. A remote FasTracks terminal near the airport may become a
reality as the proposed switch to diesel power poses a safety and security risk
that airport officials are reluctant to take on. A multi-use activity center near the
airport, such as those proposed by DRCOG as anchors for new FasTracks
stations, could help build ridership without necessarily increasing the number of
intervening stops.
There are, however, more serious problems with the model linking DIA
with downtown. First, downtown Denver is healthy, thriving, and attractive. It
is not the dominant location, even for the highly-paid work that generates most
business air travel. Nor is it the dominant tourist destination. Exhibit 2.29 shows
the distribution of expected new jobs through 2030 in the central area of the
greater Denver region. Many of the new jobs—and thus the emerging
destinations for business travel—are far from downtown. Exhibit 2.30 shows
that the new residences will even more dispersed. Although new job creation is
expected in the downtown, its share of total jobs is expected to decrease. Air
travelers need rapid transportation throughout the region in way that downtown
centric transportation systems cannot provide.
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Second, as now conceived, FasTracks bypasses Aurora, the most rapidly
growing city in Colorado, completely. The proposed East End FasTracks route
does not connect air travelers with one of the most important, and nearby,
concentrations of new employment in the region. It is likely that FasTracks will
lose many potential riders simply because it does not go where visitors wish to
travel.
Third, as almost all major airports in the U.S. have done, DIA is likely to
attract offices, logistics facilities, and residences to its vicinity regardless of the
quality of the connections to downtown. Housing is already locating in DIA
high noise zones leading to the possibility that DIA will at some point in the not
so distant future be hemmed in. The currently proposed FasTracks route could
encourage housing in what will become a high noise area at build out. A public
transit system that recognized that would better serve the region and downtown.

A Favored Solution
Fastracks should continue eastward along the rail right of way until near the
I-70/E-470 interchange where it should support the major center already being
developed before turning northward towards the DIA 1287 property.
Depending upon the technology used, it could stop there, allowing easy transfer
to a people mover that could potentially offer direct secure service to the
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concourses, or continue onward towards the Jeppesen Terminal. By servicing
the larger existing and planned activity centers, the greater passenger volume
will support more frequent service. The more frequent service will shorten total
travel time by reducing expected waiting time.
The possibility of linking to the Aurora employment centers off the rail
right of way should be explored.

Road Access to the DIA 1287 Site and the Airport
Road access to the DIA 1287 site will certainly be affected by the planned
interventions along I-70. Exhibit 2.31 shows one possible alignment of the three
interchanges that are being considered for upgrading.9 The upgraded
interchanges will improve access and traffic flow through the area. Currently,
there is no direct access between I-70 and E-470 necessitating a connection via
local roads.
Exhibit 2.32 shows the likely land use changes that would be induced by
the upgrade. A large commercial area could be developed immediately
surrounding the interchange with industrial uses being attracted to the north
side of I-70 with much of the remaining area occupied by residential and park
9 This and the following figure is from the November 2005 study of the Indirect induced
Growth Effects of the I-70/E-470 Interchange prepared by Carter-Burgess for the E-470 Public
Highway Authority, City of Aurora, Colorado Department of Transportation, and Federal
Highway Administration.
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land. The study conclusion was that the development considered might help
rationalize the structure of imminent development but not necessarily create new
growth.
No FasTracks route is currently planned for the area but extending the
airport access route further east along the existing right-of-way with a deviation
to stop in the center of the proposed commercial development zone before
turning north towards the airport. As noted, such a routing would help generate
traffic for the FasTracks line, improving service frequency.
The I-70/E-470 area interchanges will help support access to the DIA1287
site from the south. Exhibit 2.33 shows several roadway access options to the site
building on the work of Civitas. These include drawing 64th Street eastward
through the DIA-1287 property before bending south to connect with Monaghan
Road, thereby creating building on existing interchanges with E-470 and I-70.
Another access route would connect I-70 to the airport through the proposed
Harvest Mile Road. This would entail linking with Peña Boulevard directly to
the west of the existing cargo facilities via Jackson Gap Road. Both routes go
through Denver International Airport property. East 56th Street also connects the
property with E-470.
Exhibit 2.34 shows one conception of how land use could be allocated
around these two proposed access routes. The areas to the northeast of the DIA
1287 property could be reserved for through the fence logistics and the area to
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the east for specialty users. Monaghan Road, connecting the logistics area to I-70,
could provide air cargo forwarders with a dedicated truck route allowing for
separate truck and auto access.
Exhibit 2.35 shows a possible land use allocation for a passenger-oriented
activity center including a mixed use retail, entertainment, hotel, and office
complex. This complex would serve both passengers and the expanding
population of Aurora. The Harvest Mile Road-Jackson Gap Road route would
provide dedicated access for passenger vehicles to the site. Although not shown
on this map, a FasTracks station could be located on the Harvest Mile RoadJackson Gap Road route somewhere to the north of 64th Street which would also
provide passenger vehicle access to the site from E-470.
The exact roadway access used will depend upon the airside access to the
site. Exhibit 2.36 shows three possible configurations allowing cargo operations
to expand southward. Option C would allow the most direct access to existing
north-south runways. Options A and B would allow the most direct access to the
proposed all-cargo runway with Option A connecting best with the existing eastwest runway. A decision on taxiway options should be made after the timing of
construction for the new runway and the configuration of development on the
DIA 1287 site are established.
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Linking with development partners
Developing the DIA 1287 site to its full potential will require careful alliances
with property owners, service providers, and public bodies. Several of these will
be threatened by development at DIA 1287 but most can also benefit. We briefly
consider only a few here.
DIA’s first reaction to the prospect of breaking through the fence may be
one of shock. The unthinkable is happening on a parcel that is twice the size of
Manhattan. They could be running out of space. Expansion will allow them to
retain and grow air cargo operations at the airport, thereby preserving a stream
of cargo-related aviation revenues.
A coalition of Aurora and DIA officials and cargo companies should be
doing much of the arguing for the break in the fence in a partial repeat of a
process that apparently played out in the 1990s. An expansion of cargo facilities
would require roadway improvements. If Federal support is to be expected,
these need to be listed on the transportation improvement plan. This would
require assuming center stage on the planning radar.
DIA might object to the potential loss of passenger-related non-aviation
revenues but they are short of the appropriate space. Many airports in DIA’s
size class have become magnets for hotels, often attracting more hotels and beds
than the downtown area, even in areas with thriving downtowns. The planned
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terminal-linked hotel and new terminal notwithstanding, DIA simply doesn’t
have the space to support that level of activity. There is little reason to expect
that development strung out along Peña Boulevard would be efficient or
aesthetic. Such unplanned development will most likely create an unpleasant
impression of the Denver region.
Again, a coalition of Aurora and DIA officials should be doing much of
the arguing for a multi-use activity center south of the airport, in particular on
the DIA 1287 site. This needs to become part of the airport’s long-term strategic
plan and airport officials need to assume partial ownership for the plan, seeing
how it supports passenger service and thus improves DIA as a preferred
destination.10
Denver will be the most seriously threatened because any development
that does not locate within the city/county limits essentially deprives them of
revenue. Moreover, although often said in jest, the region could someday be
known as the Aurora-Denver Metropolitan Area. Properly handled, the relevant
officials should see that the development induced by the airport won’t all be
along Peña Boulevard and it won’t all be within Denver limits.
Adams County could object because some wish cargo to move to Front
Range Airport. They will likely become sobered when well-regarded consultants
10 One option for DIA would be to purchase the DIA 1287 site and possibly the site directly to
the west. Effective development of the airport area will require coordinated plans that reach
down to beyond I-70 and possibly west of E-470 into Denver. The airport, Aurora, Denver
and the counties might consider establishing an airport area planning district.
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finally convince county officials that this is not going to happen. Nevertheless,
sites adjacent to DIA, such as DIA 1287, sites are in Adams County and could
potentially be generating strong revenue. Again, carefully handled, Adams
County officials will soon realize that the Front Range proposals are simply not
viable and they will begin looking for alternative resource streams.
As noted previously as well, an understanding needs to be reached with
nearby land owners. A lack of coordination could lead to dispersed
development that would reduce the attraction of the area as a whole.
Coordinated land development, meeting the long-term needs of the region while
minimizing the need for ground travel will serve the interests of all land owners.
Aurora should be doing most of the arguing and coordination. Expansion
will allow them to develop higher quality urban development than would
otherwise occur and thereby boost tax revenues. Moreover, a re-routed rail line
should help the city with its own land use planning issues. It apparently feels
the need to develop commercial centers that would give the city a greater sense
of place—and a transit stop or two would help that along. Aurora can rightly
argue that it is being underserved by FasTracks, despite generating a
considerable amount of funds to the system through its tax revenues.
I now turn the pivotal long-term value of DIA 1287—boosting air cargo at
DIA and improving the attractiveness of DIA 1287, the broader airport area and
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the entire Denver region for time-critical (largely high-tech) industries. I begin
with DIA's air cargo difficulties.

DIA's Air Cargo Challenge
While annual passenger traffic at DIA climbed annually from 35,652,084 in 2002
to 47,325,016 in 2006, air cargo volumes dropped from 732 million pounds to 622
million. Exhibits 2.37 and 2.38 providing annual details show that these changes
over the past five years do not capture the full difference in passenger and cargo
experiences at DIA.
In the ten-year period from 1996 to 2006, annual passenger enplanements
climbed by over 15 million while annual cargo volume declined by nearly 240
million pounds. Even more dramatic is the annual hit DIA cargo has taken since
2000 when the airport processed 1.04 billion pounds of cargo. By 2006, DIA was
processing a half billion fewer pounds of cargo annually.
Exhibit 2.37 breaks down the annual cargo volumes since 2000 by airline.
This exhibit documents that all-cargo airlines handled 75 percent of DIA's cargo,
with more than half of the cargo airline volume controlled by FedEx. Note, as
well, that the number of cargo airlines serving DIA shrunk considerably since
2000, with the combined cargo carriers handling 20 percent less cargo in 2006
than in 2000 (468 million lbs. vs. 587 million lbs.)
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Cargo handled in the bellies of DIA passenger aircraft dropped much
more sharply, down by two-thirds between 2000 and 2006 (453 million lbs. vs.
154 million lbs.) Total annual air cargo at DIA dropped by 40 percent since 2000
with declines registered every year, despite a strong rebound in national air
cargo volumes between 2003 and 2006.
Two pivotal factors played a role in Denver's consistent loss of air cargo
volumes during the past six years. First, (as Exhibit 2.38 indicates) there was a
major shift of certain types of cargo such as air mail to time-definite ground
shipment. As trucking companies improved their logistics processing, timedefinite delivery, and greater overall reliability, considerable amounts of mail
and freight shifted from aircraft to trucks (especially cargo classified as 2–3 day
differed delivery). Second, the passenger fleet mix at DIA changed considerably
with fewer wide-body aircraft (which have large cargo capacity) while many
narrow-body passenger aircraft were replaced by regional jets which have very
little cargo capacity and serve shorter cargo-oriented routes typically served by
trucks.
The upshot is that a 2007 study of Denver area air cargo delivery by Jacobs
Consultancy estimates that 50 percent of the metropolitan region's air cargo is
trucked to other major airports for air shipment. This air cargo loss is known as
"leakage" in the industry. Of the region's air cargo leaking from DIA, 40 percent
is trucked to Chicago O'Hare, 21 percent to LAX, and 15 percent to DFW.
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Capturing a good portion of this leakage while boosting overall regional
air cargo volumes through state-of-the-art air logistics facilities at and around
DIA that will attract time-sensitive industries to the region will be necessary for
DIA to recoup its post 9/11 cargo levels and become a major air cargo player.
These issues will be addressed in some detail later in this report, especially as it
bears on proposed DIA 1287 infrastructure and facility development.

Local, Regional and National Highway Access for DIA
1287
It was pointed out in Chapter 1 that DIA has excellent regional surface
transportation access via interstate highways, arterial roadways and an
interstate-quality toll road. These highways interchange with multi-lane Peña
Boulevard which serves as the primary (and near exclusive) landside access to
the Jeppesen Terminal, DIA's air cargo complex, and other airport facilities.
Exhibit 2.39 sites the airport and DIA 1287 in the context of the major
highways while Exhibit 2.40 presents Denver's broader highway access. In part
because of the metropolitan area's excellent regional and national highway
access, many products move by truck with huge distribution centers located
along the area's interstates.
DIA 1287 itself has potentially very good accessibility, but its connector
roadways and internal roadways will need to be improved or built. Exhibit 2.41
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describes needed or potentially value-adding roadway improvements and
extensions. These include extending Jackson Gap to connect to the
property line at 64th Avenue; constructing 64th Avenue westward from DIA
1287 and eastward through the property connecting to an improved Monaghan
Road from 56th Avenue to I-70; constructing an interchange at Monaghan/I-70;
building Harvest Mile Road to intersect with I-70 (with a new exchange) as well
as with 56th Avenue and 64th Avenue eventually linking north with Jackson Gap
at 64th; then extending Jackson Gap through the western part of DIA 1287 to 56th
and on down to an interchange with I-70.
There are various road alignment options that may be pursued such as
moving the DIA 1287 internal property routes of 64th Avenue and Jackson Gap;
relocating Valleyhead Street to the property border and connecting it to
Robertsdale Street for truck access; developing Powhaton into a major interior
roadway, widening 56th Avenue along the property and east to N. Imboden
Road and west to Tower Road to form part of a DIA inner ring road.
Many city airports that are transforming into airport cities have developed
efficient ring road networks both for better airport access and for better regional
and national access. Exhibit 2.12 provides one such potential route alignment for
DIA that would create both an inner-ring and an outer-ring road network for this
purpose. Of course, considerable highway improvements would be required for
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this system to work, but something like Exhibit 2.12 should be considered in
future roadway planning for the DIA area.

Future Commercial uses of DIA 1287
Exhibit 2.42 presents a composite rendering of potential commercial uses of DIA
1287 designated by blocks of differentiated activities. Terrain and utilities
corridors, internal roadways, and greenway designations will alter the ultimate
shape of these areas and their future size will be set by market considerations. It
is recommended, however, that given DIA 1287's location adjacent to the
airport's cargo area and proposed future cargo runway that up to 500 acres
should be reserved for logistics infrastructure and related facilities such as JIT
assembly, e-commerce fulfillment, and flextech. An intermodal rail/truck
facility is proposed with the new 64th Avenue and Monaghan extensions built to
serve it, plus a rail spur. A new south air cargo complex on DIA 1287 is
proposed, as well, and will be elaborated in the following section. To repeat, it
must be clearly recognized that DIA 1287's unique advantage compared to
competitors' airports area property lies in fast-cycle logistics and air cargo.
The remaining approximately 800 acres should be allocated to (1) the
remote FasTracks terminal and park-and-ride facility (with some convenience
retail) as discussed previously and (2) for larger sub-sections allocated to retail,
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hospitality, medical, office, and specialty uses, along with internal roads, utilities,
and greenways.

Guidelines for Developing the DIA 1287 Logistics
Complex
Because of the special differentiating and value-adding potential of a multimodal
air logistics complex on DIA 1287, the remainder of this chapter will focus on the
infrastructure and facilities guidelines that should shape its future development.
I will first describe broad phasing of land development (roads, utilities, and
supporting infrastructure). I will then move to design of the DIA air cargo area
and its key facilities, including a proposed state-of-the-art air cargo facility that
can be located either on DIA property, spanning DIA and DIA 1287 property, or
even on DIA 1287 property if through the fence access is obtained. I will next
address IT system needs and the as a bridge to Chapter 3, key business principles
that should undergird design, and development of the air logistics complex on
DIA 1287.
Since physical and environmental factors as well as future market
conditions, financial resources and other unknowns will shape the ultimate size,
features, and location of infrastructure and facilities at the DIA 1287 logistics
complex (hereafter referred to as 1287LC), I will present first-order general
design guidelines. These can be revised and refined as future conditions evolve.
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1287LC Initial Infrastructure and Facilities Planning
As with all commercial areas of DIA 1287, the initial 1287LC core infrastructure
should include internal roadway and utility design to appropriately service the
first phase development. The zone must be fully served by electrical power,
natural gas, water and sewer line below ground and wide-lane internal roads
designed to accommodate both large trucks as well as parking for future
employee vehicles. Fiber optics should be available throughout the site.
As noted above, it is difficult to specify the time periods for this
development since partnership agreements and market demand combined with
available resources and government support for infrastructure improvements
will set the development timetable. In fact, it is likely that other commercial
components of DIA 1287 will be developed before the logistics complex moves
forward.
Nevertheless, at least 400 acres of land should be reserved for logistics
uses. Initial layout of this part of DIA 1287 should be done over the coming year,
perhaps in partnership with experienced developers such as Hillwood or air
cargo-oriented REIT's such as AMB or ProLogis.
Early on, A & C properties should also begin processes with the U.S.
Department of Commerce to obtain foreign trade zone status for the 1287LC
area. This status will make the area attractive to time-sensitive manufacturers,
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importers, exporters, and third party logistics providers (3PLs), who can improve
cash flow through deferral of duty, to avoid paying duty on exported
merchandise and to reduce or eliminate import duties by assembling or
manufacturing in a zone. Other potential benefits of FTZs include less
paperwork, faster drawback of duties, the ability to borrow against goods stored
in the zone, lower insurance costs and holding merchandise until quota windows
open. Companies that use FTZ status may sample or inspect, warehouse, relabel,
repair, display, assemble, manufacture, process, destroy or perform other valueadding services to goods while reducing duty expenditures.
General facility layouts should likewise be pursued (again, perhaps in
partnership with a firm experienced in this arena.) Once the general facility
layout of 1287LC is determined, discussions should commence with DIA and
pertinent officials about through-the-fence options along the lines of that shown
in Exhibit 2.36. Before this proposed to DIA, however, full information should be
gathered (some of which will be presented herein) on the advantages to DIA for
providing though-the-fence access.
DIA has longer-term plans for a new runway south of its cargo area
dedicated primarily to cargo. This future runway will located very close to the
northern DIA 1287. No date has been established for the runway, but estimates
are that it is at least 15 years away. Nevertheless, DIA 1287 planning, in general,
and 1287LC planning, in particular, needs to consider this new runway
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infrastructure, which may further limit cargo facility expansion on the
southernmost side of the airport.
In point of fact, this runway, if synergized with DIA 1287, could
considerably expand DIA air cargo capacity and generate additional cargo
should through-the-fence access were granted to the property. In this case, justin-time manufacturers and other time-critical goods processing industries could
be located along its southern taxiway, allowing air freighters to come essentially
to the factory door.
Through-the-fence access would also enable some air logistics,
e-commerce facilities and flextech assembly on DIA 1287 to be directly served by
air freighters. Since most DIA 1287 tenants will not have the volume of cargo to
justify direct air freighter docking, the new southern cargo facility (either on DIA
property or spanning DIA-DIA 1287 properties) offers them air access and / or
direct truck cross-docking at the rear of the facility (see Exhibit 2.43 1287LC New
Southern Cargo Facility). This facility would also provide off-site users with
better air freighter accessibility and possible customs clearance for international
shipments.
One possibility noted would be to have the new southern cargo facility
span the DIA–DIA 1287 property with international in-bound and out-bound
freight passing through one side of the facility (where it would be cleared by U.S.
Customs) and other lanes for domestic freight throughput. In both cases, cargo
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security procedures would be employed as the cargo passes from land-side to
air-side. Trucks would dock on the land-side portion, which would be on DIA
1287 property.
In addition, planning should consider an intermodal truck/rail facility on
the 1287LC portion with a rail spur connecting it to the relocated Union Pacific
intermodal yard, possibly south of DIA 1287. As described previously, the entire
DIA-DIA 1287 complex should be served by new or upgraded roads, providing
efficient access to and from all parts of the property to local and regional
highway systems and to the intermodal rail yard. Internal roads will connect the
new southern cargo area and 1287LC tenants to key access roads. This will
require careful planning now to insure the best future intermodal rail and road
accessibility in the future to the 1287LC Zone and the entire DIA 1287 property.
The 1287LC must be conceived as more than a multimodal logistical
infrastructure however. Its full potential and ultimate success rest on creating a
total business environment that will substantially improve the sourcing,
production, and distribution activities of its tenants and region-wide users. This
business environment will be elaborated in the next chapter. Sufficient to note
here that along with its multimodal transportation and cargo-handling systems,
1287LC design must support tenants and users with comprehensive advanced
commerce capabilities.
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Electronic data interchange (EDI) and other telecommunications systems
using the latest technologies, including broadband fiber optics, WiFi, multimedia
networks, an on-site digitized satellite uplinks and downlinks, should offer
1287LC tenants and users state-of-the-art electronic access to the global
commercial world. EDI improves supply-chain management and a variety of
other logistical practices as it tracks, coordinates, and controls materials and
product flows across both domestic and international transportation modes.
Open architecture, plug-in software systems (described later) will allow 1287LC
tenants and regional users real-time access to worldwide supplier, distributors,
and customer databases.
International air cargo shippers throughout the Rock Mountain region are
expected to be substantial users of 1287LC. Bonded warehouse facilities on the
site may therefore be needed.
1287LC can obtain competitive advantage by emphasizing security in its
intermodal and logistics processes. By providing a secure shared infrastructure
and operating environment to its tenants and users, substantial advantages by
users may be obtained. Close coordination with DIA and TSA security experts
should experts should therefore be emphasized in early state design of the
1287LC. I will return to this later.
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Guidelines for Southern Cargo Area Design
Three key principles of agility should be followed in the design for the DIA's
new Southern Cargo Area: 1) Flexibility; 2) Targeted Mechanization; and 3)
Expandability/Phased Growth. Building agility into the processing capability
and location of facilities is essential because of: 1) unpredictable longer-term
cargo handling demands of 1287LC; and 2) a dynamically changing and
improving technological environment.

Flexibility
A critical design requirement of the future 1287LC Southern Cargo Area (SCA) is
that its developments should be demand-driven and responsive to changing
needs and requirements of its tenants and users. A flexible, incremental
development approach is highly recommended, given the difficulties of
forecasting the exact types and levels of cargo and industrial activity at and
around 1287LC. Thus, for example, automation of material handling systems or
full-scale development of intermodal connectors and interfaces may not be
prudent early in the implementation of the 1287LC. In the design of most
processing systems, cost, flexibility of operation, and operational efficiencies
demand appropriate compromises at different stages of infrastructure and
technology development.
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Three realities caution against initial automation of SCA materials
handling and processing systems: 1) DIA will likely have to accommodate all
manner of aircraft and cargo equipment (i.e., standardization of aircraft gauge
and related cargo handling equipment for serving domestic and international air
cargo markets are currently not possible); 2) non-automated materials handling
and accumulation (short-term storage) systems are often more cost-effective and
flexible in terms of meeting peak requirements and other unanticipated
immediate problems by simply providing more forklifts and manpower to meet
unexpected or peak requirements; and 3) longer-term air cargo demand and
other transportation mode cargo demands are difficult to forecast as was seen
with the cargo forecasts in the past for DIA.
Only as actual demands are experienced over time for such a multimodal
logistics complex as 1287LC would it be possible to incrementally predict
materials handling, equipment, infrastructure, and facility needs, and to gain
verification of the estimated industry mix of cargo demands placed on the site
(e.g., spare parts and components, e-commerce fulfillment, fresh cut flowers,
seafood and other perishables, flextech production, etc.). For these reasons, it is
recommended that 1287LC plan to commence operations with relatively
inexpensive, low-tech systems, to be upgraded over time as the demand and
future tenant requirements become better known and the benefits to be acquired
through automation become better understood, measured and demonstrated.
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One means of attaining processing flexibility, and commonly employed in
modern just-in-time (JIT) operations, is to create subsystems that have multiple
processing equipment rather than one large processing system. Designing one
large system often appears to offer economies of scale (i.e., less cost per unit
produced as process equipment size increases). Such all the eggs in one basket
type of operation, however, could easily lead to inflexibility and an inability to
shut down part of the total process capability for maintenance, equipment
testing, equipment enhancing and even off-line employee training.
To save initial expenses and promote flexibility, mobile equipment is
generally preferred to fixed position equipment (e.g., a mobile nose
loader/unloader as compared to a fixed-bridge nose loader/unloader). Ideally,
all equipment should be readily reconfigurable and rearrangeable as operations
layout requirements change over time. Fixed position equipment (e.g.,
automated conveyors attached to the floor or hung from the structural system)
hinders the “fluid” design concept recommended for the 1287LC zone.

Expandability/Phased Growth
I have been emphasizing that future demands placed on 1287LC facilities and
their resulting space needs are difficult to predict with any confidence. This is
why it was proposed that facility development at the 1287LC encompass flexible,
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evolutionary and phased growth. Facility requirements should be estimated as
accurately as initially possible based on DIA air cargo forecasts currently
available, but the 1287LC must also be allowed to become what it needs to be as
requirements reveal themselves over time. Thus, the design guidelines proposed
herein are not so much a fixed plan as they are a flexible framework to
accommodate a wide variety of tenant industries, regional users, and physical
layouts.
The above framework allows for 1287LC development to be modified as
demand, resources, new technologies, and infrastructure advances occur. For
example, the new southern cargo area and adjacent industrial and logistics zones
should employ a modular layout for maximum flexibility and phased
development. Ground transportation designs should incorporate redundant
routings and flexible road systems to minimize the impact of congestion or
accidents, both within the 1287LC and in connecting highway systems. Rightsof-way should be sized to allow future expansion without negatively affecting
ongoing highway operations.
DIA and management responsible for 1287LC also must be prepared to
respond rapidly and creatively to evolving tenant and user needs and an everchanging business environment; hence, 1287LC management itself must be agile
as it creates or coordinates “one-stop shop” support for tenants and regional
users from each logistical or industrial sector. Both local and state economic
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development agencies may not only wish to market the 1287LC, but also operate
as strategic partners with tenants and area industrial recruits in dealing with
other government agencies and in seeking access to a full range of technical,
financial, and political resources.
Consistent with ISO 14000 standards (international standards that enable
companies to systematize and improve their environmental management
efforts), maintaining environmental quality and safety are a fundamental
objective of 1287LC planning and development. The 1287LC system must
provide facilities and procedures for the handling, storage, transportation, and
disposal of environmentally sensitive materials as a continuous process.
Likewise, modern 1287LC utility systems must offer high-quality and reliable
power, water, natural gas, wastewater treatment, and solid-waste disposal to
meet growing tenant needs.
Each potential tenant at 1287LC should be evaluated for its compatibility
with environmental regulations and standards. An 1287LC management/tenant
partnership will address the requirements for operating within acceptable
environmental parameters jointly. Innovative site planning and design should
ensure visually attractive development with ample landscaping and aesthetic
touches, making the 1287LC more aesthetically appealing. Ideally, the 1287LC
should appear more like a university campus than a traditional
industrial/logistics park. This should apply to other commercial parcels, as well.
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Although cost savings remain important in today’s industrial location
decisions, the 1287LC system should be designed and developed on the
assumption that tenants will pay more for its integrated, high-quality, reliable
services and sound environmental planning. Because a delicate tradeoff exists
between costs and on-site services, however, the 1287LC’s cost effectiveness will
be achieved by the phasing of development to minimize initial investment and
location costs for tenants. Development of the overall site infrastructure and
facilities should be incremental, demand-driven, modularized, and
reconfigurable.
Further flexibility would be achieved by oversizing and reserving
spacious rights-of-way for future infrastructure and facility expansion. The
internal transportation corridors linking the transportation modes and
production/logistics facilities also should be oversized to meet increasing traffic
levels overtime and to accommodate future developments in vehicles and
transport systems. The same corridors should have all the underground utility
channels needed for powering and servicing tenants. This includes designing
corridors with rapid and flexible plug-in telecommunications capability for
tenants, as needed.
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Guidelines for EDI Design
To support 21st century business practices of electronic commerce, just-in-time
delivery, and supply chain management electronic data interchange (EDI) will be
used as a key IT tool for 1287LC facility operators, tenants, logistics service
providers, and U.S. Customs. The 1287LC EDI system will be a network of
computers and databases that provide an interface between all parties involved
in arranging a shipment. This EDI system must be capable of interfacing with
multimodal carrier systems to provide on-line tracking and tracing capability for
both the shipper and consignee. A key function of this system should be to
interface with U.S. Customs and possibly TSA. 1287LC EDI network should also
have access to global telecommunications networks via satellite transmission.
Similarly, the EDI system should be tied to a bar-coding or more advanced RFID
(radio frequency identification) systems for shipment identification within the
system and in-transit. The general objectives of the 1287LC EDI system,
consistent with the communication vision of 21st century business practices are
to:
• Build a cost-effective, resilient, and manageable EDI network for
1287LC tenants and users that is web-based and open architecture.
• Allow all Rocky Mountain regional businesses to connect to the 1287LC
via a network backbone at lowest charges possible.
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• Ensure connectivity by providing enough fiber optics bandwidth and
connection channels.
• Ensure capacity so that the Rocky Mountain business community and
1287LC tenants can connect and not be denied access due to insufficient
ports.
• Provide support for all protocols required by the users of the system.
• Allow tenants, users, and logistics service providers with a range of
hosts (e.g., workstations with high-speed network access, mobile
computing and data exchange via secure WiFi and fiber networking) to
connect to the 1287LC’s network.
• Allow 1287LC tenants and the regional user community to access
applications (e.g., database inquiries/updates) on a range of different
information management systems operated by third-party entities.
Conceptually, the 1287LC Communications System can be viewed in
Exhibit 2.44. This exhibit presents a vision of a possible future global
communications system for 1287LC and the Rocky Mountain region.

1287LC Planning Integration Strategy
As described in the previous sections, the 1287LC represents a new kind of
logistical complex in which information technology, transportation and supply
chain activities are operationally integrated to create a seamless business
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environment. Traditional airport master planning activities do not capture the
intersections and linkages that are necessary to create this new environment.
The proposed integrated planning process at and around 1287LC must
differ from traditional planning processes in three respects:
1.

Shift from Element Focus to Process Focus. Traditional master
planning typically targets individual elements of multimodal
infrastructure in separate plans. For example, independently
produced master plans for rail, ports, highways, and the airport. Each
of these master plans is based on traditional roles and functions of
these infrastructures. In a process-oriented plan, the exercise begins
with an understanding of the integrated business processes and
seamless multimodal transportation needs of the tenants and
customers. In this new approach, the design concept for an
intermodal rail facility or truck cross-docking facility at an airport
should be guided by the desire to create value for the user of the
facility rather than to maximize the utilization of designed capacity.
This will involve a close coordination and integration of all elements
of infrastructure planning for the 1287LC and greater DIA region.

2.

Identify New Elements of the 1287LC To achieve success, the 1287LC
will require new elements of logistics infrastructure. In the 21st
century, businesses compete based on how efficiently and creatively
they manage information to create competitive advantage. Even Fred
Smith, Chairman of FedEx, has described his company as an IT firm
that happens to fly airplanes and drive trucks. The provision of
information technology therefore is not an afterthought, addressed
once the size and function of a building or infrastructure have been
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designed, but rather an organizing principle around which the
identity and function of a building or infrastructure have been
designed. In this process planning environment, information
technology capabilities must complement and reinforce the
development of multimodal transportation and industrial capabilities
at the 1287LC and throughout the greater DIA region.
3.

Establish New Linkages Between Infrastructure Elements. The
creation of a 21st century business environment at 1287LC requires
new linkages among key infrastructure elements. Uninterrupted flow
of products and materials through the 1287LC require the integration
of various modes of transportation. It is therefore necessary to plan
the material handling and management systems that will integrate the
movement of goods and materials from across these modes regionally
and to and from the 1287LC.

Designing for Future Tenant Business Needs
The ultimate success of the 1287LC will depend on how well it meets the
business needs of future tenants and users. The real customer for the planning
process is not A&C Property, DIA, or any government body, but firms that A&C
Properties and regional economic development organizations wish to recruit.
Therefore, concepts and capabilities targeted to 21st century business practices
described below should guide and inform the planning process and the required
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functionality of the 1287LC, and DIA's broader region. These businesses require
the following:
• Paperless Environment. Companies are moving to a paperless
environment in which orders for materials as well as finished goods are
transmitted electronically from customers worldwide to their suppliers.
Global manufacturers are increasingly requiring that their suppliers
communicate electronically, and the availability of access to global
communications and information networks will qualify future 1287LC
tenants, large and small, for new commercial opportunities. 1287LC's
new software development is an excellent step in this direction.
• End-to-End Supply Chain Visibility. The ever growing imperative for
speed and lower costs has caused companies to more closely manage
their supply chains. The basis of competition has changed from headto-head competition between companies to a competition that pits
supply chain against supply chain. A weak link anywhere along the
supply chain can have a devastating impact on a company’s ability to
perform. Increasingly, companies are requiring end-to-end asset
visibility along the entire chain requiring state-of-the-art tracing and
tracking information technology.
• Just-in-Time Delivery. As companies manufacture in increasingly
smaller lots and provide more customization of their products, the need
for just-in-time delivery has grown. Not only must small batches of
materials be shipped as economically as large batches, but they often
must be delivered within 24 to 48 hours anywhere in Brazil and, indeed,
across the globe. Traditionally, manufacturers seek suppliers that are
located near the manufacturing site. The availability of an integrated
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information and transportation infrastructure provides the capability
for suppliers, manufacturers, and customers to work across great
distances as if they were located nearby.
• Real-Time Asset Control. To assure flexible and fast response to
changing customer needs, companies must not only be able to trace and
track their assets quickly, but also to change their destination, routing or
carrier mode as customer requirements change. Only the complete
integration of information, transportation and manufacturing can
provide this capability. Only a handful of multinational companies are
able to do this now, but this will likely become a standard of doing
business in the future.
In sum, successful development of the 1287LC intermodal and
information technology systems will require a broad understanding of the basic
business processes of tenants, users, and logistics service providers, their current
information system capabilities, and future technology/business needs. These
include better understanding of the emerging needs of information-rich
industries such as 1) microelectronics, medical instrument, and
telecommunications, 2) logistics, trading and transshipment, 3) aerospace and
pharmaceuticals, and 4) even hospitality sectors, such as hotels, tourism, and
recreation that may well be key tenants and users of the overall DIA 1287
property.
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Exhibit 2.1
AERIAL OVERVIEW OF DENVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
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Exhibit 2.2
CURRENT AND PLANNED DEVELOPMENT IN THE DIA AIRPORT AREA.
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Exhibit 2.3
DENVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT BASIC LAYOUT
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Exhibit 2.4
DENVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT TERMINAL AREA

Concourse C

Concourse B

Concourse A

Parking

Parking

Parking
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Exhibit 2.5
DIA WORLDPORT FACILITIES
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Exhibit 2.6
MAJOR COMMERCIAL AIRPORTS IN THE U.S.
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Exhibit 2.7
U.S. NATIONAL RAIL NETWORK
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Exhibit 2.8
MULTI-MODAL HUB PROPOSED FOR A SMALL AIRPORT
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Exhibit 2.9
2006 AIRPORT NOISE CONTOURS
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Exhibit 2.10
DIA NOISE CONTOURS AT BUILD-OUT
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Exhibit 2.11
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT NEAR END OF FUTURE RUNWAY
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Exhibit 2.12
DIA DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT
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Exhibit 2.13
DIA 1287 SITE CONCEPT
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Exhibit 2.14
DIA AREA PARCELS
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Exhibit 2.15
RTD'S ROUTE TO DIA
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Exhibit 2.16
DIA FASTRACTS OPTIONS
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Exhibit 2.17
CURRENT PLANNED ACCESS TO DIA 1287
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Exhibit 2.18
THE TERMINAL PLAN
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Exhibit 2.19
FASTRACTS PEÑA BOULEVARD CORRIDOR
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Exhibit 2.20
FASTRACTS ROUTING THROUGH DRAINAGE PONDS
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Exhibit 2.21
FASTRACTS ROUTING THROUGH DIA’S SOUTHSIDE
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Exhibit 2.22
FASTRACTS ACCESS TO DIA 1287 (OPTION 1)
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Exhibit 2.23
FASTRACTS ACCESS TO DIA 1287 (OPTION 2)
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Exhibit 2.24
FASTRACTS ACCESS TO DIA 1287 (OPTION 3)
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Exhibit 2.25
FASTRACTS ACCESS TO DIA 1287 (OPTION 4)
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Exhibit 2.26
FASTRACTS ACCESS TO DIA 1287 (OPTION 5)
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Exhibit 2.27
FASTRACTS ACCESS TO DIA 1287 (FINAL)

DIA 1287 Property

Possible Ultimate Configureation
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Exhibit 2.28
FASTRACTS ACCESS TO DIA 1287 (DETAIL)
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Exhibit 2.29
ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT LOCATIONS
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Exhibit 2.30
ADDITIONAL POPULATION LOCATIONS
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Exhibit 2.31
I-70/E-470 INTERCHANGE PLANS
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Exhibit 2.32
I-70/E-470 DEVELOPMENT PLANS
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Exhibit 2.33
DIA 1287 ACCESS ROADS
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Exhibit 2.34
DIA 1287 ACCESS AND USE
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Exhibit 2.35
DIA 1287 ULTIMATE ACCESS PLAN
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Exhibit 2.36
DIA 1287 TAXIWAY OPTIONS
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Exhibit 2.37
AIR CARGO BY CARGO AIRLINE AT DIA: 2000 TO 2006
(Air Mail plus Freight & Express in Pounds)
Airline
Air Cargo Masters
Aero Flight Service
Air Vantage
Air Transport Int'l (formerly Bax)
Airborne
Airtrain
Alpine Air
American Int'l Airways
Ameriflight
Bighorn Air
Burlington Air Express
Capital Cargo
Casper Air Service
Commercial Aviation
Corporate Air
DHL
Durango Air Service
Emery
Emery (Postal)
Empire Airlines
Evergreen
Express One

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

—
—
—
—
41,451,948
—
—
65,695
476,584
310,451
16,668,014
—
—
—
1,264,681
9,283,515
148,524
50,005,245
36,122,331
—
449,852
20,387,639

—
—
—
—
37,882,157
—
—
—
402,841
177,186
17,093,074
—
—
—
1,123,516
6,971,881
—
26,730,489
9,870,124
—
—
8,244,087

—
—
—
—
40,287,999
—
—
—
382,599
—
30,914,348
—
—
—
687,978
6,521,376
—
13,832,165
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
41,525,637
—
—
—
391,192
—
17,946,521
—
—
—
505,101
7,282,383
—
10,979,956
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
41,207,952
—
—
—
495,857
—
18,597,008
—
—
—
65,712
6,637,664
—
12,879,986
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
23,253,796
27,137,105
—
—
—
452,520
—
—
—
—
—
—
13,133,884
—
5,217,497
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
20,808,320
1,160,171
—
—
—
542,624
—
—
—
—
—
—
35,727,804
—
—
—
—
—
—

% Change
2005-2006
—
—
—
-10.5%
-95.7%
—
—
—
19.9%
—
—
—
—
—
—
172.0%
—
—
—
—
—
—

Continued. . .
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Exhibit 2.37 — Continued
AIR CARGO BY CARGO AIRLINE AT DIA: 2000 TO 2006
(Air Mail plus Freight & Express in Pounds)
Airline
Federal Express
G&G Flight
Gemini Air Cargo
Kitty Hawk
Lynden Air Cargo
Martinair Cargo
Reliant Airlines
Sierra Pacific Airlines
Superior Aviation
Sundance Air Inc.
Texas Air Charter
UPS
UPS-SCS (formerly Emery)
USA Jet/Active Aero
Total Cargo Airlines
Total Passenger Airlines
GRAND TOTAL

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

205,920,269
—
—
63,890,030
—
—
11,030
—
—
653,900
—
139,422,594
—
3,700
586,536,002
453,176,848
1,039,712,850

207,256,665
—
15,478,119
28,121,880
—
—
66,598
—
—
—
—
124,219,022
—
—
483,637,639
307,168,783
790,806,422

297,697,607
—
—
9,895,455
—
—
6,057
—
353,485
—
—
109,890,193
—
—
510,469,262
221,391,991
731,861,253

282,178,084
—
—
5,542,274
—
—
—
—
1,947,450
—
—
115,822,881
—
—
484,121,479
233,297,943
717,419,422

287,729,986
—
—
6,487,825
—
—
—
—
679,875
—
—
123,031,127
—
—
497,812,864
202,014,018
699,826,882

273,070,789
—
—
5,486,487
—
—
—
—
613,188
—
—
126,459,454
7,247,501
—
482,062,221
201,175,023
683,237,244

267,259,625
—
—
4,792,087
—
—
—
—
398,813
—
—
131,965,924
5,262,302
—
467,917,670
153,737,488
621,655,158

% Change
2005-2006
-2.1%
—
—
-12.7%
—
—
—
—
-35.0%
—
—
4.4%
-27.4%
—
-2.9%
-23.6%
-9.0%

Source: Denver International Airport, Air Cargo Report.
Revised February 2007
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Exhibit 2.38
HISTORICAL AVIATION ACTIVITY LEVELS AT DIA: 1995 TO 2006
(Cargo in Pounds)

Year

Air Mail
In

Out

Freight & Express
Total

In

Out

By Carrier
Total

Cargo

Passenger

Grand Total

1995

133,286,511

131,118,426 264,404,937

296,482,085

268,614,544

565,096,629

436,076,802

393,424,764

829,501,566

1996

146,073,711

137,491,653 283,565,364

306,326,739

269,836,081

576,162,820

448,463,634

411,264,550

859,728,184

1997

163,522,721

151,756,471 315,279,192

351,102,150

297,683,390

648,785,540

509,372,167

454,692,565

964,064,732

1998

178,145,168

161,333,834 339,479,002

344,434,836

302,352,384

646,787,220

549,787,285

436,478,937

986,266,222

1999

187,361,460

168,505,468 355,866,928

360,706,554

314,616,473

675,323,027

603,298,909

427,891,046

1,031,189,955

2000

191,626,300

171,803,661 363,429,961

356,745,277

319,537,612

676,282,889

586,536,002

453,176,848

1,039,712,850

2001

120,363,569

106,841,965 227,205,534

303,430,643

260,170,245

563,600,888

483,637,639

307,409,290

791,046,929

2002

50,730,675

44,842,352

95,573,027

353,046,920

283,235,306

636,282,226

510,115,777

221,739,476

731,855,253

2003

52,337,896

55,088,719 107,426,615

338,200,714

271,792,093

609,992,807

484,121,479

233,297,943

717,419,422

2004

38,782,165

40,032,635

78,814,800

339,840,269

281,171,813

621,012,082

497,812,864

202,014,018

699,826,882

2005

33,156,946

34,463,315

67,620,261

337,417,200

278,199,783

615,616,983

482,062,221

201,175,023

683,237,244

2006

19,315,559

22,127,087

41,442,646

321,805,166

258,407,346

580,212,512

467,917,670

153,737,488

621,655,158

Note: DIA opened February 28, 1995.
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Exhibit 2.39
MAJOR HIGHWAY ACCESS IN THE DIA 1287 AREA

Denver International Airport

DIA 1287
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Exhibit 2.40
DIA REGIONAL HIGHWAY ACCESS
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Exhibit 2.41
POTENTIAL ROAD IMPROVEMENTS AND EXTENTIONS
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Exhibit 2.42
POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL USES OF DIA 1287
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Exhibit 2.43
PROPOSED 1287LC NEW SOUTHERN CARGO FACILITY
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Exhibit 2.44
OVERVIEW OF POSSIBLE 1287LC COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Air Carrier
Bank

Freight Insurer
Manufacturer

Customs
1287LC Cargo Facilities

Distributor or
Retailer

1287LC
Communications
System

Rail Carrier

Truck Carrier

Receiver

Forwarder/
3PL

Consignee

Supplier
Rail Yard

Waterway
Carrier

1287LC
Management
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Chapter III
DIA 1287 Business Plan Guidelines

I. Introduction
In Chapter 1, I described how speed and agility had become 21st century
priorities for commercial success. The ability of Denver area companies to
respond rapidly and flexibly to market opportunities will depend not only on
internal management and operational changes but also on the creation of the
external business environment that makes new commercial practices possible.
Exhibit 3.1 identifies the key resource needs for a competitive business
environment at the DIA 1287 Logistics Complex (1287LC) and broader Denver
region.

II. Business Resource Needs
First, logistics success depends on multimodal transportation systems for fast
and flexible supply chain management. Seamlessly connected multimodal
transportation systems have become a key to efficient business logistics. Raw
materials, perishables, manufacturing inputs, and finished products must flow
among geographically dispersed firms in a continuous and synchronized
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fashion. Air cargo facilities that are integrated closely with efficient highways
and railways are needed to support the development of logistics parks, industrial
parks, distribution centers, and to more efficiently link them to their sourcing,
production and customer networks. For example, the ability of agribusiness
firms to get fresh produce and meat products to and from distant markets
quickly and reliably requires cross-docking facilities that link regional surface
transport with aircraft servicing overseas markets. Similarly, manufacturers
require cross-docking facilities that bring raw materials, parts, components, and
semifinished goods efficiently to production sites, and facilitate the rapid
shipment of assembled products to customers, nationally and globally.
A good example of multimodal supply chain convergence is a target
industry of the Denver region—aerospace manufacturing. Both Boeing and
Airbus are now requiring linkages among all four modes of transport in their site
selection competition for new commercial aircraft assembly facilities.
Second, the 1287LC and regional logistics system require an integrated
telecommunications network (as described in the previous chapter) to obtain
information on markets and orders, trace, track and manage materials and
inventory, and control movements of goods to customers. Such a network is also
essential to attracting more sophisticated transportation-related and third-party
logistics (3PL) companies and 4PLs (advanced telecommunications logistics
support firms) to the Denver region that will provide state-of-the-art logistics
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services to its air logistics hub users and tenants. The 1287LC
telecommunications system should feature information technologies served by
fiber optics loops, RFID, WiFi, and GPS satellite linkages that connect companies
in the airport area and throughout the region to their suppliers and customers
and to their own branches, offices, and partners around the country and the
world. A teleport with advanced information and telecommunications
management systems will serve customer premise equipment, including rapid
worldwide communication, electronic data interchange (EDI) systems, B2B
exchanges, and video conferencing equipment through broadcasting and
communications satellite networks. Operations research is showing that
telecommunications infrastructure external to a firm now heavily influences the
effectiveness and efficiency of internal firm processes.
As international air commerce evolves at and around DIA, this
telecommunications system must also support express customs clearance and
efficient trade data processing. As discussed in Chapter 2, automated, paperless
customs clearance is a key attribute. The 1287LC should be used as a laboratory
for new expedited customs clearance procedures and electronic data interchange
to achieve high-speed, barrier-free international flows of agricultural products,
parts and components, and manufactured goods. In the future, to speed customs
clearance, the 1287LC should build upon an automated customs and security
environment to accelerate inspections and, through joint determination with U.S.
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Customs and TSA of appropriate technology, procedures, and staffing levels, it
should take the lead in creating the nation’s most secure, efficient and effective
express customs clearance, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The mantra of the
1287LC will be security, speed and agility in moving high value to weight
products to and from the Denver region, providing a major competitive edge in
fast-cycle logistics to the regions' shippers.
Third, the new business environment requires modern commercial
services support. Globally-linked manufacturers, assemblers, and distributors
must have access to foreign trade zones and in-transit bonded warehouses at and
near the airport, financial institutions, marketing, sales and employment
agencies, legal services, and trade and exhibition centers. As noted above,
expedited customs procedures are required to streamline and accelerate the
import of raw materials, parts and components and the export of finished goods.
One-stop government service centers (combining federal, state, and local agency
requirements) are also necessary to expeditiously provide foreign investors with
all required licenses, permits, and investment promotion privileges. Trade and
exposition facilities are needed to display and market products of the region’s
and nation’s firms. In addition, investors’ ability to attract professional
managers and highly-skilled younger workers requires a full array of community
amenities including modern housing, quality public schools, good shopping and
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restaurants, nightlife, recreational, and cultural facilities, much of which is
readily available in the Denver area.
Fourth, many high-tech and other new economy industries must be
located near or have access to knowledge resources that can generate or
stimulate innovation and provide a reliable source of trained workers and
managers. Among the most important knowledge-based organizations on which
global businesses depend are top-notch colleges and universities providing welleducated professionals and research capacities, and consultancy organizations
that help commercialize technology, develop new products, and service local and
multinational firms more effectively. Such knowledge resources well
represented in the broader Denver region, have proven to be a strong asset in
meeting these objectives as well as attracting technology clusters (e.g., Fort
Collins) and these geared toward the development of new export products.
Likewise, a 1287LC distance education and training facility drawing on the
1287LC’s telecommunications network could provide real-time audio, video and
tactile worker training on-site (or distributed education and training to facilities
throughout the greater Denver region) from training centers in distant
headquarter firm locations around the world.
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III. Functional Requirements of the 1287LC
The 1287LC vision represents integrated responses to the business resource
needs described above. To succeed, it must incorporate six broad functional
capabilities targeted to these needs. For each functional (business) requirement,
examples of key infrastructure elements are noted. Refer back to Chapter 2 for
more detailed discussion and design/location of these elements.

1.

Multimodal Transportation System with Access to Local, National and
Global Transportation Networks

On-site terminals and inland ports with efficient intermodal capability
must link to DIA, Denver’s interstate highway and rail systems, and
through them to global sea shipping networks. Primary integration
capability for the 1287LC must provide a seamless interface between
transportation modes and between local firms and major air cargo and
ocean shipping routes so that goods and materials can flow uninterrupted
through the area quickly, at low cost, and with a minimum of human
handling. Efficiently bringing together all the various modes of
transportation is important to establishing a competitive infrastructure at
the 1287LC and to attracting commercial investment.
Examples of infrastructure needs at the 1287LC:
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• upgrades of internal DIA 1287 and local roadways and an intermodal
rail facility with truck cross-docks connecting to national rail and
highway systems.
• intermodal integrators for seamless connections between alternative
modes
• electronic tracking capability from mode to mode for total asset
visibility and real-time control

2.

On-site Cargo Processing Capability

At the core of an air logistical hub must be a cargo processing facility with
advanced material handling that can accommodate the needs of a variety
of aircraft and industries. Flexibility in both the processing capability and
location of material handling activities is essential because of nonstandard
aircraft and ground cargo-related equipment, and because of a
dynamically changing cargo processing environment. Targeted
mechanization at the 1287LC for cargo operating processes, as discussed
in Chapter 2, can be provided when it is productivity-driven and demandjustified.
Examples of key infrastructure elements include:
• new DIA Central Cargo Facility (CCF), possibly spanning DIA 1287
property, with advanced material-handling systems (MHS)
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• high-velocity flow-through facilities with airside cargo access and truck
cross-docking
• automated express customs clearance procedures and facilities
• in-bound breakdown and delivery staging areas
• cargo inspection, security, and holding areas
• facilities for value-added service provision, such as temperaturecontrolled storage.

3.

On-site Cargo Transport System

A third need is a cargo transport system that connects the 1287LC with all
transportation modes and terminals (air, road, rail and river), with each
mode to the other, and with the regional manufacturing and distribution
facilities, as well as logistics support facilities. These systems can be fully
automated, semi-automated or manual depending on traffic flow profiles
(cargo demand) and the specifics of the site.
Examples of such infrastructure elements include:
• both low-tech and advanced materials handling capability
• internal road and cargo tram network
• automated storage/retrieval systems
• RFID tagging and tracking technologies and sortation systems
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4.

Shared Communications System with Transparent User Interface

Computer-to-computer information transfer between companies
(Electronic Data Interchange and B2B e-commerce) are increasingly
replacing paper and fax transmissions and ever most traditional face to
face supply chain transactions. This electronic interchange of information
and data requires message standards, translation software and
transmission capability. Recent technology developments have created
new opportunities to enhance inter-company and inter-industry
communications with more powerful work stations, improved data
transportation mediums, global communications networks and faster
routers for electronic transmissions. These capabilities and new
technologies will greatly facilitate seamless relationships among 1287LC
tenants, their suppliers and customers, regionally, nationally and
worldwide. The net effect is to accelerate materials handling, customs
processing and product transfers among commercial facilities, aircraft,
trucks, rail cars, and river barges, as well as to other U.S. and global
airports. A key planning challenge, as described in Chapter 2, is to design
a communications system that is flexible enough to support the majority
of 1287LC and Denver area users, that offers rapid connection to regional,
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national and global networks, that maximizes functionality, and that
allows for continuous improvement and innovation.
Examples of key electronic commerce elements include:
• electronic data interchange (EDI) interoperability across transportation
modes
• fiber optic and satellite networks
• wide-area broadband
• web-based open architectures and message standards

5.

Access to On-site and Remote Services for Commercial Support, Vocational
Education and Worker Training

In the new speed-driven economy, businesses are demanding access to a
variety of support services that reduce the time and cost of logistical
transactions. Desirable commercial support services noted earlier include
a variety of legal, financial, and government services such as the securing
of permits, customs clearances, and export licenses. Some of these services
can be provided electronically. Co-location of these services at the 1287LC
or at a strategic point nearby can provide a “one-stop-shop” support for
DIA 1287 companies and 1287LC tenants and users.
Similarly, electronic access to education and training facilities
throughout the country and the world can provide substantial value to
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DIA 1287 tenants. A proposed distance education facility at the 1287LC
would provide agile support for custom training the local labor force by
offering tenant and area companies real-time audio, video, and tactile
access to knowledge and training resources from around the world. For
example, if Rolls-Royce wanted to locate a jet engine production facility at
DIA or elsewhere in the Denver area, worker training could be conducted
on site, via simultaneous audio, video, and tactile instruction from its
European production headquarters.
Examples of such key infrastructure elements:
• broadband two-way video capability
• RFID intelligent information access technology
• wide area broadband information exchange
• on-line interactive and/or automated support of negotiations and
contracting
• education and training center with distance-learning capabilities

6.

Arterial Movements Unencumbered by Congestion

Success of the 1287LC requires speed and agility of movement on local
highway systems. As the area develops the potential for congestion rises.
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Planning must begin now to insure that people and product movements
remain fast and flexible throughout the greater DIA Aerotropolis.
Examples of key infrastructure elements include:
• additional lanes in high-volume traffic areas
• intelligent highway system technologies
• truck-only lanes on certain routes
• clusters as opposed to strip commercial development

IV. Critical Success Factors for the DIA 1287 and the
1287LC
Effective planning requires not only vision but also an appropriate strategy.
Guiding the development of a business plan for the 1287LC should be a set of
overarching themes that, if followed, will greatly facilitate its ultimate success.
Realizing these critical success factors will provide DIA 1287 and the Denver area
with a major competitive edge in attracting business and industry over most
other sites in the U.S.
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Critical Factor #1
The 1287LC Must Be Designed Around Emerging 21st Century Business
Practices
Beginning with our frequently repeated fundamental point, planning of
the 1287LC must reflect the business practices and processes of 21st
century global companies. I noted that dramatic changes are occurring in
how companies transact their business, and especially in how today’s
most successful mega-retailers, manufacturers and logistics providers
move goods and materials around the country and the world.
Infrastructures can no longer be designed and built as isolated civil
engineering investments or that reflect more traditional business practices.
New business practices require new infrastructures. These must be
geared to modern supply-chain management that fuse multimodal
transportation, advanced telecommunications, sophisticated materials
handling systems, and state-of-the-art business support services to offer
unmatched speed and agility to 1287LC tenants and users from
throughout the Denver region.
Critical Factor #2
Development Plans for the DIA 1287 and 1287LC Must Give High Priority
to Quality of Life Considerations
Unlike most other air logistics complexes around the world, the 1287LC
should be developed as a multi-functional zone that will support not only
manufacturing, logistics and distribution activities, but also associated
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white-collar service functions. This raises the importance of quality of life
considerations with respect to their broader built environment. By
balancing industrial, commercial and environmental factors, the DIA 1287
and its 1287LC can provide benefits not only to the companies and their
employees located there, but also to nearby residents.
Critical Factor #3
Master Plans for the DIA 1287 and 1287LC Must Be Flexible and
Reconfigurable.
I stressed in Chapter 2 that planning for a DIA 1287 logistics complex
should not be viewed solely as detailed site and civil engineering plans to
guide construction and development. Rather, the master plans for both
the 1287LC and larger DIA 1287 should be developed as a flexible
framework that can accommodate a wide variety of commercial facilities,
tenants, and physical layouts. In order to create a sustainable future,
Master Planning must look to the long-term, with a design that is both
environmentally and economically sustainable and can adapt to new
business needs and incorporate new technologies and infrastructure
advances. A basic planning principle is that the DIA 1287 itself be
designed as a flexible commercial facility infrastructure system that can be
adapted to both current and future business requirements. While the
features of the competitive landscape for the near term are clearly in focus,
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commercial demands will undoubtably change over time and the
DIA 1287 must be able to respond quickly to these new commercial needs
and infrastructure requirements. A 15 to 20 year development horizon is
not unreasonable to build milestones on.
Critical Factor #4
The 1287LC Must Establish Synchrony with Other Infrastructure Projects
Around the Country and the World.
We are moving into an era in which networks of firms compete rather
than individual companies. In this new commercial environment, Denver
area companies and 1287LC tenants must be able to access their partners
quickly and effectively. This requires synchrony with other air cargo
systems around the country and the world and with harmonized
communications systems and surface/sea transportation networks. Major
air logistics firms such as FedEx, Lufhansa, UPS, and DHL, are racing to
set up efficient and seamless international networks. By aligning and
integrating more closely into their networks, 1287LC and other area
businesses will be able to participate more quickly and efficiently in the
rapidly growing global economy that these firms are increasingly driving.
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Critical Factor #5
The 1287LC Must Emphasize the Importance of Logistics-Based
Capabilities in Attracting Globally-Oriented Businesses.
As companies search around the world for quality parts and components
at competitive prices, and as customers demand quick response and fast
delivery, access to multimodal air logistics hubs will be a major criterion
for industrial location. Companies will certainly continue to require
traditional economic incentives, such as local investment offsets for land
or facilities, tax abatements and workforce training. However, as the
competitive priorities of speed and efficient consumer response
predominate, the relative importance of these traditional factors will
lesson. Increasingly, investment decisions will be made as much on the
basis of the logistical capabilities of the site and access to national and
global networks, as on government incentives. This could be the Denver
area's trump card.
Critical Factor #6
Master Plans Must Demonstrate Regional and Statewide Benefits of the
1287LC.
In order for the 1287LC to obtain business and governmental support,
development must be positioned as a vehicle for greater Denver regional
economic growth. The creation of an air logistics complex DIA that will
attract commercially successful companies to the airport environs is a
primary goal of this plan. But, ultimately, the success of the 1287LC will
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depend on how its capabilities can leverage businesses throughout
extended Denver region. In this regard, it is critical that 1287LC planning
recognize and highlight the growing integration of its primary commercial
and transportation centers and develop an integrated logistics system plan
that builds synergies among regional and state-wide commercial sites.

V. Marketing Strategy for the 1287LC
Let me now offer some guidelines for a marketing strategy to help A&C
Properties attract commercial investors and service providers to the 1287LC. I
will assume that for the immediate future, A&C Properties will continue to have
the lead role and responsibility for promoting the concept of the 1287LC and for
planning its development. In the next chapter, I will make recommendations
regarding potential future organization and management of the 1287LC. Here, I
will raise the prospect that within the next three years, a partnering organization
be entrusted with the task of developing and operating the 1287LC with A&C
Properties. Among the core functions of the development partner would be the
promotion of the 1287LC, from planning and design of infrastructure and
facilities to he creation of a marketing program for the complex, complete with
public relations, advertising and publicity brochures and materials, to the
identification, contact and “sales” effort with potential tenants and users. If a
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development partner is chosen for the 1287LC, they would be expected to have
their own approach and techniques to developing and marketing the project.
The reason for this suggestion is simple. The core business of A&C Properties is
commercial real estate development, not logistics and air cargo.
In the event that A&C Properties choses to move ahead quickly on
1287LC, in the present section I first concentrate on some immediate marketing
strategy tasks that fall to A&C Properties for the period prior to the possible
involvement of a development partner and operator. However, it is also
understood that A&C Properties may retain responsibility indefinitely for the
1287LC project. Recognizing this possibility, I also address longer-term
marketing goals and issues for the 1287LC that would be relevant either to a
partner developer/operator or to A&C Properties should your firm continue to
be the entity to promote and to develop the 1287LC for the life of the project.

1.

PHASED MARKETING THEMES

The ultimate objective of the 1287LC is to serve as a major national
multimodal hub and airport-driven commercial complex offering tenants
and users state-of-the-art logistics, knowledge resources, and commercial
support. Based on experience with similar multimodal centers elsewhere,
achievement of this goal will mean the 1287LC will likely evolve through
a series of phases. In each phase, the marketing effort should be designed
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to attract a nucleus of facility users, which in turn serves as a catalyst to
pull additional complementary companies to the complex and the airport
environs. The kinds of tenants likely to be attracted to the 1287LC will
vary with each phase of the complex’s development. Marketing activities
should be planned to match these anticipated development stages and
tailored to the kinds of tenants that are most suitable to each stage, and
not outrun development headlights.

a.

Near Term

The near term represents a period from the present through the next 1 to 6
years. Based on interviews and surveys of potential users at air cargo
complexes, the near-term marketing strategy should build on the efforts
by DIA to attract internationally networked air cargo carriers, including
expanding the integrated air express services (e.g., UPS, FedEx, and DHL).
Though substantial efforts to date by DIA have shown how difficult this
can be, the international air express and air cargo industry is expected to
at least triple during the next two decades and DIA needs to get its share.
An effective 1287LC would likely enable DIA to get more than its share of
the forecasted air cargo.
It is important to reiterate that, during the near term period,
marketing efforts should correspond to infrastructure development and
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other improvements at the DIA 1287 site. If marketing gets ahead of these
improvements, credibility will be lost and the targeted tenant will become
disenchanted.

b.

Mid-Term

The mid-term for DIA 1287 development represents roughly the years 6
through 12 with some earlier overlay with near-term activity. This
period’s marketing strategies should be designed to further boost the air
cargo demand at DIA and then to expand this demand by progressively
widening and deepening the nature of activities located at and around the
1287LC. These strategies are:
• attracting charter air cargo service providers to DIA;
• targeting industrial and commercial users of those air services;
• encouraging improved logistics management; and
• facilitating the integration of production and logistics.
While these strategies are broadly sequential, there would naturally be an
overlap from one stage to another in implementing them. Most important,
the impact of this marketing will be cumulative, with efforts in one stage
preparing a network of contacts and a DIA and 1287LC operating
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reputation to make it possible to begin moving the logistics complex
toward its next phase of evolution.

(1) Attracting charter air cargo service providers (years 3 to 12)
DIA has not been successful in attracting charter air cargo carriers.
Previous surveys have indicated that charter air cargo operators (e.g.,
Atlas Air, BAX Global, Cargolux, Evergreen, and Polar) serve airports
where they can be assured of a significant volume of airfreight. The key to
building a critical mass of cargo demand will be to focus on curtailing
existing air cargo leakage discussed previously and promoting the 1287LC
to all industries within a 250-mile radius that are airfreight dependent.
The intent here will be to persuade the firms not necessarily to relocate to
the DIA area, but to use DIA rather than trucking their freight to LAX,
O’Hare, DFW, or other airports. To capture a significant portion of
regional air cargo-leakage may require closer working relationships with
major freight forwarders and third-party logistics service providers.
Initial marketing targets should focus on 3PL’s, freight forwarders
and shippers of time-sensitive products in the 250 mile radius of DIA. The
latter include microelectronics companies, pharmaceutical firms, fresh
produce, seafood, aerospace, medical instruments, and other high value to
weight export products. Marketing strategies geared to shippers, freight
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forwarders, 3PL’s and air cargo firms should emphasize the value-added
that the DIA in general and 1287LC in particular can mean in terms of
lower cost and more efficient shipment services. During this phase of
development, the DIA will become a much more significant air cargo
airport, featuring highly efficient cargo handling and transshipment
capabilities.

(2) Attracting Air-Intensive Commercial Users to 1287LC (years 3 to 12)
As DIA’s air cargo expands, reciprocal marketing should focus on
attracting shippers (i.e., manufacturers and assemblers of export products)
and more national forwarders and third party logistics providers (3PLs) to
locate at and around DIA. The goal will be to begin generating on-site
origin/destination cargo shipments in terms of in-bound raw materials
and components and out-bound intermediate and final goods flowing to
and from the time-sensitive manufacturers and distributors that operate at
or near DIA. Again, the emphasis should be on demonstrating a set of
real cost, speed, and service quality advantages to firms locating at or near
1287LC that are compelling to shippers, forwarders, and 3PLs.
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c.

Longer Term

The longer term (years 10 to 25 and beyond) will focus on developing a
full-scale DIA 1287 logistical complex and attracting the necessary
complement of manufacturers, logistics managers and service providers to
accomplish ultimate 1287LC objectives.

(1) Improved logistics management (years 10 to 16)
Once a core of air cargo firms, shippers, forwarders or 3PLs have located
and successfully operated at and around the 1287LC, the marketing
emphasis will shift to promoting an extension of the range of value-added
logistics management services the 1287LC offers. Early on 1287LC should
obtain Foreign Trade Zone status. Pointing to the importance of these
features for cost-effective logistics, marketing programs will begin to focus
more on the advantages of the 1287LC in overall logistics management.
The marketing emphasis will be on helping industrial and commercial
shippers and 3PLs find opportunities at the 1287LC to coordinate the
movement of materials and finished goods so that they can rapidly and
flexibly respond to customer’s needs as well as to cut costs and increase
supply-chain management efficiency. The possibilities of performing
value-added logistics functions such sequencing, pick and pack,
packaging, product labeling and assembly of knock-down product kits
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will be stressed. The marketing targets during this phase will be the
companies already located in the 250 mile radius of DIA, plus the whole
spectrum of major fright forwarders and third-party logistics providers
that serve shippers globally. The 1287LC’s later capabilities in automated
warehousing/distribution, electronic data interchange, and electronic
tracing-tracking will be underlined for these logistics specialists. The
1287LC’s sales proposition during this phase will not only emphasize cost
and quality of service advantages, but also the enhancements to the speed
and agility of supply chain operations that the DIA 1287 could provide
shippers and 3PLs.

(2) Integration of production and logistics (years 15 to 25 and beyond)
Once the 1287LC has developed a reputation for world-class cargo
handling and logistics management, a final stage of 1287LC marketing can
begin. The emphasis at this stage would be essentially an intensification
of the “improved logistics management” marketing theme set forth above,
whereby the marketing program will concentrate on supporting shippers
and 3PLs to find ways to integrate production and logistics so as to
substantially reduce inventories and further improve manufacturers’
supply chain management. Promotional materials will seek to
differentiate DIA and its environs from other industrial-commercial-
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logistics locations as sharply as possible in terms of the price, quality,
speed and agility benefits that it offers. The 1287LC and greater DIA
airport area will at this point be marketed internationally to the most
sophisticated shippers and 3PLs as a site where airfreight dependent
manufacturers fully coordinate their supply chains and overall
manufacturing capacity with customer demands. The marketing message
will also stress the 1287LC’s world-class standards in total logistics
management practices including fusion of all transportation modes (air,
road and rail), integrated telecommunications, sophisticated materials
handling systems, and state-of-the-art commercial and knowledge support
services.

2.

TARGET INDUSTRIES

At every stage of marketing, the 1287LC promotional strategy should be
grounded in solid business research and planning. This will involve
market research of a generic nature on likely 1287LC tenants and users,
given its stage of development, as well as market research specific to the
greater Denver region. Research on commercial shippers from around the
world points to five generic types of shipments where air transport is the
consignees’ mode of first choice. These are when:
• flexible and customized production is the norm
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• the high value of the product compared to its weight justifies the extra
cost of airfreight
• the product is perishable—either in the physical or economic sense
• short production cycles and/or “just-in-time” inventories require fast
delivery
• immediate delivery of spare parts, time sensitive documents or
products is required
Target industry analysis for air logistics hubs conducted by UNC’s Kenan
Institute of Private Enterprise identified eleven industrial groups that are
most likely to utilize the facility. Most of these would no doubt also be the
best target industries for the 1287LC, as well. They include:
• logistics service providers
• semi-conductor and computer chip manufacturers
• pharmaceuticals and contract biotech and pharmaceutical lab testing
facilities
• computer and electronic sub-assembly manufacturers
• aircraft assembly, aircraft parts suppliers and aircraft maintenance
services
• garments and fashion accessory suppliers
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• specific elements in the scientific or medical industrial supplies
business, particularly those supplying small volumes of high value
products, for example aromatics
• optics and small precision equipment manufacturers
• suppliers of perishable products—for example, fresh seafood, live
animals, fresh fruit and flowers
• digital automotive component manufacturers and spare part suppliers
• jewelry and watch manufacturers
Exhibit 3.2 provides a list of potential target firms in these industries
(Please keep confidential). In targeting these firms and others in the
industries noted above, there are a number of services that need to be
highlighted in a marketing plan for the 1287LC and its environs. Many
have already been discussed and some already exist, but let me provide a
summary list of the key support services to be implemented and leveraged
in marketing the 1287LC and surrounding aerotropolis.
• expedited customs clearance and pre-clearance procedures
• full electronic data interchange capability
• foreign trade zone and in-transit bonded status for re-exports
• new roadway and rail access to the 1287LC and with port connectors
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• state-of-the-art materials handling services
• reliable utility services (e.g., electricity, water, sewer)
• industrial support services such as repair and maintenance and machine
shops
• quality of life—good housing, schools, recreation, nightlife
• knowledge and education support, including a distance education and
worker training facility at the 1287LC
• enhanced one-stop servicing for foreign investors
• expedited site and building permit approvals
All of the above need to be woven into both the business plan and the
implementation plan for the 1287LC and surrounding areas. They are not
only essential to the marketing effort, but also to developing a successful
multimodal air logistics hub.

VII. Conclusion
As agreed upon in our initial discussion of the content of the bible, this chapter
summarized the main elements that should guide develop a fuller business plan
for the 1287LC. Emphasis was on creating a competitive business environment
at the 1287LC, business resource needs, critical success factors, marketing
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strategies and target industries. Key to this competitive environment will be
based capabilities at and around the 1287LC and a region-wide integrated
logistics network that provides advantages of speed and agility to goodsprocessing firms throughout a 250 mile radius of DIA. In the final chapter, I will
layout some key elements of an 1287LC implementation plan and a set of
recommendations, and action steps to design, develop, manage, operate, or
otherwise move the opportunity forward. I will also make some
recommendations regarding the planning, design, marketing and developing the
overall DIA 1287 property.
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Exhibit 3.1
PROPOSED BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT FOR A DIA 1287LC & BROADER DENVER REGION LOGISTICS NETWORK
Multimodal Management

Information Systems
Management
Local and
Major Highways

Airports

River Ports

Teleport, RFID,
Wi-Fi Networks

Information Superhighway

MULTIMODAL
TRANSPORTATION

ADVANCED
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Rail Lines
Materials Handling
Systems

Communications Satellites

Fiber Optics &
Harmonized EDI

DIA 1287LC & DENVER REGION
Sourcing

LOGISTICS NETWORK
Production

Distribution

CS Management

Foreign Trade Zones

Financial Services

COMMERCIAL
SUPPORT

Industrial Development
& Commercial Services

KS Management

Customs Facilitation

Worker Training &
Distance Learning

Expo Centers &
Trade Rep Offices

Supply-Chain and
Industrial Databases

Government &
Legal Services

Market Research &
Strategic Planning

Universities & Colleges

KNOWLEDGE
SUPPORT

R & D Laboratories

Consultants and
Applied Technologies
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Exhibit 3.2
POTENTIAL TARGET FIRMS FOR DIA 1287
Company

Industry

Website

3Com

Networks

www.3com.com/

ABB Asea Brown Boveri

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.techrepair.com/abb.html

Abbott Laboratories

Pharmaceuticals

www.abbott.com/

ABX Logistics (USA) Inc

Logistics

www.abxusa.com

Acer

Computers & Semiconductors

www.acer.com

Adams Rite Aerospace

Aerospace

www.ar-aero.com

Advanced Micro Devices (AMD)

Computers & Semiconductors

www.amd.com

Airbus Industrie

Aerospace

www.airbus.com

AIT Worldwide Logistics

Logistics

www.aitworldwide.com

Alcatel-Lucent

Telecommunications

www.alcatel-lucent.com

Amazon.com

E-Commerce

www.amazon.com

American Home Products

Pharmaceuticals

www.ahp.com/

Americold Logistics

Logistics

www.americold.net

AMH Corp.

Logistics

www.amh-corp.com

AMP

Networks

www.amp.com/

Analog Devices

Networks

www.analogdevices.com/

Anam Group

Telecommunications

www.anam.ie/

APL Logistics

Logistics

www.apllogistics.com

Apple

Computers & Semiconductors

www.apple.com/
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Company

Industry

Website

Applied Materials

Computers & Semiconductors

www.appliedmaterials.com/

ARM

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.arm.com

Arnold Logistics

Logistics

www.arnoldlogistics.com

AstraZeneca

Pharmaceuticals

www.astrazeneca.com/

AT&T

Telecommunications

www.at&t.com

Averitt Express

Logistics

www.averittexpress.com

Barnes & Noble

E-Commerce

www.bn.com

BAX Global Supply Chain Management

Logistics

www.baxglobal.com

Baxter

Medical Products

www.baxter.com/

Bayer

Pharmaceuticals

www.bayer.com

Beckman Coulter

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.beckman.com

Bekins Worldwide Solutions

Logistics

www.bwslogistics.com

Bell Helicopter

Aerospace

www.bellhelicopter.textron.com

BigDogLogistics

Logistics

www.bigdoglogistics.com

Bigwords

E-Commerce

www.bigwords.com/

BMW

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.bmw.com

Boeing

Aerospace

www.boeing.com/

Bombardier

Aerospace

www.aerospace.bombardier.com/

Bombardier

Aerospace

www.bombardier.com

Breitling

Watches

www.breitling.com/

Bristol-Myers Squibb

Pharmaceuticals

www.bms.it
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Company

Industry

Website

Bruker

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.bruker.com/

C.H. Robinson

Logistics

www.chrobinson.com

Cable & Wireless

Telecommunications

www.cwplc.com

Cabletron Systems

Networks

www.cabletron.com/

Canon Inc.

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.canon.com

Cardinal Logistics

Logistics

www.cardlog.com

Cartier

Apparel & Accessories/Watches

www.cartier.com

Caterpillar Logistics Services Inc.

Logistics

www.catlogistics.com

Cendian

Logistics

www.cendian.com

China Telecom

Telecommunications

www.cthk.com/

Ciena

Networks

www.ciena.com/

Cisco Systems

Networks

www.cisco.com

Citroen

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.citroen.com

Cole-Parmer

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.coleparmer.com

Comapny

Industry

Website

Commodity Logistics

Logistics

www.commoditylogistics.com

Compuware

Networks

www.compuware.com

Con-Way Logistics

Logistics

www.con-way.com/logistics

Concentrek Inc.

Logistics

www.concentrek.com

Continental Traffic Service

Logistics

www.contraf.com

Corporate Traffic

Logistics

www.corporate-traffic.com
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Company

Industry

Website

Crowley Logistics

Logistics

www.crowley.com

D-Link

Networks

www.dlink.com

Dell, Inc.

Computers & Semiconductors

www.dell.com

DaimlerChrysler

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.daimlerchrysler.com/

Dana

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.dana.com/

Data General

Networks

www.dg.com/

DDD Company

Logistics

www.dddcompany.com

Deustsche Telekom

Telecommunications

www.dtag.de

DHL Worldwide Express

Logistics

www.dhl.com

Disney Stores Distribution

E-Commerce

www.disney.com

E-Toys

E-Commerce

www.e-toys.com

EDS

Networks

www.eds.com/

EGL Eagle Global Logistics

Logistics

www.eaglegl.com

Electrolux

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.electrolux.com/

Eli Lilly

Pharmaceuticals

www.lilly.com

Embraer

Aerospace

www.embraer.com/

Emerson Electric

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.emersonelectric.com

Epson

Computers & Semiconductors

www.epson.com

Ericsson

Telecommunications

www.ericsson.com

Esprit

Fashion Clothing

www.esprit.com

Exel plc

Logistics

www.exel.com
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Company

Industry

Website

FedEx Supply Chain Services

Logistics

www.fedex.com

Flextronics

Computers & Semiconductors

www.flextronics.com/

Fluke

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.fluke.com

Ford Motor

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.ford.com

Fujitsu

Computers & Semiconductors

www.fujitsu.com/

Gap Inc.

Fashion Clothing

www.gap.com

Gateway 2000

Computers & Semiconductors

www.gateway.com

GENCO

Logistics

www.genco.com

General Electric

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.ge.com

General Motors

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.gm.com

General Warehouse & Transportation

Logistics

www.gwtlogistics.com

Geodis Logistics

Logistics

www.geodis.com

GeoLogistics

Logistics

www.geo-logistics.com

GlaxoSmithKline

Pharmaceuticals

www.gsk.com

GTE

Telecommunications

www.gte.com

Hitachi

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.hitachi.com/

Honda Motor

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.honda.com

Honeywell

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.honeywell.com/

HP–Compaq

Computers & Printers

www.hp.com/

Hub Group Inc.

Logistics

www.hubgroup.com

IBM

Computers & Semiconductors

www.ibm.com
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Company

Industry

Website

InSite Logistics

Logistics

www.insitelogistics.com

Integrated Device Technologies

Computers & Semiconductors

www.idt.com/

Intel

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.intel.com

Isuzu Motors

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.isuzu.com/

J.B. Hunt Dedicated Contract

Logistics

Services (www.jbhunt.com

J.B. Hunt Dedicated Contract

Logistics

www.jbhunt.com

Jacobson Companies

Logistics

www.jacobsonco.com

Johnson & Johnson

Medical Products

www.jnj.com

Kane Is Able

Logistics

www.kaneisable.com

Kapsch AG

Telecommunications

www.kapsch.co.at

Keithley

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.keithley.com

Kenco Logistic Services

Logistics

www.kencogroup.com

Keystone Dedicated Logistics

Logistics

www.kdlog.com

Kuehne & Nagel

Logistics

www.kn-portal.com

Kyocera

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

global.kyocera.com

L-3 Communications

Telecommunications

www.l-3com.com

Landstar Logistics

Logistics

www.landstar.com

LG Electronics

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.lge.co.kr

Linksys

Networks

www.linksys.com

Liz Claiborne

Fashion Clothing

www.lizclairborne.com

Lockheed-Martin

Aerospace

www.lockheedmartin.com
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Company

Industry

Website

LogiMax

Logistics

www.e-logimax.com

Logistics Management Solutions

Logistics

www.lmslogistics.com

Logistics Management Solutions

Logistics

LMS (www.lmslogistics.com

LSI Logic

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.lsilogic.com

Maersk Logistics Inc.

Logistics

www.maersk-logistics.com

Marubeni

Electronics, Electrical Equipment www.marubeni.co.jp/home/english/

Masscal Scientific Instruments

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.masscal.com

Matsushita Electric Industrial

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.panasonic.com

Mattel

Toys

www.mattel.com/

MCI / Verizon

Telecommunications

www.mci.com

Menlo Worldwide Logistics

Logistics

www.menlolog.com

Merck

Pharmaceuticals

www.merck.com

Meridian IQ

Logistics

www.meridianiq.com

Micron Technologies

Pharmaceuticals

www.microntech.com/

Mitsubishi Electronic

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.mitsubishi.com

Mitsubishi Motors

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp

Mitsui

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.mitsui.com

Motorola

Telecommunications

www.mot.com

Movado

Watches

www.movado.com

nAL

Logistics

www.nalworldwide.com

National Distribution Centers

Logistics

www.ndc-nfi.com
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Company

Industry

Website

National Semiconductor

Computers & Semiconductors

www.national.com

NCR

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.ncr.com/

NEC

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.nec.com

Nestle

Food Products

www.nestle.com/

NETGEAR

Networks

www.netgear.com

Network Equipment Technologies

Networks

www.net.com

New Breed Inc.

Logistics

www.newbreed.com

Newgistics

Logistics

www.newgistics.com

Nextel

Telecommunications

www.nextel.com/

Nike

Apparel & Accessories

www.nike.com

Nippon Telegraph & Telephone

Telecommunications

www.ntt.com

Nissan Motor

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.nissan.com

Nokia

Telecommunications

www.nokia.com

Nortel Networks

Networks

www.nortel.com

Novartis

Pharmaceuticals

www.novartis.com

Novartis

Pharmaceuticals

www.pharma.us.novartis.com

Novell

Networks

www.norvell.com

NT Logistics Inc., Logistics Division

Logistics

www.ntlogistics.com

NYK Logistics

Logistics

www.nyklogistics.com

Odyssey Logistics and Technology

Logistics

www.odysseylogistics.com

Olympus Industrial

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.olympusindustrial.com
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Company

Industry

Website

OMNI Logistics

Logistics

www.omniez.com

Oracle

Telecommunications

www.oracle.com

Ozburn-Hessey Logistics

Logistics

www.ohlogistics.com

P&O Nedlloyd

Logistics

www.ponl.com

Pacer Global Logistics

Logistics

www.pacerglobal.com

Packard Bell NEC

E-Commerce

www.packardbell.com

Panalpina

Logistics

www.panalpina.com

Panasonic

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.panasonic.com

Patek Philipe

Watches

Web site is under construction

Patek Philipe

Watches

www.patekphilippe.com/

PBB Global Logistics

Logistics

www.pbb.com

Pegasus Logistics Group

Logistics

www.pegasuslogisticsgroup.com

Penske Logistics

Logistics

www.penskelogistics.com

Perkin Elmer

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.perkinelmer.com

Pfizer

Pharmaceuticals

www.pfizer.com

Piaget

Watches

www.piaget.com

Plant Site Logistics

Logistics

www.plantsitelogistics.com

Polo Ralph Lauren

Fashion Clothing

www.polo.com/

Pratt & Whitney

Aerospace

www.pratt-whitney.com

Princeton Scientific Instruments

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.prinsci.com

Qualcomm

Telecommunications

www.qualcomm.com
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Company

Industry

Website

R.R. Donnelley Logistics

Logistics

www.rrdonnelly.com

Rambus Inc.

Computers & Semiconductors

www.rambus.com

Raytheon

Aerospace

www.raytheon.com/

Richo

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.ricoh.com

RMX Global Logistics

Logistics

www.rmxglobal.com

Robert Bosch

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.robertbosch.com/

Roche Holding

Pharmaceuticals

www.roche.com/

Rockwell Collins

Aerospace

www.rockwellcollins.com

Rolex

Watches

www.rolex.com

Royal Philips Electronics

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.philips.com

Ruan Transportation Management

Logistics

Systems (www.ruan.com

Ruan Transportation Management

Logistics

www.ruan.com

Ryder System Inc.

Logistics

www.ryder.com

Saab

Aerospace

www.saab.se

Saddle Creek Corp.

Logistics

www.saddlecrk.com

Samsung Electronics

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.samsung.com

SanDisk

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.sandisk.com

Sanyo Electric

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.sanyo.com

SBC Communications

Telecommunications

www.sbc.com

Schenker Inc.

Logistics

www.schenker.com

Schneider Logistics

Logistics

www.schneiderlogistics.com
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Company

Industry

Website

Seagate

Computers & Semiconductors

www.seagate.com

Seagate Technology

Networks

www.seagate.com/

Seiko

Watches

www.seiko.com/

Seiko Epson Corp.

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.epson.co.jp/epson/e/ae/

SEKO Worldwide

Logistics

www.sekoworldwide.com

ServiceCraft Logistics

Logistics

www.servicecraft.com

Sharp

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.sharp.com

Shimadzu USA

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.ssi.shimadzu.com

Siemens

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.siemens.com

Silicon Graphics

Computers & Semiconductors

www.sgi.com

Sony

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.sony.com

Standard Corp.

Logistics

www.standardcorp.com

Stonier Transportation Group Inc.

Logistics

www.stonier.com

Stork Aerospace

Aerospace

stork.com/aerospace

Sumitomo

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.sumitomo.com

Sun Microsystems

Networks

www.sun.com/

Swift Transportation Co.

Logistics

www.swifttrans.com

TAG Heuer

Watches

www.tagheuer.com

Technical Transportation Inc.

Logistics

www.techtrans.com

Tektronix

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.tek.com

Tektronix

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.tek.com
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Company

Industry

Website

Tellabs Operations

Networks

www.tellabs.com

Temic Semiconductor

Computers & Semiconductors

www.temic-semi.de/nt/corp/

Texas Instruments

Electronic Devices

www.ti.com

The Bender Group

Logistics

www.bendergroup.com

Thermo Electron Corp.

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.thermo.com

Tibbett & Britten Group plc

Logistics

www.tbgamericas.com

Timex

Watches

www.timex.com/

TMSi

Logistics

www.tmsilog.com

TNT Logistics North America

Logistics

www.tntlogistics.com

Toshiba

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.toshiba.com/

Total Logistic Control

Logistics

www.totallogistic.com

Toyota Motor

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.toyota.com

Transfreight

Logistics

www.transfreight.com

Transplace

Logistics

www.transplace.com

Transport Logistics Inc.

Logistics

www.translogistics.com

Tranzact Technologies

Logistics

www.tranzact.com

TSI Logistics

Logistics

www.tsilogistics.com

Tucker Company Inc.

Logistics

www.tuckerco.com

Tyco International

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.tyco.com

U.S. Robotics

Networks

www.usr.com

Unisys

Networks

www.unisys.com/
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Company

Industry

Website

UPS Supply Chain Solutions

Logistics

www.ups-scs.com

US Worldwide Logistics Inc.

Logistics

www.usworldwidelogistics.com

USCO Logistics

Logistics

www.usco.com

USF Logistics

Logistics

www.usflogistics.com

Vacheron

Watches

www.vacheron-constantin.com

Varian

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.varianinc.com

Volkswagen

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.vw.com

Volvo

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.volvo.com

Wagner Industries Inc.

Logistics

www.wagnerindustries.com

Walmart Stores Distribution

E-Commerce

www.walmart.com

Warner-Lambert

Pharmaceuticals

www.warner-lambert.com

Waters

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.waters.com

Weber Distribution

Logistics

www.weberdistribution

Weber Distribution

Logistics

www.weberdistribution.com

Whirlpool

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.whirlpool.com/

Xerox

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.xerox.com

Xilinx

Computers & Semiconductors

www.Xilinx.com
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Chapter 4
Guidelines and Recommendations for a 1287LC
Implementation Plan
I. Introduction
In the previous two chapters, guidelines were provided for DIA 1287
infrastructure and facility design and for the development of a multimodal air
logistics complex (1287LC) business plan. Building on these two chapters, this
chapter will present guidelines for an implementation plan, including (1)
elaboration of infrastructure and marketing phasing; (2) incentives to attract and
leverage appropriate air cargo service providers and industry; (3) coordination
and harmonization with multimodal logistics hubs elsewhere; (4) placemaking
and branding DIA 1287 and 1287LC; and (5) alternative mechanisms for
financing and managing 1287LC development and operation. The chapter
concludes with 20 recommendations for A&C Properties, government and
planning organizations, and DIA to improve prospects for successful
development of DIA 1287 and the 1287LC.
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II. Infrastructure Phasing and Industrial Development
Timetable
Whereas the 1287LC is conceived ultimately as a fully integrated multimodal
transportation, time-critical manufacturing, and logistics support complex, the
reality is that it will likely evolve over a 5- to 25-year-period through a series of
overlapping development stages. Understanding this is necessary for marketing
and to making prudent investments in infrastructure timed to private-sector
demand. Below I summarize key stages of an infrastructure and facilities
implementation plan.

Stage I
Stage I will be when the appropriate government decisions and private-sector
relationships are consummated that will affect future 1287LC and greater DIA
1287 development. This includes transportation access to and on the property,
regulatory issues, land-use and commercial facility layouts, leasing and
concessionary rights as well as exploring a third-party developer partnership for
the logistics complex . A number of issues will be elaborated in a moment and
others later in this chapter.
During Stage I, which can last up to five years, site improvements should
be made on and around DIA 1287 including utilities and internal and connector
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highway development as described in Chapter 2. All site plans should be
initiated for grading and soils issues. Initial tenants will be recruited as well as
joint venture development partnerships established for the 1287LC and other
possible larger scale components of DIA 1287.
It is also during this initial stage that discussions and possible negotiations
with DIA should be vigorously pursued for through-the-fence access to DIA 1287
based on mutual benefits derived as described in chapters 1 and 2. Work should
continue with the RTD and area planning bodies to secure a FasTracks station
on the DIA 1287site designated in Chapter 2, perhaps with the assistance of an
early large commercial tenant. Foreign trade zone status for 1287LC should be
obtained as well during this early planning phase.

Stage II
Stage II (estimated to be a 3 to 6 year period following commencement of Stage I)
will involve the formal planning of facility synergies between DIA and 1287LC.
This would include planning access taxiways, should through-the-fence access
be obtained, and facility interactions or integration between DIA's cargo zone
and 1287LC. At this stage, DIA would still serve as the exclusive air cargo and
air express processing zone with no development anticipated on 1287LC.
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As a backup to not obtaining through-the-fence access, road connectors
from DIA's cargo zones to 1287LC need to be planned and possibly developed.
Work should proceed with the recruitment of freight forwarders and 3PLs who
will handle much of the future cargo at 1287LC. Time-critical manufacturers and
distributors such as those involved flex-tech assembly or e-commerce fulfillment
need to be contacted and recruited, as well.
One of the keys to recruiting time-critical manufacturing and distribution
tenants to 1287LC will be by offering tenants and users quicker, cheaper and
more efficient site plan and building approvals, state-of-the art
telecommunication support, and high quality but rapid cargo security clearance.
By the end of stage II, the 1287LC's foreign trade zone status must be fully
activated with a FTZ operator in place to administer the zone.
As noted, improving surface connectors is essential to moving the 1287LC
to the fast-cycle logistics and time-critical assembly stage, so further
infrastructure and materials handling improvements should be formally planned
and some possibly implemented during Stage II. These include new or
upgraded internal and external roadways and exchanges described in Chapter 2.
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Stage III
During Stage III (at least six years and possibly as much as fifteen years from
project commencement) an intermodal rail/truck facility should be developed at
1287LC as shown in Exhibit 2.13. Other facilities to be implemented during Stage
III include a cold storage/perishables center, a new air cargo or air express
facility, and possibly a state-of-the-art distance education and worker training
facility allowing specific skills transfer to firms locating at or near the 1287LC
from virtually any location in the world. It is during this stage that 3PLs will set
up operations at the 1287LC to serve growing cargo movements to and from and
through the complex. Internal roads and utility connections will be completed
throughout the entire 1287LC (the automated cargo transfer system described in
the ultimate 1287LC development stage will not likely be justified at this stage
based on its high cost). To facilitate off-site cargo movements, the Ring Road and
all roadway exchanges described in Chapter 2 should be in place.

Stage IV
Stage IV (the full-scale 1287LC) will be reached when time-critical goods
processing and distribution tenants and multimodal transportation and third
party logistics providers reach a critical convergent mass so that production and
logistics becomes fully integrated. At this stage, estimated to be in the 15- to 25226

year time frame, all the elements of the ultimate 1287LC will be operational,
including a fully functioning new southern cargo facility serving DIA,
intermodal rail yard and inland container port with improved road connections
and rail spur to the 1287LC intermodal rail/truck facility and truck connections
to the new southern DIA Cargo Facility providing off-ramp and off-site
manufacturers and distributors with efficient air freighter access.
With both air cargo and air passenger traffic at DIA expected to grow
considerably by 2025, a new southern cargo-oriented long-range runway will
likely be needed during Stage IV with additional on-site time-sensitive
manufacturers, distributors, and third-party logistics providers located along or
near its taxiways. Toward the end of this stage, the automated cargo transfer
system will likely be justified linking all logistics, manufacturing, and
distribution facilities in the 1287LC.
As the 1287LC evolves through its later stages, it will drive greater and
greater amounts of commercial and industrial development on site and the
greater airport region. This outside-the-fence development, in turn, will generate
increased volumes of cargo and passengers at DIA with reinforcing synergies.
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III. Providing Appropriate Investor Incentives
Since the 1287LC will be designed to attract and grow cargo, outside as well
inside airport property, incentives will play an important role. To date, the state
of Colorado has provided a variety of financial incentives for property
development where investors enjoy tax advantages and certain other benefits.
Virtually all states and local areas are in the incentives game, though, so their
relative advantage in attracting major industry is declining. New incentives to
attract and grow industry must be pursued. The 1287LC, itself, can be one of the
most powerful incentives. This is because operational incentives will be at least
equally important, and in the longer term likely even more significant, than tax
incentives in attracting goods-processing and distribution industries.
What the 1287LC should be designed to accomplish is to provide Denver
area and the state's industries with speed and agility in their supply chain
management, unmatched at other locations. Of first-order importance on the
international commerce front is Customs, as exporters and importers across the
U.S. and around the world have consistently argued. Components of products
assembled in the United States are often manufactured in several other countries
and imported on a just-in-time basis. Likewise, international orders for these
products are also increasingly time-definite requiring that assembled goods flow
out rapidly and efficiently. As international flights are expanded at DIA, greater
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amounts of freight will arrive from abroad, are broken down, sorted, or
consolidated, then often shipped nationally or again abroad quickly and
seamlessly.
According to the US-ASEAN Business Council, “The productivity and
profitability of a manufacturing plan depends in large part on cycle time – that is,
its ability to process inputs into outputs as quickly as possible. Decreased cycle
time leads to lower inventories, with correspondingly lower inventory costs. In
order to support world-class manufacturing, customs clearance time must be
measured not in weeks, or even days, but in hours. Any customs administration
that can provide reliable, timely customs clearance, or immediate release based
on pre-clearance, creates an enormous competitive advantage in attracting
manufacturing.”
As stage III in the 1287LC development cycle progresses, expedited,
paperless customs procedures must be put in place on site. The 1287LC must not
only have fully implemented its automated customs environment, but also, as
noted previously, have in place a quick and efficient cargo security system.
At the federal level DIA should support open skies agreements for air
cargo and lobby for two other government incentives to attract air cargo service
providers to DIA. These are change of gauge rights and co-terminal rights.
Unlimited change of gauge rights will permit foreign-owned cargo aircraft of any
size to fly into DIA and for cargo to continue its journey on smaller aircraft of the
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same airline. For maximum effectiveness, there must be no limits on the number
of flights, the timing between arrivals and departures, aircraft gauge, or the cargo
carried. Unrestricted change of gauge rights (along with 5th freedom rights) are
particularly important to international hub and spoke logistics operations that
the 1287LC would be eventually suited to serve.
Unlimited co-terminal rights would permit foreign carriers to stop at any
point in the U.S. to drop off shipments which originated outside the U.S. or to
pick-up shipments for points outside the U.S. In order to maximize payload and
in order to effectively operate an international air logistics hub, it is important
that foreign carriers be given such rights without restriction. This fully
liberalized environment at DIA and other U.S. airports would be reciprocated for
U.S. carriers in the countries of the foreign-based carriers.
Finally, it is important that DIA have relatively low landing fees for air
cargo carriers. Air freight is a highly cost-competitive industry and such an
incentive could be a differentiating inducement for an air express or major air
cargo firm to expand at DIA or even make it a regional hub.
Once a critical mass of air express and air cargo service is provided at
DIA, it operates as a magnet for time-sensitive industries, as numerous prior
experiences have shown. As just one example, FedEx has transformed the oncesleepy Memphis into a center of international business, attracting billions of
dollars in investment in manufacturing and distribution facilities in the vicinity
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of its airport. More than 200 foreign-owned firms from 22 countries employing
over 20,000 workers have been drawn to Memphis since the 1980s. Companies
such as Nike, Apple Computer, SquareD, Disney Stores, and Starter Corporation,
among many others, have similarly established new manufacturing and
distribution centers near Memphis International airport. Nearly all these
companies pointed to the FedEx hub as a key attraction.
Similar patterns of industrial attraction hold where other air express and
air cargo hubs have formed around the world, as I described in Chapter 1. The
message is clear, increasing air cargo and air express linkages is a powerful
magnet in its own right that will draw many modern high value industries to
DIA 1287 and the vicinity. DIA’s efforts to increase such service should continue
as should new efforts to reduce the large amount of “leakage” of Colorado's
time-critical air shipments to other airports such as LAX and DFW.

V. Coordination and Harmonization with Similar
Facilities Elsewhere
If parts, components, and finished goods are to flow rapidly and seamlessly
between 1287LC and other transportation facilities within the Denver region and
facilities around the country and abroad, it is essential that their information
technologies and materials handling systems be harmonized. This requires using
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standardized EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) messages with compatible, open
architecture software systems, as described in the prior chapter.
Containerization, as noted, must also be standardized across shipping
modes so, for example, that containers arriving at 1287LC’s proposed future
intermodal rail facility can be transferred efficiently by truck to an inland
container yard or other facility. Since at a future point, some of these containers
may also be air freighted via heavy-lift aircraft from DIA, they must also be
made compatible with materials handling equipment for loading on all-cargo
aircraft. Multimodal materials handling harmonization will require close
coordination between the 1287LC and other modal points.
When purchasing material-handling equipment, and building key
infrastructure such as the new southern cargo facility or the intermodal
rail/truck complex, careful consultations should be made with major air cargo,
sea cargo, and surface cargo handlers throughout the U.S. and, indeed, the
world. It would be a terribly expensive mistake not to coordinate design of
facilities at the 1287LC with the predominant technologies, materials handling
equipment and space utilization standards at major ports and airports which will
serve as Colorado's trading partners.
In terms of recruiting additional air cargo service providers to DIA, it is
recommended that DIA and local economic development officials work with
major freight-forwarders, 3PLs and visit major air cargo hubs at Memphis,
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Louisville, O'Hare, Hong Kong, and Singapore, to examine systems being put in
operation there. Through the latter, an excellent vision can be obtained of the
direction that air express and air cargo handling is taking with a variety of
automated and semi-automated cargo operations as well as other processes and
procedures being implemented at these airports to speed the flow of goods
through the airport.
It should also be noted that air express companies like FedEx have their
own facility design firms. Contact should be made with these companies and
advice received before any such facility development contracts are signed. As a
special incentive to a prospective air express or air cargo firm locating at the
1287LC, A&C properties and your prospective development partners may wish
to offer to build a cargo facility to suit with a long-term lease-back contract. For
example, Amsterdam Schiphol Airport attracted Polar Air Cargo Inc. by offering
to build a permanent warehouse facility to house the airfreight carrier’s
transshipment needs.
Much of this cannot be done by the private-sector alone, though.
Development of an internmodal rail/truck complex and connecting rail spur will
require considerable coordination with key planning, government, and other
organizations throughout the Denver region. Anytime infrastructure is
involved, many public agencies must be courted for their approval and often
financial support.
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Placemaking and Branding DIA 1287 Development
Let me now digress from a focus on 1287LC and discuss broader placemaking
and branding of DIA 1287 to differentiate it and provide competitive advantage
in recruiting tenants and users.
DIA 1287 as an innovative, large mixed-used project immediately south of
DIA should be designed carefully and developed with physical features,
aesthetics, themes, site amenities, and support services to attract clusters of firms
that can leverage and be leveraged by DIA. These include research and high tech
firms, Class A office buildings, retail and medical complexes, value-adding
logistics facilities, as well as exhibition, convention, and meeting facilities that
would be sited and developed in an aesthetically pleasing and functionally
integrated fashion. Its amenities and support services may include, among
others, business-class hotels, conference facilities, fitness centers, a championship
golf course, jogging and biking trails, upscale shopping, restaurants, and a highspeed wireless telecommunications infrastructure.
To attract major office investors, DIA1287 might be branded as a “business
location with wings” fully leveraging the project's propinquity to DIA to provide
tenants and users with immediately accessible and superior air connectivity.
Time-pressed executives and professionals whose responsibilities require
frequent travel to branch facility, partner, or client sites will have access in
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minutes to the Jeppesen Terminal for day business trips. Firms who frequently
bring in their clients by air for meetings, presentations or direct service can host
them with one day round trips, avoiding the costs of overnight stays. Those
clients or colleagues needing to remain for longer periods will have available
attractive, convenient on-site amenities such business-class hotel
accommodations, golf, fitness centers, and quality restaurants and shopping.
These amenities would also be available to long-distance travelers connecting
through DIA and as an attractive “airport-city” destination for local residents.
When the logistics complex evolves at a likely later time, branding based
on materials processing speed and agility should complement the “business
location with wings.” Here DIA 1287 will be branded as well for highly efficient
supply-chain management and value-adding logistics services where parts,
components, and assembled items can be received from distant sites, processed,
and shipped in a reduced cycle-time through 1287LC facilities. As noted, in
Chapter 1, for many new economy industries, hours, and even minutes are of
critical importance to meeting market or professional needs. Examples here
include medical and pharmaceutical laboratory testing facilities, organ banks,
and lost credit card reproduction, all of which depend on rapid national
connectivity turn-around.
To appeal to today's knowledge-workers and new economy industries,
DIA1287 should blend aesthetics with efficient form, function, and on-site
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amenities. Numerous studies have documented that knowledge-workers and
their high tech firms frequently seek large, planned campus-like settings that are
relatively self-contained and provide the aesthetics, amenities, and services being
discussed for DIA 1287. Through innovative planning and design, including
distinctive architecture and groomed open-space integrated with active
recreation, DIA 1287 will also set the standard for DIA area development and go
a long way toward upgrading commercial use of the airport area.
DIA 1287 site design, architectural features, and anticipated commercial
tenants should markedly improve the appearance of the airport area while
making the site attractive to high tech and other new economy workers. To
accomplish these placemaking and branding objectives, all commercial facilities
should be developed following covenants, restrictions, and high construction
standards. They should have contemporary architecturally appealing facades
interspersed with green space that include biking and pedestrian trails.
Entranceways should be given an aviation theme and well-landscaped.
Such guidelines should carry over (to the extent possible) to the 1287LC
which should have more of a campus-like appearance than a traditional
industrial or logistics park. Even the intermodal rail/truck facility should be
screened, perhaps with trees or muraled walls so that the aesthetic appeal and
branding of DIA1287 is maintained. Such placemaking could well be the
primary ROI generator for DIA 1287.
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VI. Institutional and Management Plan for the 1287LC
Development and Operation
Returning specifically to the 1287LC, considerable thought and work to date
have been done on appropriate institutional and management plans for
developing and operating a multimodal air logistics complex. Since most of
these have been on airport property, a variety of public-private partnerships
have been implemented involving BOO (build, operate, own) and BOT (build,
operate, transfer) approaches.
One option that could follow either a BOO or BOT approach would be to
simply parcel off and sell (at a premium) a 400 or so acre section of DIA 1287 to
DIA. If it is sold straight-out, however, and DIA follows the BOO approach,
A&C Properties loses both long-term revenue capacity and control over the
appearance and operation of the complex. The latter could detract from the
value of the rest of DIA 1287 if it is not done in an aesthetically appealing and
environmentally sustainable way. The advantage, of course, is the up-front cash
and no need for heavy capital investment in 1287LC infrastructure and facilities.
A joint venture with DIA where DIA provided through-the-fence access
would seem more appealing. Facilities could be planned, such as a state-of-theart southern cargo facility on DIA 1287 property with direct air freighter access
from the future cargo oriented southern runway. Other 1287LC areas could be
developed with flextech, JIT assembly, e-commerce fulfillment and other logistics
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services that would considerably boost cargo at DIA were they designed
following the guidelines described in Chapters 2 and 3.
Neither DIA nor A&C properties has the expertise in logistics complex
development of the nature proposed herein. Therefore, a joint-venture partner
would be required who could appropriately develop the 1287LC.
Even though the full scale development of 1287LC may be decades away, the
institutional, development and management plans need to be hammered out in
the next couple of years, or this portion of DIA 1287 will likely languish and limit
overall project profitability. It will also be important for other investors in DIA
1287 to know the nature and timetable of development of 1287LC. Otherwise,
this uncertainty may dissuade their investing.

VII. Summary Recommendations and Action Steps
DIA 1287 posses numerous assets and some strategic advantages over other
airport-linked property in the DIA area. These assets need to be fully leveraged
if maximum ROI is to be achieved. Chief among them is the DIA 1287 advantage
in the logistics arena. Yet, other major commercial opportunities exist that can be
leveraged with innovative planning, design, and branding, as well as through
working with DIA, local governments, and the Regional Transportation District
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to improve the access of DIA 1287 to the airport and the region. Below I present
20 recommendations and action steps to achieve the above objectives.
1.

Given its propinquity to DIA's air cargo complex, the unique
comparative advantage of DIA 1287 lies in logistics and air cargo.
While longer-term in its implementation, a multimodal air logistics
complex should be planned with appropriate land (up to 500 acres)
reserved in the northern section of DIA 1287 for future logistics
infrastructure and facility development.

2.

The value of this logistics complex (herein called 1287LC) will be
substantially increased if through-the-fence access can be obtained to
DIA's cargo area. Based on the information provided in this report on
benefits to DIA and the region, support should be obtained from DIA,
the City of Denver, and other necessary organizations such as the
FAA to obtain such access.

3.

Planning and development of 1287LC should be based on providing
tenants and users with unmatched speed, agility, and connectivity to
respond rapidly and flexibly to opportunities and changing markets,
nationally and worldwide. This should be done by not only
leveraging DIA's 1,700 daily flights but also by integrating air access
with efficient truck cross-docking and materials handling facilities, as
well as advanced telecommunications and state-of-the-art support
services. An intermodal rail/truck facility should complement the
logistics complex. Work with Burlington Northern should commence
to relocate its intermodal railyard south of DIA 1287 with a rail spur
to the 1287LC intermodal facility.
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4.

Just as today's most successful businesses are innovative, flexible, and
rapidly responsive, so too must infrastructure and facility planning
and design be for the 1287LC. The 1287LC thus should not be so
much a fixed physical plan as it is a flexible framework for
accommodating a wide variety of tenants, users, facilities and layouts
that can be modified (to the extent feasible) when new technologies,
industries, and infrastructure advancements emerge.

5.

A&C Properties should commence discussions immediately with the
U.S. Department of Commerce and with a foreign trade zone operator
to obtain foreign trade zone status for the property reserved for the
1287LC.

6.

A&C Properties should likewise commence discussions with a
logistics-oriented REIT (such as ProLogis or AMB) or with an air
logistics oriented commercial real estate development firm (such as
Hillwood) to provide appropriate development planning and
implementation expertise.

7.

Marketing of the 1287LC must be based on its development realities
and not run ahead of actual development of infrastructure and
support services. Phased marketing should correspond to phased
development, as described earlier in this report. In each phase, the
marketing effort should be designed to attract a targeted segment of
1287LC tenants and users based on the infrastructure and capabilities
offered at the time.

8.

A thorough understanding of fast-cycle logistics and modern supply
chain management will be a key means to recruiting time-sensitive
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manufacturing and distribution firms to the DIA region and boosting
air cargo at DIA. It is therefore recommended that A&C Properties,
with the assistance and financial support of DIA and local economic
development councils and regional partnerships bring together
experts in logistics and supply chain management, multimodal
infrastructure development, and information technology to help
design specifications that would effectively integrate and leverage all
1287LC elements with DIA's air cargo infrastructure and with timesensitive manufactures and distributors throughout the greater
Denver region.
9.

It is recommended that a major part of the initial marketing effort
focus on attracting a “big name” or “trophy” logistics service provider
to jumpstart the 1287LC (e.g.,Excel, Eagle). Once a couple of these are
landed, it sends out a market signal to other 3PLs and freight
forwarders that the 1287LC is a prime logistics location. Since smaller
fish tend to like big fish as neighbors, landing a big fish logistics
services provider will be a significant marketing advantage in its own
right for the 1287LC.

10. If speed and agility are going to be trump cards for the 1287LC, A&C
Properties along with Adams County and Aurora will have to move
quickly and effectively when a tenant comes along. Many prospective
tenants cannot afford to wait a year or more to get their site plan and
building permits approved. To the extent feasible, it is recommended
that zoning and general site plans be established for pre-approval and
that arrangements be made with appropriate local government
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agencies for an accelerated building approval process once a tenant
has signed on.
11. DIA 1287, with a total of nearly 1,300 acres, has immediate
opportunities to develop much of the non-logistics portion of the
property. It is recommended that site and facility layouts for the
remaining 800 or so acres commence immediately beyond the general
functional blocking done to date as was illustrated in Exhibit 2.13.
Internal road and utility corridors should be finalized (though
maintaining some flexibility for future adjustment).
12. A&C Properties must continue to vigorously pursue a FasTracks
station on DIA 1287 as described previously. Discussions with the
Regional Transportation District, the cities of Aurora and Denver, and
Adams County should stress the preliminary findings of this study
which indicate that such a station could markedly improve the
ridership and financial feasibility of the FasTracks East Corridor line
while attracting high-end business to DIA 1287, thereby boosting local
taxes.
13. Apropos the above, FasTracks should give up trying to remain
primarily within Denver County and the increasingly strained Peña
Boulevard corridor and adapt to the realities of northeastern regional
population and commercial growth. It should connect DIA with
present and emerging employment and population centers in the
northeast sector.
14. The preferred option for the East Corridor line is that FasTracks
continue from Denver along the existing rail rights of way until near
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the I-70/E-470 interchange where it would support a major center
already being developed, before turning northward towards the DIA
1287 property. Depending on the technology used (e.g., people mover
to the Jeppesen terminal), it could stop there, allowing the people
mover to easily transfer passengers, or simply continue onwards to
the terminal. By servicing larger developing or planned activity
centers, the greater passenger volumes generated will support more
frequent service, thus reducing waiting time and improving DIA-link
feasibility.
15. To further bolster the rationale for a FasTracks station at DIA 1287,
A&C Properties should consult with both DIA and the TSA on the
merits of an off-site (remote) security clearance location which would
provide for unforeseen contingencies such as 9/11-type events and
offer additional terminal space.
16. The DIA 1287 site should be designed as an urban gateway with the
development of the gateway spilling over to the west. Development
should be coordinated with the large scale center now being planned
at the I-70/E-470 interchange. Road and rail should be re-routed to
access the airport from the south. New or extended roadways with
appropriate exchanges as described in Chapter 2 should be pursued.
17. The property is ideally suited for hotels, convention, retail, office,
medical, high-tech research and a range of specialty and recreational
venues. A&C Properties may choose to develop a few of these itself.
Far wiser would be a set of strategic partnerships with major players
in these functional areas, as was suggested for the development of the
future logistics complex (1287LC).
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18. Planning of DIA 1287, in general, and 1287LC, in particular, should
give high priority to aesthetics and environmental sustainability. To
the extent possible, all logistics, manufacturing, trucking, and cargo
handling should be physically separated or screened from other
commercial uses of the property. High quality design and building
standards should be maintained for all construction with campus-like
layout.
19. For branding, DIA 1287 entrance ways should have an aviation theme
and be well-groomed. Through innovative design, including
distinctive architecture and greenways integrated with active
recreating DIA 1287 should set the standard for DIA-linked
development and go a long way toward upgrading the appearance of
the airport area. In particular, all DIA 1287 entrances should receive
special emphasis in design and image appearance. These entries,
which would have an aviation theme, should set the tone for which
DIA 1287’s identity would be reinforced through distinctive building
architecture, signage, landscaping, and site amenities.
20. Regarding the final point, establish DIA 1287 amenities that will make
the overall development an asset for those working there, visitors, and
nearby communities. Amenities will be as important as physical
facilities in differentiating DIA 1287. These should include walking,
biking, and jogging trails conducive to Colorado’s outdoor active
image with recreation facilities provided near clusters of buildings.
Such facilities might include indoor and outdoor fitness centers and
swimming pools, volleyball and basketball courts, as well as softball
diamonds and putting greens. It is further recommended that
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gardens, sculptures, water fountains and public art be added,
enhancing DIA 1287’s physical appearance and perception as an
aesthetic place to work and appreciate life. For many new economy
industries and their knowledge-workers, such touches are magnetic.
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